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SUMMARY

A mathematical description is given of the wind. The long and short term fluctuations

are both considered. It has appeared that the energy in the wind, due to the fast

fluctuations is 3 a14 %. The energy in the wind gusts cannot be fully extracted. Losses

are caused through: 1) the wind gusts are not uniform distributed in the rotor plane, 2)

there is some time lag between a wind gust and the reaction of the rotor and 3) the

wind direction is not constant.

A comparison between the annual energy output of a turbine with "w =constant"

control and" A = constant" control showed that the energy output of a turbine with

"A = constant" control is at maximum 10 a14 % higher. In practice these values are

lower.

It is analyzed what kind of loads are suited to be driven by means of wind power. It has

appeared that all load types are suited, but in order to keep the rotor at its maximum

efficiency, in most cases a variable transmission is necessary. Except if the torque of

the load is proportional to the second power of the rotational speed.

Three types of rotors are compared with each other: 1) a horizontal axis rotor, 2) the

Darrieus rotor and}) the vertical axis straight bladed rotor. The most important

features of the horizontal axis rotor are: smooth Cp-A curve, high rotational speed, self

starting and reversing gravitational loads on the blades. Of the Darrieus: smooth Cp-A

curve, not self starting, rigid construction of the blades and the turbine is insensitive

for the wind direction. Of the straight bladed: rotor is sensitive to stall, low rotational

speed and the rotor is also insensitive for the wind direction.

Several types of variable transmissions are analyzed to drive loads with a constant

rotational speed. The only suitable transmissions appeared to be: hydraulic

transmission with a variable motor, output controlled hydraulic shunt

transmission and an output controlled planetary gearbox. The last one is expected to

be very complex and expensive.

The performances of the two remaining transmissions, the hydraulic transmission with

the variable motor and the output controlled hydraulic transmission, have been

compared with the performances of a turbine with a constant rotational speed,



equipped with a gearbox, and with the performances of a turbine with a variable rotor

speed, equipped with a gearbox and an AC/nC/AC conversion system. The turbine

with the electrical conversion system is (theoretically) expected to have the highest

efficiency. The annual energy output of a well developed turbine with a hydraulic

transmission with a variable motor is almost equal to that of the constant speed

turbine. The shunt transmission gives a better efficiency at that wind speed where the

annual power density in the wind is at highest. Power limitation above the rated wind

speed is a problem for turbines with variable rotor speed. Pitch control is almost

inevitable. The constant speed turbines have the advantage of a simple construction.



LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area [L2]
a constant (depending on the load type)

b constant (depending on the load type)

c 1) constant

2) scale factor [L· T-l]
Cp power coefficient [-]
D drag force [F]
E energy [F·L·T-l]
e energy [F· L· T-l]
F force [F]
h height [L]
I moment of inertia [M· L2]
k shape factor [-]
ke energy pattern factor [-]
L lift force [F]
m mass [M]
n defines the load type [-]
p pressure [F· L-2]
P power [F·L·T-l]
q flow-rate [L3. T-l]
r radius [L]
R radius [L]
t time [T]
T 1) torque [F· L]

2) total time [T]
V wind-speed [L· T-l]
W wind

Zo surface roughness [L]

1) angle of at tack [rad]

2) constant [-]

fJ flapping angle [rad]

C yawing angle [rad]



A tipspeed ratio [-]
n angular velocity [rad· T-I]
w angular velocity [rad· T-l]
p density [M·L-3]
(J standard deviation [L· T-l]
T time constant [T]

Subscript

ax axial

c-in cut-in wind-speed

c-{)ut cut-{)ut wind-speed

d drag

g gust

grid grid

kin kinetic

1) load

2) lift

m motor

max maximum

opt optimal

p 1) pump

2) power

3) perpendicular

pI planet-wheel carrier

plw planet-wheel

r rotor

rated rated wind-speed

rw ring-wheel

s sun-wheel

t 1) torque

2) tangential

tot tot

v wind speed
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1 INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of a rotor of a wind turbine depends on the tip speed and the wind speed.

The efficiency is at maximum, at a certain wind speed, at only one value of the tip speed.

Therefore it might be expected that the annual energy production of a wind turbine with

a variable rotor speed is higher than that of a turbine with a constant rotor speed. The

turbine with the variable rotor speed is able to operate at the maximum efficiency.

It will be seen:

- if there is really a big difference between the energy output of both turbines

(theoretically and practically),

- what kind of transmissions can be used to drive several load types by means of wind

power,

- what kind of rotors can be used

- if there are more differences between turbines with a constant speed and turbines with

a variable speed (dynamic behaviour, constructive features).
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2 A GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO WIND ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS

2.1 Available wind power. [1],[2],[5]

Wind must be considered as a flow of mass. Air mass with a velocity V and an area A

represents a massflow m:

(2.1 ) m=p·A·V

and thus a flow of kinetic energy per second or kinetic power Pkin of:

(2.2) Pkin = 0.5·m· V2 = 0.5·p·A· V3 (W)

with: p = air density, A = area swept by the rotor blades and V = undisturbed wind

velocity.

A wind rotor can only extract power from the wind, because it slows down the wind.

The wind speed behind the rotor is lower than in front of the rotor. Too much

slowing down causes the air to flow around the wind rotor area instead of through the

area and it turns out that the maximum power extraction is reached when the wind

velocity in the wake of the rotor is 1/3 of the undisturbed wind velocity. The rotor

itself "feels" a velocity 2/3 times the undisturbed wind. The effective massflow is

only p' A· 2/3· V, so the extracted power is:

(2.3) P max = 16/27·0.5' p' A· V3 (W)

t .Cf·'
(Proved by Betz in 1936, see also chapter 3, section ~.)

The ratio 16/27 is the maximum (theoretical) power coefficient Cp • The power
max

which can be supplied to the grid is less than Cp times the kinetic power, because it

depends on the overall efficiency of the transmission, the generator and the control

system, so:



(2.4)

7

(W)

At standstill the rotor produces no power and at very high rotational speeds the air is

more or less blocked by the rotor, and again no power is produced. In between these

extremes there is an optimal speed where the power extraction is at maximum.

Power

p

.1

I

4

Rotational speed n

Fig. 2.1. The power produced by a wind rotor as a function ofits rotational

speed, at one given wind speed.

.,

Torque

Q . I
I
I
I
I
I

Roational s;::>eed n

4

Fig. 2.2. The torque produced by a wind rotor as a function ofits rotational

speed at on'given wind speed.

Because T = P /0, the torque is equal to the tangent of a line through the origin and

some point of the P-O curve. If the wind speed increases, power and torque increase,

so for each wind speed a separate curve has to be drawn. These groups of curves are
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rather inconvenient to handle as they vary with the wind speed Y, the radius R of the

rotor and even the density p of the air. Power, torque and speed are made

dimensionless with the following expressions:

the power coefficient

(2.5)
P

Cp =----
D.5· p ·A· y3

(-)

the torque coefficient

(2.6) Ct=--T---
D.5·p· A·Y2·R

(-)

the tipspeed ratio

(2.7) (-)

With rotor area A = 7[" R2. Substitution of these expressions gives:

(2.8) (-)

The advantage of these dimensionless expressions is that the behaviour of rotors with

different dimensions and at different wind speeds can be reduced to two curves: Cp-A

and Ct-A. (These two relations are also related to each other by means of equation

2.8, but in practice usually two curves are used.)

2.2 Site selection.

In the previous section is shown that the power which can be extracted from the wind

is proportional to the wind velocity to the power three. So it is very important to site

the WEC's at a place where the wind speed is very high.

Effects which are important for the site selection are:

1) Average wind speed.
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2) Windshear. (The wind slows down, near the ground, to an extent determined by

the surfaceroufhness.)

3) Turbulence. (Behind buildings, trees, ridges etc)

4) Acceleration or retardation. (On the top of hills, ridges etc)

5) Fluctuations of the wind velocity.

6) Fluctuations of the wind direction.

2.3 Types of windmills and their features. [2],[3],[6]

There are several types of windmills. The most common wind energy converters

(WEe's) are:

1) the horizontal axis wind turbines (upwind or downwind), such as:

- the ancient dutch windmill,

- the multibladed waterpumping (american) windmill (slow running),

- the modern turbine for electricity production (fast running,

1, 2, 3 or 4 bladed),

2) vertical axis wind turbines:

- Darrieus turbine (not self starting),

- Savonius turbine (self starting).

The low speed turbines mostly rely on drag forces, the fast running turbines on lift

forces.

The relation between the wind speed and the power output is shown in figure 2.3.

This relation is valid for all the nowadays existing windmills which supply electric

energy to the grid.

p 1
out

p
r

'JrH
/

........... I.'i-----,
h

h

Ve-in Vrated Ve-out V-+

Fig. 2.3. Relation between wind speed V and the power output P.
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Practical values of Vc-in, Vrated and Vc-out are:

Vc-in = 4 a6 mls (Cut-in wind speed)

Vrated = 9 a13 mls (Rated wind speed)

Vc-out = 16 a 22 mls (Maximum wind speed, wind speed at which the turbine is no

longer expected to generate power.)

When the wind speed is less than the wind speed Vc-in the turbine does not deliver

any power, because the static friction forces of the windmill have to be overcome.

Between Vc-in and Vrated the windmill generates power proportional ,more or less,

to the cube of the wind speed. (See section 2.1) At the rated wind speed the electric

generator has reached its maximum power output. Above the rated wind speed a

control system will see that the power output won't increase anymore to protect the

generator from overloading. When the wind speed has reached the maximum wind

speed the windmill will stop generating power to limit the mechanical stresses.

As already mentioned in section 2.1 the behaviour of different types of wind rotors

can be reduced to two curves: Cp-A and Ct-A. In figure 2.4 and 2.5 these two curves

are drawn for different types of wind turbines.

02

~ SO..
c:
li
~ :.0

'2
i 30

20

10

a

07
Q.

---~~l: ~I~~ _. --;-:'::-~-;:-~-~-=-~--;-:-~=-;-""--i06 u.
~ Ideal I'\onz. aXIs j

IGlauertl .!I!
hq't-sPl'ld t 0·5 =

~IWO blade E.) S
am.rtcan lB),r" 0.4 ~
mulll- blad. ~

/ /"oarrtt'Us &.
SavonlUS (A' (V A I 03

/",101'

old Dutch WIndmIll fc)
14 bla~1

01

6 7 8 9

Fig. 2.4. Cp-A curve for different types ofwind turbines.
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5 , I
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o
u

~.2

E

o+----~=~ ---L-----+-~-_+---t
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Fig 2.5. Ct-).. curve for different types ofwind turbines.

These two pictures show us that the starting torque for slow running wind turbines is

very high. They are very useful for waterpumping. The starting torque of a fast

running two bladed wind turbine is so very low that it is not self starting. On the

other hand it can be seen that the maximum efficiency of a two bladed rotor is much

higher than all the other rotors.

None of the efficiencies of all the above mentioned turbines reaches the Betz limit

because:

- the rotation of the wake behind the rotor,

- the finite number of blades (very important for the multibladed rotors.),

- the Betz coefficient was calculated for the case that there is no drag. In practice

this situation can never be attained.

- tip losses.

2.4 The conversion of kinetic energy to mechanical energy.

The aerodynamics of a wind turbine can be described with the help of two theories,

1) the axial momentum theory and 2) the blade element theory.
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2.4.1 The axial momentum theory. [2]

For the analysis the symbols as indicated in figure 2.6 shall be used.

......:---...-"'-...-...---

...

--------.------
v,

AA, - - - - - _ -- ---- .......... ---- :--
Fig. 2.6. Parameters involved in the description ofthe axial momentum

theory for a wind rotor.

The assumptions underlying the axial momentum theory are:

- incompressible medium,

- no frictional drag,

- infinite number of blades,

- homogeneous flow,

- uniform thrust over the rotor area,

- non-rotating wake,

- static pressure far before and far behind the rotor is equal to the undisturbed

ambient static pressure.

Conservation of mass:

(2.9)

Thrust force Fax:

(2.10) (N)
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With Bernoulli's equation before and behind the rotor this yields:

(2.11)

The trust becomes:

(2.12) Fax = 0.5·p·A,(Vr - V2) (N)

Equating (2.10) and (2.11) provides:

(2.13)

Introducing the axial induction factor a:

(2.14)

The power absorbed by the rotor is equal to the change in kinetic power of the mass

flowing through the rotor area:

(2.15) P = 0.5·p· A· Vax' (Vr - V2) = 4a· (1-a)2·0.5·p· A· vt (W)

The maximum value of P is reached for dPIda = 0 and this results in:

(2.16) a= 1/3 (-)

Name VI =V:

(2.3) P max = 16/27 ·0.5· p·A· V3 (W)

The ideal model of a completely axial flow before and behind the rotor has to be

modified when realizing that a rotating rotor implies the generation of angular

momentum (torque). This means that in reaction to the torque exerted by the flow

on the rotor, the flow behind the rotor rotates in the opposite direction. This rotation

represents an extra loss of kinetic energy for the wind rotor, a loss that will be higher

if the torque to be generated is higher.
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Considering a ring with radius r and thickness dr and the cross sectional area of the

tube 21r·r·dr. (Figure 2.7) If we imagine ourselves moving along with the blades it

can be shown that we may apply Bernoulli's equation [2] to derive an expression for

the pressure difference over the blades. Now the relative angular velocity increases

from n to n + w, while the axial components of the velocity remain unchanged, With

Bernoulli's equation we find:

~."'.
.; :

"
'.; ,

",;
:..,
"..
.'

"
"'.'\

-... ---

---

--------

--

I
I,

I.,
I

I
I

I, ... - --

---... - .... -:':"-- -- --- -- -- ;':' :
'.": '
.'..
"
.'
, .-- - - - - - - - - -- :.. :" ~,

- -:&.; ... -

------ ------ -- - --- -- -_..---

------------------_ ... -

Fig. 2.7. The stream tube model, illustrating the rotation ofthe wake,

(2.17) p+- P- = 0.5· p' (n + w)2·r2 -0.5· p·n2 ·r2

= p·(n + 0.5·w)·w·r2

The resulting thrust on the annular element of the rotor is:

(2.18) (N)

I'tha ' _0.5·ww - 12
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Rewriting (2.12), looking at the annular cross section only (A ~ 21r·r·dr and Vi ~ V)

and introducing induction factor a we find:

(2.19) dFax = 4a· (1- a)· 0.5· p' V2 ·21r· r' dr (N)

The expression for the torque becomes:

(2.20) dT =4a' ·(I-a)·0.5·p·V·n·r·r·21r·r·dr (Nm)

2.4.2 The blade element theory. [2] ,[5]

In figure 2.8 the relative air velocity experienced by a blade--element at radius r is

sketched.

AQTOR
PLANE

Fig. 2.8. The flow at a blade element.

The relative velocity W can be divided into two components. [5]

1) The velocity component Vp is perpendicular to the rotor plane and is the sum of:

- the undisturbed wind velocity V,

-the induced velocity Vi = a· V with a the induction factor (fig. 2.6),

- the flapping velocity of the blade element /3. r (Flapping = hinging of the

blades perpendicular to the rotor plane.),

- the velocity xof the tower top, perpendicular to the rotor plane.

(2.21 ) Vp = V· (I-a) - /3. r - x -1
(m·s )
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2) The component Vt is the tangential velocity of the blade element and the sum of:

- the velocity of the rotor n· r,

- the lagging velocity ~. r (Lagging = hinging of the blades parallel to the

rotor plane. ).

(2.22)

In the following derivation we assume that [2]:
V p = V . (1 - a) and V t = n· r.

dL

n,(1+i'l

I
I .. ,
I ..... •••··• .. 9
1
I W
I

Fig. 2.9. The lift- and drag/orce.

In figure 2.9 is shown that the wind W causes a liftforce dL and a dragforce dD on the

blade element. From this figure (blade element theory) we can derive two

dimensionless expressions:

-lift coefficient:

(2.23) Cl= dL
0.5' p' c ·dr· W2

(-)
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- drag coefficient:

(2.24) Cd= dD
0.5· p' c .dr . W2

(-)

The trust and torque experienced by the blade element are:

(2.25)

(2.26)

dFax = dL·cosrp+ dD·sinrp

dT = (dL·sinrp-dD·cosrp)·r

(N)

(Nm)

Combining (2.23), (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26) and assuming that the rotor has B

blades, the expressions for thrust and torque become:

(2.27)

(2.28)

dFax = B· 0.5· p' W2. (CI' cosrp + Cd' sinrp)· c· dr

dT = B·O.5· p' W2. (CI·sinrp- Cd ·cosrp) ,c·r·dr

(N)

(Nm)

2.4.3 Windrotors in yaw. [4]

A real rotor in a turbulent atmospheric boundary layer will nearly always be in a

yawed position to the wind, influencing its performance and causing fluctuating

loads on the rotor blades and the structure.

Measurements have shown that the power coefficient decreases if the yawing angle b

increases.

(2.29) Cp ';' const.· (cosb)3 (-)
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3 MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ENERGY SUPPLY IN THE WIND

3.1 General

[16] Wind velocity is a three-dimensional vector quantity which is conveniently

represented by an average wind vector with super-imposed small scale random

fluctuations (also three dimensional). The wind is usually described with the help of

cylindrical coordinates. The horizontal wind is represented by a two dimensional

vector with a length v and an angle O. (See fig 3.1.) The vertical component by the

height z.

MEAN SPEED V

----
I

u
88 ---1
_ _ _ G'(." I I

- _ _ I \S';- I Y

--...L.. I

1-8:~

Fig. 3.1. Definition diagram for gust in speed and direction. (Cylindrical

coordinate system)

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) has defined that the averaging time

of wind speed measurements is 10 minutes, measured at a height of 10 meters.

An example of the wind speed as a. function of time is shown in figure 3.2. With the help

of all the average wind speeds, Vi, it's possible to create a probability density function

(p.dJ.) of the wind speed at one specific site. The p.dJ. gives the percentage of

occurrence of the wind speed, during one year. (Fig. 3.3.) It has appeared that it is

possible to describe the p.dJ. with the help of a Weibull-distribution. In this p.dJ., the

short term fluctuations are not considered.
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Fig. 3.2. The wind speed as a function oftime.
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Fig. 3.3. An example ofa probability density function ofthe wind speed.

In [19] is shown that the fluctuations of the wind speed within a month or so, can be

divided into two classes.

- The first class consists of fluctuations of time scales between 10 h and

100 h. These are associated with the passage of entire weather systems
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(depressions for example) past the point observation.

- The second class consists of fluctuations of time scales of five minutes or

less. These are what are normally called gusts.

There appear to be no significant fluctuations with the time scales in the region

between these two classes, i.e. between 0,1 hand 10 h. This means that the period over

which an average of the wind speed should be taken can conveniently be chosen to lie in

this 'null' region. (See fig. 3.4)

1.t10lJl"l1

i ~R. ~ CIA'1 1 HOUR '1H~.

3 t
I

2 -2mS

Gomes en
Vickery, 1977

z~10m

2

10 f 10
2

c YCleS/h[,) " .. ~.\
~ ... ,.... ~ IIJ,.... J

Fig. 3..4- Schematic spectrum ofthe wind speed near the ground.

3.2 Fluctuations longer than ten minutes.

3.2.1 Fluctuations in the horizontal wind speed.

For some reasons it is necessary to have the knowledge of the p.dJ. of the wind speed at

one site. Some of these reasons are: the calculation of the average wind speed, the

calculation of the available power or the calculation of the median wind speed.

The WMO has defined that the p.dJ. is created by measuring the average windspeed

during an averaging time of ten minutes, so (fig. 3.1):

1 JT(3.1) Vi=T V(t)dt
o
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By observing how often a year one wind speed occurs, it is possible to create a p.dJ. As

already mentioned in the previous section the p.dJ. of the wind speed at one site, fits

very well with a Weibull-distribution. The Weibull-distribution is a continuous

distribution instead of a discrete distribution, shown in fig. 3.3.

(3.2)
[ V Jkk V k-1 - C

f(V) = [c] .[c] .e

where: c = scale factor (m· s-1) and k = shape factor (-).

In fig. 3.5 the Weibull-distribution is presented for different values of the shape

factor k.

1.4.....--_--.-__...,....-__,-_---,.-__...,......__,-_---,

1f (X)

J. 21------1---1--+--+--+---+---+---+-_--1
\---+---~.4,0

l'r---+--+--4k.2 • 5

3.532.52o 0.5 1.5

S'. "/0 b-t~t.. ~
.~-- - --~

'f' k: 't.l)

Fig. 3.5. Wind speed distributions for different values ofk.

Sites with a very smooth wind are represented by a distribution with a rather high

shape factor k (k ~ 4) and sites with a gusty wind, like the Netherlands are represented

by a distribution with a low shape factor (k ~ 2).

In [16] is derived that the median wind speed Vmis:

(3.3) 11kVm= c·(ln2)
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The mean wind speed V is found from the Weibull-distribution by:

roo 1
(3.4) V=J" V.f(V)dV=c·r(I+l{)

o

where r is the usual gamma-function [r(1 +~) = ~OO(~).e-(V/C)k]. The standard

deviation (J of the distribution is given by:

(3.5) (J2 = ~oo(V - V)2 . f(V) dV = c2 . [ r(I + ~) - f2(1 + ~)]

The mean of the cube of the wind speed V3" is given by:

(3.6) V3" = LooV3 ·f(V) dV = c3 . [(1 + ~ )
o

Hence, the ratios Vic , (J/V, the energy pattern factor ke = V3"/~ and Vm/V depend

only on the shape factor k. Thus:

(3.7) Vic = [(1 + ~)

(3.8) (JfV = J[ [(1 + ~ )/ r 2(1 + ~ ) -1 f
(3.9) ke = V3"/V = [(1 + ~ )/r3(1 + ~)

(3.10) Vm/V = (In2)1/k/r(1 + ~ )

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)

w\~~ Speeds which make maximum contribution to the distribution (Vo), to the mean speed

(VI), and to the mean energy (V3) can be evaluated by finding the maximum of

VO . p(V) for n = 0, 1 and 3. That is from solutions of~ ( vo . p(V)) = O. These are

found to be, in relation to the mean speed V:



(3.11) Vo/V = [(k-l)/k]l/k / r(1 + fz)

(3.12) VI/V = 1 / r(1 + fz )

(3.13) V3/V = [(k+2)/k]l/k / r(1 + fz)

23

(-)

(-)

(-)

The values of all the above derived parameters are represented in table 3.1.

Table 3.1

Values of various dimensionless ratios. V is mean wind speed, c is Weibull scale factor, a is
standard deviation, <V>/yJ is energy pattern factor, V", is median (SO percentile) wind speed,
Vo is speed for maximum p(V), VI is speed for maximum Vp(V), and VJ is speed for maximum
VJp(V).

k V/c a/V <VJ>/yJ V"'/V Vo/V VI/V VJ/V

1.2 0.941 0.837 3.99 0.783 0.239 1.063 2.407
1.4 0.911 0.724 3.03 0.844 0.448 1.097 2.068
1.6 0.897 0.640 2.48 0.887 0.604 1.115 1.852
1.8 0.889 0.575 2.14 0.917 0.717 1.124 1.703 1J~J
2..Q.. 0.886 0.523 1.91 0.939 0.798 1.128 1 596 • ~-2.2 0.886 0.480 1.75 0.956 0.857 1.129 1.515
2.4 0.886 0.444 1.63 0.968 0.901 1.128 1.452
2.6 0.888 0.413 1.53 0.978 0.934 1.126 1.402
2.8 0.890 0.387 1.46 0.985 0.959 1.123 1.361
3.0 0.893 0.363 1.40 0.991 0.978 1.120 1.328
3.2 0.896 0.343 1.36 0.996 0.993 1.117 1.299
3.5 0.900 0.316 1.30 1.001 1.010 1.111 1.265
4.0 0.906 0.281 1.23 1.007 1.027 1.103 1.221
5.0 0.918 0.229 1.15 1.012 1.042 1.089 1.165
6.0 0.928 0.194 1.11 1.014 1.046 1.078 1.131
7.0 0.935 0.168 1.08 1.014 1.046 1.069 1.108
8.0 0.942 0.148 1.06 1.014 1.044 1.062 1.092
9.0 0.947 0.133 1.05 1.014 1.042 1.056 1.080

10.0 0.951 0.120 1.04 1.013 1.040 1.051 1.070

The power supply in the wind can be calculated with the help of the following equation:

1(3.14) P(V) = 2" p' A, V3 (W)
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The energy in the wind is:

roo r oo1
(3.15) E = T· J" P(V) ·f(V) dV = T· J" ~. p' A· V3·f(V) dV

o 0
1 roo 1 1......3=T.~·p.A. J" V3·f(V) dV = T.~.p.A.V3" = T.~.p.A·ke. v

o

The energy per square meter is:

(3.16) E/A = T,~,p'ke.~

CALCULATION EXAMPLE:

(Nm)

The p.d.f. shown in figure 3.3 is the wind speed distribution of Den Helder. The data

are obtained by measuring during several years. The average wind speed is found with

the help of the next equation:

n

(3.17) V= L,Vi.f(Vi) =6,9

i =1

The standard deviation a is:

(3.18) a =JIt (~ -V) ·f(Vi) = 3,6

So a/V = 3,6/6.9 = 0,521. From table 3.1 we can derive that the shape factor k = 2,0.

The scale factor c = V/0,886 = 7,8. The energy pattern factor ke is 1,91.

With T = 31,536.106 (sec), p = 1,225 (kg·m'3) and with (3.16):
~ ~ • ')1;.."'" ,

(3.16) E/A=T.~.p.ke.~ (J'm-2)

we find that EtA = 1.21.107 (kJ ·m2).
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3.2.2 Fluctuations in the wind direction.

Because the fluctuations in the wind direction, with a fluctuation time longer than ten

minutes, are not of great influence on the energy output of a wind turbine, they will

only be discussed here very briefly.

The most common representation of wind direction distributions is the wind rose,

although an interesting and potentially useful display technique, called the "wind

fabric diagram", has been introduced by Davis and Ekern (1977). The standard type of

wind rose is plotted from frequency of occurrence data by speed interval and direction

interval. For example, table 3.2 gives the Summary of Hourly Observations

1951-1960 annual wind data for Oklahoma City.

These data are plotted in wind rose form in figure 3.6, with percentage calm shown in

the center circle, the smaller size bars representing directional frequency of 1-7 mph

winds, the middle size bars the 8-9 mph winds, and larger bars over 18 mph winds. The

length of each bar segment is proportional to the frequency of wind from that direction

and within that speed intervaI.[16]

Table 3.2. Sample data from summary ofhourly obse7iJations percentage frequencies

ofwind direction and speed.

Hourf1 ObMrvallonl 01 Wind SpHd
(In Mil.. Per Hour)

"ver.

DI~lon 0..3 4-7 1-12 13-18 1t-24 25-31 32-38 39-46 47 over To'" SpHd

N .2 1.0 2.8 3.3 1.4 .7 .2 + + 9.6 14.8

NNE .1 .7 2.0 2.2 .7 .2 + + + 5.9 13.4

NE .1 .6 1.5 1.2 .3 .1 + + 3.8 11.7

ENE .1 .5 1.3 .8 .1 + + 2.7 11.2

E .1 .5 1.0 .4 .1 + + 2.0 10.1

ESE .1 .4 1.4 .7 .1 + 2.7 11.0

SE .1 .7 2.9 1.9 .4 .1 + + + 6.2 12.0

SSE .1 1.3 8.0 9.0 2.6 .7 .1 + + 21.9 14.0

S .2 1.3 5.1 6.3 2.7 1.1 .2 .1 + 17.0 15.1

SSW .1 .7 2.1 3.1 1.9 1.0 .2 + + 9.2 16.5

SW .1 .5 1.0 .9 .5 .2 + + + 3.2 13.7

WSW .1 .3 .4 .3 .1 .1 + + 1.2 12.6

W .1 .3 .3 .2 .1 + + + 1.0 10.9

WNW .1 .4 .7 .4 .2 .1 + + 1.9 12.9

NW .1 .7 1.2 .7 .5 .3 .1 + + 3.7 13.9

NNW .1 .8 1.9 2.1 1.5 .8 .2 .1 + 7.5 16.2

CALM .6 .6

TOTAL 2.4 10.6 33.5 33.6 13.0 5.5 1.3 .2 + 100.0 14.0
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Fig. 3.6. Wind rose for Oklahoma City.

3.2.3 Wind speed due to the height.[9]

The most common method to calculate the wind speed as a function of the height (also

used by the KNMI) is with the help of equation 3.19 (experimental relation.)

(3.19) (-)

- The subscript" ref" refers to the reference point.

- h is the height.

- Zo is the local surface roughness. (table 3.3)

This equation is a useful method to estimate the average wind speed at the height h if

the average speed is known at height href. To get an impression of the real available

wind speed at the rotor shaft, this method can not be used. There for it's necessary to
"'fh(2,'f ~./d~

meaBure the wind speed at several places near the rotor.
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Table 3.3. Different surface roughnesses.

Type of Surlace

Mud flats. ice
Smooth sea
Sand
Plain, snow covered
Grassy surlace
Mown grass
Low grass, steppe
Flat country
High grass
Wheat
Beets
Palmetto
Low woods
High woods
Suburbia
City

zo(m)

10 05 - 3-10"
2x 10. - 3-10·

10· - 10-'
4.9-10-'

0017
10" - 0.01

0.032
0.021
0.039
0.045
0.064

0.1 -0.3
0.05 - 0.1
0.2 - 0.9

1-2
1-4

An other equation which is used to estimate the wind speed at height h (NEN-3850) is:

(3.20) V(h) = ( h )Q
Vredhrer) ~

(-)

with Q as a function of the surface roughness.

In NEN-6096 the assumption is made that the wind speed at the height of the rotor

shaft as a function of the height, can be made linear with equation 3.21.

(see also figure 3.7)[9]'[22]

z

(3.21) V=V·(l+Kv ·z)

V (v k,,· ~)

Fig. 3. 7. Windshear.
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With equation (3.21) it can be derived that the fluctuations of the wind speed at the

rotor tips, compared with the wind speed at the height of the rotor shaft, dependent on

the wind shear, is about 10%. A correction has to be made because of the fluctuations,

which can be superimposed on the shear effect. The, additional load is a cosuA-like
\/_"' ..."i/>.... )

function, but with a variable amplitude. The alternat1'o!ts- Clepend on the structure of

the turbulence. The new NEN-6096 takes the fluctuations into account by increasing

the variations of the wind speed from 10 to 40%. This knowledge can be used to

calculate fatigue loads on the rotor.

3.3 Fluctuations shorter than ten minutes.

The fluctuations shorter than one hour can be assumed to be normally divided. [43] To

make a mathematical description of the wind, including the short term fluctuations

too, it's necessary to consider the wind as a stochastic signal, with its mean value Vi, a

number of variance coefficients O"~i and a number of time coefficients Tvi, representing

the wind speed. In an analog way: 71, O"ei and Te i representing the wind direction.

Information about the values of the variances and time constants can be obtained from

autocorrelation functions, calculated from measured wind data at one location. The

autocorrolation function indicates statistically how the value of e.g. the wind speed at

time t2 will depend on time tl. Available measurements suggest that it is reasonable to

assume that the fluctuations in both wind speed and wind direction can be

approximated by so called first order signals. This means that in our case the wind

o
Ii•• I.. ~

Fig. 3.8. Example ofa measured autocovariance function (= autocrosscorrelation

Rii minus the square ofthe average wind speed "'V) ofwind speed fluctuations.
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speed and direction are characterized by their mean values, their variance coefficients

and their time coefficients, on the assumption that the observation time is less than one

hour. An example of a measured autocorrelation function of the fluctuations in the

wind speed is shown in figure 3.8.

As can be seen, the autocorrelation function is, in first approximation, reasonably

described by Rii(t) = u~.e(-t/Tv). For the fluctuations in the wind direction the

autocorrelation function can be written as uij.e(-t/Te). [19]

3.3.1 Fluctuations in the horizontal wind speed.

In figure 3.9 the relation between the wind speed and the time is given, duringa time

interval of ten minutes. The average speed Vi can be calculated with equation (3.1).

The standard deviation for a continuous distribution is defined as:

T

(3.22) u?, =100

V2. f(V) dV - ~ =1.It (Vj- Vi)
2

o T
j=O

II

rI
,,",

,' \
I \

V(H/,.) 'f / \

\

( i

g I

,I

7
),

6

:~/u:5

'1 i I
3 I I
1 I I
'1 I I

I I
0

Q So Z :. L, 5" " 1

Fig. 3.9. The wind speed as a function oftime.
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For a discrete distribution, with Vij = Vi + ~Vij , (7~ = l/n "~ (Vij - Vi)2 and
J=l

Pi :::: v: is derived (appendix 1) that the additional power ~p is:

(3.23) ~p = 3. (7~
Vi ~

The real energy per square meter is:

(-)

(3.24)

So with the help of equation (3.24) it is possible to present the energy output,

considering the short term fluctuations, as a function of the average speed Vi and the

variance (7v, during the time interval T. If the wind, during this time period, is very

smooth, so~ is very small, the energy is equal to T'~'p'v: .If the wind is very gusty,
Vi
2

the ratio~ increases and so the energy supply increases. This means that the energy
Vi

supply of gusty wind with an average wind speed Vi is higher as compared with a very

smooth wind with the same average wind speed. This equation is valid for time periods

of about one hour.
f) 3.1\)

/.

In figure 3.9is the relation between (E/A)i and (7v presented graphically. The values
Vi

on the y-axis are made dimensionless with equation (3.25).

(E/A)' (72
(3.25) ei=1= (1 + 3 '3)

(£/A)i Vi

With (£/Ah = T'~'P'V:'

(-)
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Fig. 3.10. Relation between the energy supply and the gustiness ofthe wind.

CALCULATION EXAMPLE: (Petten, 10-1-1984)

Fig. 3.11. P.d.! ofthe wind speed.

The data from figure 3.11 were obtained by measuring the wind speed during a time of

12736 seconds (about 3,5 h) with a sampling time of 0,5 seconds. Although the

measuring time is longer than about one hour, it's justifiable to apply the equations

3.23, 3.24 and 3.25 because the average wind speed was rather constant during the

measurements.

Vi = 13,49 (m·s-1)

(Jv = 2,11 (m· S-I)

With equation 3.23 we find that: ~P = 3.g = 0,073 ~ ~ So the extra power
P'i Vi

output during this measurement was 7,3%. This value is not representative for the
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extra power output due to gustiness, it is only a calculation example. In lit. [43] the

extra power output was estimated at 15% and in lit. [19] at 20% (measured at the

Eindhoven Universi ty of Technology).

It's obvious that the extra energy output can not be transformed totally to useful

energy by the wind turbine. The amount of useful additional energy depends namely

very much on the amplitude, the duration and the steepness of a gust, on the

uniformity of the airflow in the rotor plane (section't.3.1), on the dynamic behaviour of

the turbine and the load (section ~.3.2) and on the fluctuations in the wind direction

(section~.3.3).

CONCLUSION:

If we want to calculate the real energy supply of the wind at one specific site we can use

three methods:

1) The only way to know the real energy supply of the wind is to have the knowledge of

the values of the wind speed at any time. The energy in the wind is proportional to the

cube of the wind speed. [E/A = f~,p'V(t)3] In practice this method is not very

useful.

2) A good approximation is given by equation (3.16). The Weibull distribution, from

which this equation is derived, is based on measurements during many years.

(3.16) E/A = T.~.p.ke.V

3) For method three it's necessary to have the knowledge of the average wind speed Vi

(with 0 < i < (0) during a time interval Ti, and the standard deviation belonging to all

these average wind speeds. The energy can be calculated with the help of equation

(3.24).

The annual energy supply can be calculated by summarizing the obtained values of

(E/Ah n times (n· Ti = 3153600 sec = 1 year), thus:
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n n

(3.26) (E/A) = L,(E/A)i= L, Ti.~.P.V:.(1+3.#)
i=O i=O 1

This method can only be used on the condition that during the time intervals Ti the

wind speed is normally divided around the average speed. In practice this method is

very useful.

The next question is of course: How do we get the knowledge of all the wind speeds and

their standard deviations? The first solution is measuring at the site where one wants

to site a wind turbine. This has been done at several sites by some meteorological

organizations. It would be very helpful if these measurements could be used to develop

a mathematical model with which it is possible to make a good approximation of the

standard deviations.

Some attempts are made indeed to develop such a mathematical model. In the

following sections some of these models will be mentioned very briefly. The models are

too detailed to discuss them all very extensive. In case one of these models is important

for my final study I will look closer at that model.

3.4 Methods to describe the gustiness of the wind.

3.4.1 General.

Before the models will be discussed it has to be noticed that all the methods, found in

the literature, are not developed to calculate the additional power output, but to

predict the fluctuating loads acting on the wind turbine and to design the components

in such a way that they do not damage due to fatigue loads. A conformity found in all

the models is that they try to describe the size of a gust i.e. the amplitude, the duration

and the steepness of the gust.

Only the more advanced models do consider fluctuations in the wind direction. Because

in this chapter the calculation of the additional power due to the gustiness of the wind

is most important, the fluctuations in the wind direction will not be discussed very
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wide in this chapter.

3.4.2 Method 1. [9],[25]

Method 1 is a method to schematize the gustiness of the wind. With this method it is

possible to make an approximation of: a) the amplitude of the gusts and b) of the

standard deviation.

An approximation of the gust amplitude as a function of the height h, the

surfaceroughness Zo and the gust wave length Vt is sketched in figure 3.12.

The values of the gustfactor G, which is the ratio between the maximum and the

average wind speed during ten minutes, are the "median maximum gusts". I.e. the

gusts which are exceeded with a probability of 50% during the averaging time, which is

here ten minutes. The gustfactor can be calculated with the help of equation (3.27).

(3.27) G = V max = f
t
[l + 1,42 + 0,3·ln{(l03jvd - 4}]

Vi In(h/zo)
(-)

Of course not only the median maximum gusts are important, but also the deviation of

the gusts around the average gust. There fore the standard deviation (Jy is a good value.

(Jy is usually determined by measuring the wind speed every five seconds during an

averaging time of ten minutes.(equation 3.22). Like the gustfactor G, (Jy also can be

estimated from the height h and the surfaceroughness zo:

(3.28) (Jy __I __

Vi In(h/zo)

The fluctuations in the wind direction are not considered in this model.

The additional energy at one site can be obtained by substituting (3.28) in (3.25):

(-)

(-)
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2 [1]2(3.29) boei = 3'~= 100·3·
Vi In(h/zo)

(%)

In appendix 2 the results of this equation are camputed. (See also figure 3.17)

G=V ax (_)

Vi
h =height (m)

Zo = surfaceroughness (m)

Vt= T g • Vi (m)
T g = duration of

the gust (s)

ft = possibility of

occurrence (-)

20m l.Om10m

1,6 ~""',,,---+---~----+---"r--+---.
lua

1.2·

1.8 -+--

I...............

11 -+-_.L . -. ------1' - ~.lJ
• I r- , I

-'-------+l-----I----J-l--w
80m 150m 300 m

Vt (m) -+

1.7 -t--3IIo...........-+----t--"lr--t-----+

1
G (-) 1.3

Fig. 3.12. Gustfactor G as a function ofthe height, the surfaceroughness and

the wave gust length.
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3.4.3 Method 2. [23]

Method 2 is also a method to schematize the gustiness of the wind. It's possible to

determine: a) the standard deviation, b) the effective standard deviation (felt by the

rotor), c)the amplitude, d) the steepness of the gust, e)the duration of the gust and

f) the percentage of occurrence of the gust in one year.

Method 2 is developed in the first place as a guide for designers to calculate the fatigue

loads acting on the wind turbine and its components. This guide can only be used for

designing wind turbines with a diameter up to 25 meter and a shaft height up to 40

meter. The wind data which are important for designing wind turbines are:

1) Fatigue loads (gusts, fluctuations in the wind direction and shear,see fig. 3.13).

2) Extreme loads (gusts with an extreme amplitude or steepness and extreme wind·

velocities.). The extreme gusts will not be discussed in this report because they do not

contribute to the energy output of a wind turbine.

The wind speed is divided into four classes (Table 3.4) The highest wind speed in each

class is chosen to be the average wind speed in that class to have a safe design value.

Table 3.4 Classification ofthe wind speed.

CLASS

1

2

3

4

RANGE (mjs)

4- 8
8 -12

12 -16

16 -20

8

12

16

20

Fatigue gusts can be described as fluctuations which return regularly around an

average wind speed,with an averaging time of one hour. (fig. 3.14) The fluctuations are

schematized by means of a sinusoidal wind speed variation with an amplitude A and

tangent B. To determine the value of the amplitude A, it is considered that only the

fluctuations above the average speed Vi (50%) contribute to the fatigue loads. The

average of these fluctuations is equal to the level which is exceeded by the real wind

speed during 10% of the time. The same values are used to calculate the tangent of the

gusts.
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The amplitude of the gust is estimated with the help of a nomogram (fig. 3.16).

- First quadrant: determination of the standard deviation.

- Second quadrant: correction of the standard deviation, depending on the size of the

rotor and taking into account the duration of the gusts and the fluctuations in

the wind direction.

- Third quadrant: consideration of the exceeding probability P.

- Fourth quadrant: determination of the amplitude A.

To determine the tangent B another nomogram is required (available in "Handboek

ontwerpwindgegevens windturbines", deel1,).

The gust duration is: To = 7':' (A/B) and V(t) =Vi + A· sin(t ·i).
The last step is to determi ne the amount of load cycles per year, Nv.

(3.30) Nv = 3,15 .105 • P(i)/(2To)

P(i) is the chance that one wind class appears (%) and is determined by means of the

Weibull-distribution or by means of the nomogram in fig. 3.16.(For Den Helder only)

Fluctuations of ~ L
the wind direction I'

Gusts

Wind shear

--·..r:~r___-'Lf ,
~

REAL

!

tijd

Fig 3.13 Schematic drawing ofthe

fatigue loads.

Fig 3.1.{ Wind speed fluctuations.
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-
The values of (lv/Vi, estimated in fig. 3.15 have to be filled in into equation 3.25 to

estimate the additional power output. Tis is done in appendix 3

If we look closer to the determination of the standard deviation by means of method 2

it can be seen that the relation between (lv, Zo and h is almost the same as that used in

method 1. The path in both methods is logarithmic, but the parameters differ a bit. A

disadvantage of method 2 is that the intervals between the values of Zo are rather big

and that it can not be used directly in a computer program. On the other hand the

method is very quick and it gives a rather good approximation.

In figure 3.17 a comparison between the additional power output, calculated with both,

method 1 and method 2 is shown.

__ ....En-<Ct"' 2

- - - ""'r;.Tl-feD j,

,/
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,/

/
/

1,00,'-'0."2..0,0

c...o r---~---+------"/
I
I
I

z" (~\

Fig. 3.17. Comparison between the power output, calculated by means of

method 1 and method 2.
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3.4.4 Method 3. [20],[25]

As opposed to the methods 1 and 2, method 3 does not describe the wind gusts as a

function of time but as a function of the frequency. It tries to give a statistical

description of the fatigue loads, based on measurements of the wind speed, the wind

direction and the acceleration of the wind. With this method it is possible to describe:

a) the amplitude of the gusts, b) the standard deviation of the wind speed, c) the

probability density function during the averaging time, d) the auto spectral density (c

and d of the wind speed as well as of the direction), e) the uniformity of the wind, f) the

steepness of the gusts, g) the duration of the gusts and h) the possibility of the

fluctuations to cross the zero level (positive and negative).

Model 3, called the gust model, is being developed by TNO, department

Maatschappelijke Technologie, and ECN. It is also meant as guide for designers to

calculate the fatigue loads on the components of the wind turbines. The method is

based on measurements, executed in Petten. The developments of the model are not

finished yet.

The signals (wind speed and direction) are measured with a sampling time b.T of 0,25

or 0,5 seconds, simultaneously at three heights: 12, 22 and 32 meters above the ground.

The value of a signal x(t) at time tl is defined as:

The wind speed V(t) must be considered as the sum of the average wind speed Vi(t)

and the variation b.Vi(t) around the average speed:

The average wind speed is determined as the ongoing average speed of V(t), with an

exponential decrease of importance due to the past.

b.T n b.T n
(3.31) Vj=-EVn-k·e-k_=(1-w). EVn-k'Wk

T k=O T k=O
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To try to obtain a ruling of the amplitude of the gusts (size and direction), the average,

the standard deviation and the probability density function of the wind speed and the

wind direction are determined. The auto spectral density is determined too.

The uniformity of the wind speed is described with the help of a coherence function.

(See section 4.3.1)

The steepness of a gust is determined by means of the p.s.d. of~.

(3 32) D.V _ Vn+1 - Vn-l
. LIT- 2LST

From [25] we can derive that the power spectral density is a measure for the variance of

the wind speed. For example, a good description for the turbulence of the wind is the

standard deviation of 5-seconds averages around an hour average. But for some

applications, this is too rough. So 5-seconds averages around one minute average are

calculated and for example one minute averages around ten minute averages. Now the

standard deviations are divided into two frequency bands. The results of such a

deviation from variance to frequency is called a spectrum. An example of such a

deviation is given in figure 3.18.

The wind speed as a function of time can be seen as a sum of signals with different

frequencies and different amplitudes. The square of the amplitudes as a function of the

frequency gives a spectrum. In figure 3.1 an example of a spectrum is shown. Because

method three is not ready now, it is not possible to determine the standard deviation.
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4 CALCULATION OF THE EXTRACTABLE ENERGY

4.1 General.

In chapter ~, some methods are given to calculate the energy supply of the wind,

including the short term fluctuations. Of course in practice it is not possible to extract

all the energy from the wind. The amount of extractable energy depends not only on

the cut-in wind speed and the rated wind speed (as a function of the average wind

speed, section 4.2) but also on the frequency of the gusts and on the dynamic behaviour

of the rotor, the transmission and the control system (section 4.3)

In this chapter first the theoretical extractable energy will be calculated. I.e. the

energy output of an ideal wind turbine. The rotor operates always at the highest value

of the power coefficient (16/27, Betz). As a first attempt, it is assumed that the drive

train has an efficiency of 100% and the moment of inertia of the whole turbine is zero,

so the turbine is able to react on all the occurring fluctuations, of the wind speed as well

as of the wind direction.

After the theoretical calculations the losses due to the gustiness of the wind, the

moments of inertia etc. will be subtracted step by step. The practical restrictions will

be considered.

The calculations are, like in chapter 3, divided in calculations for long term

fluctuations (section 4.2), to determine the energy output in one year and in

calculations for the short term fluctuations (section 4.3) to consider the influence of the

gusts on the power output of a wind turbine.

In [26] G.A.M. van Kuik asserts that the Betz coefficient is not the maximum power

coefficient of an ideal rotor. The turbulences around the tips of the rotor, which were

assumed to decrease the power output, do augment the power output. The comparison

is given with the turbulences, caused by tip-vanes. Until now the developed theory is

not complete enough to give an exact value of the augmentation. It would go too far to

give a wide description of this theory in this report.
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4.2 Extractable energy (theoretically).

To calculate the energy output of wind turbines, it is very helpful to use the output

factor Ce as quantity, instead of the energy itself. With the output factor it is possible

to compare the performances of wind turbines with different sizes and operating at

different average wind speeds with each other. Ce is defined as:

(4.1 ) C - E y
e-

A.V

With: Ey = potential annual energy output (J), V = annual average wind

speed (m· S-l), A = the rotor area (m2).

From equation 3.15 we find that E = T,~,p'A.ke.V. Eyis defined as:

(J)

So Ce can be written as:

(4.3) C. = Cp·~tot·T.ke.~.p (JA.,
~ t>

For Den Helder we find (assuming that Cp = 16/27, TJ = 100% and ke = 1.91): \ ~I:t,
I~Co.'" ~ -1..(.~\~.

Ce = 0,5926·1,0·31536000·1,91' 0,5 '1,225 =21,86.106 (J. S3. m-5)

Ce them = 6.07 (kWh·s3 ·m-5)-
Some practical values of the output factor are shown in table 4.1. ECN in Petten has

carried out some measurements to determine the output factor of several wind

turbines. It has to mentioned however that the values only can be compared with each

other if all the measurements are done at sites which have the same energy pattern

factor, ke. Because the annual energy supply in the wind is higher if the energy pattern

factor is higher and the average wind speed is the same.

Now, having the knowledge of the theoretical output factor, we can make an analysis of
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the amount of energy which is not extractable from the wind to protect the generator

from overloading and to limit the mechanical stresses,

Table 4.1. Output factors ofseveral types ofwind turbines (V = 6 m/s),

nr. vlndturblne bladen vtlp ref. CE ~ouvjaar

fabrlkaat materlaal proUe! N (m/s) (m/s)

1 * Stork GVP NACA 44 3 33 * 1,33 1981
2 * ? hout NACA 22 3 43 * 1,47 1981
3 * e1gen stasI ? 3 31 * 2,15 1982
4 * elgen GVP NACA 44 3 30 * 2,06 1982
5 * e1gen stasI Clark y 3 34 * 0,99 1983
6 * Stork GVP NACA 44 3 20-33 * 1,45 1984
7 * Stork GVP NACA 44 3 46 * 2,62 1984
8 * ? GVP NACA 44 3 37-126 * 2,15 1984
9 * Stork GVP NACA 44 3 26-43 * 2,60 1984

10 * Stork GVP NACA 44 2 66-100 * 1,78 1985
11 * e1gen GVP NACA 44 3 45 * 3,10 1985
12 * elgen staal ? 3 40 * 1,91 1985
13 * Stork GVP NLF 2 48-81 * 2,86 1986
14 * Stork GVP NACA 64 3 58 * 3,21 1987
15 * Stork GVP NACA 44 3 48 * 3,08 1987
16 * Polymarln GVP ? 2 85-127 * 3,24 1986
17 Nordtank 55 kW Aerostar GVP NACA 44 3 27: 39 18 2,83 1986**
18 Wlndmatlc 17S LI1 GVP NACA 63 3 35; 49 19 3,45 1986**
19 I1lcon 55 kW HAT GVP NACA 63 3 25: 40 20 2,95 1986**
20 Bonus 55 kW Coronet GVP NACA 44 3 34: 38 21 2,56 1983**
21 Vestas 15 Coronet GVP NACA 44 3 33: 41 22 2,60 1983**

4.2.1 The amount of ener~y which can not be ~enerated for practical reasons.

(A = constant control)

As we probably know, the power output of a wind turbine can be described as follows:
~

(4.4) Po(V) = 0 ~ V<Vc
1

Pc-in(V) = Cp '1]'7},' p' A· V3 Vc-in<V<Vrated

Prated(V) = CP'1],~,p'A'Vr rated<V<Vc-out

Pc-out(V) = 0 V>Vc-out

where Vc = cut-in wind speed, Vr = the rated wind speed and Vout = the cut-<>ut wind

speed. The energy is calculated in a similar way:
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Vc - in
(4.5) Eo=T·L Po(V)·f(V)dV=O

o

f

vra ted fvra ted
Ec-in = T· P c-in(V) ·f(V) dV = T· Cpo 7]'~' p' A· V3 ·f(V) dV

Vc-in Vc-in

Vc-out Vc-out

Erated = T·f PratedV) ·f(V) dV = T·f Cpo 7]'~' p' A· V~·f(V) dV
Vrated Vrated

00

Ec-out = T·f P c-out(V), f(V) dV = 0
Vc-out

Thus:

(4.6) Etot = Eo + Ec-in + Erated + Ec-out = Ec-in + Erated

Vrated Vc-out
= T·f Cp . 7](V) .~. p' A· V3·f(V) dV + T·f Cp(V)· 7]'~' p' A· V~.f(V) dV

Vc_inmax Vrated

It is very helpful to make equation 4.6 dimensionless with the help of equation 4.7 and

4.8.

E t 0 t
(4.7) etot = ----

T,~,p'A'V3
(-)

(4.8) V'Xc- i n = ---.£::!!!. ;
V

Vrated _ Vc-outXr = ; Xout-
V V

(-)

Equation 4.6 can be written as:

(4.9)

Xra ted Xc - out
etot=J Cp '7](x).X3.f(x)dx+x~.J Cp(x)·7]·f(x)dx

Xc_inmax Xrated
(-)
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with f(x) = f(V) . V [9]:

If we assume that Cp = 16/27 and TJ = 1 than:
max

[

Xrat ed Xc -0 u t ]
(4.11) etot = ~.J x3 ·f(x) dx + x~.J Cp(x)·f(x) dx

Xc-in Xrated

Xrated 00

The maximum value is: etot = ~.J x3 . f( x) dx = ~. i x3 •f(x) dx = Cp' ke.
max Xc _in 0

ko.. etotmax

1.6 1.470
2.0 1.132
2.6 0.907

(-)

(-)

In figure 4.1 the influence of the value of the rated wind speed is shown. It is assumed

that the cut out speed is 4 times the average wind speed. In appendix 5 the values of

etot, as a function of the rated wind speed, are calculated and divided by etot . The
max

results are presented in figure 4.1. (Xc-in = 0)

We can see for instance that it is useless to choose the value of the rated wind speed

higher than two times the average wind speed, in areas with a smooth wind supply e.a.

k > 2. If a generator is installed, dimensioned at more than 3 times the average wind

speed, there will be no increase of the annual energy supply. The wind turbine will

never operate at full load. This means that the efficiency of the drive train and the

generator are very low at partial load. To choose the optimal value of the rated wind

speed it is necessary to have the knowledge of efficiency of the components as a

function the load, TJ(P /Pmax).

In figure 4.2 the energy supply of an ideal wind turbine is presented again, but yet with
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the shortage that the turbine starts to operate if the the wind speed is equal to the

average wind speed. We can see a decrease of the energy supply of the turbine,

especially if it is located at sites with a smooth wind (k > 2). From these two pictures

we can also derive that the choice of the rated wind speed is not influenced by the

choice of the cut-in wind speed.

k=1b
k=. '2 0

k=. 2.b

1 '1 J
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Fig. 4.1. The energy supply ofan

ideal wind turbine as a function of

the value ofthe rated wind speed,

for different wind characteristics

(Xc-in = 0).

Fig. 4.2. The energy supply ofan

ideal wind turbine as a function of

the value ofthe rated wind speed,

for different wind characteristics

(Xc-in = 1).

In appendix 6 the influence of the value of the cut-in wind speed on the energy supply

is calculated. The results are presented graphically in figure 4.3 A and B. In Figure

4.3 A the rated wind speed is equal to 4 times the average wind speed, and figure 4.3 B

the rated wind speed is equal to 1.6 times the rated wind speed.

It can be seen that the annual energy losses are very small (lor 2%) if the value of the

cut-in wind speed is smaller than about 60% of the average wind speed. If the value of

the cut-in wind speed is chosen above 0.6 times the average wind speed, we see a sharp

decrease of the energy supply. This conclusion is valid for all the three investigated
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wind characteristics, but the influence is at biggest if k = 2.6. The choice of the rated

wind speed does not influence the choice of the cut-in wind speed.
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k: 2. b

b1b

Fig. 4.3. The influence ofthe cut-in speed on the annual energy supply for different wind

characteristics and for different values ofthe rated wind speed.

In lit. [9] and [17] it is assumed that the maximum power can be extracted if Vr is

about 1.8 times the average speed, for the case that k = 2.

A practical example is again the case of Den Helder. The average wind speed at this

side is 7 m/s. From figure 4.3 we can derive that it is useless to try to reduce the value

of the cut-in wind speed of a wind turbine below 0.5 . 7 = 3.5 mis, because there will

not be an increase of the annual energy output. A value of Vc-in, valid for many wind

turbines is among 4 or 6 m/s. This causes a decrease of the annual energy output of 3%,

if Vc-in is 4 mls and 9% if Vc-in is 6 m/s.

In order to give a prediction of the life time of a wind turbine and its components, it is

very useful to have the knowledge of the amount of time, To, a turbine is at stand still

and the amount of time, T rated, aturbine operates at full load.

To and T rated are made dimensionless by means of equation (4.12).

(4.12) to = ¥; t d
- Trated

rate - T



Vc - in Xc- in

(4.13) to = i f(V) dV = i f(x) dx
o 0

vc-o u t Xc-ou t

(4.14) t r = f f(V) dV = J f(x) dx
Vrated Xrated

50

(-)

(-)

The results of the equations are not important for the power output of a wind turbine,

so only a few calculations are made. If k = 2 (Den Helder) and Vc = 2.8 mis, the

turbine does not operate during 12% per year. If Vc increases up to 5.8 mls (0.8· V), to

becomes 39%. The time trated, in the case of Den Helder, is 8% if Vrated is 12.6 mls
(l.8·V).

In summary we can say that the dimensionless annual energy output (in stationary

situations) can be described as:

Xr Xout

(4.15) etot=J Cp '1J(P/Pmax).x3.f(x)dx+x~.J Cp (..\)·1Jmax· f(x)dx (-)
Xc max Xr

With the power P as a function of the angle velocity wand the torque T (P = P(w,T)),
..\=~=V.n~Rand:

or:

[
V]k _[V.x]k

(4.10) f(x')=f(V)·V=k· C 'xk-l.e c

Vic can be derived from table 3.1.

(-)

(-)

In equation 4.15 the assumption was made that the drive train of the wind turbine

operates at its maximum efficiency, 1Jmax, if Xr < X <Xout and that the turbine operates

with an optimal ..\ if Xc <x <xr, so Cp = Cp
max
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In the next section a comparison will be made between the energy output of a turbine

with a "A = constant" control and the energy output of a turbine with "w = constant"

control.

4.2.2 The energy output of a wind turbine with a constant rotational speed.

In section 4.2.1 the theoretical energy output of a wind turbine with a "A is constant"

control is given. If Vc-in < V < Vrated the turbine always operates at the maximum

value of Cpo Another control strategy is the wind turbine with a constant rotational

speed if Vc-in < V < Vrated. Wind turbines which require a constant rotational speed

are usually equipped with an asynchronous generator. An asynchronous generator

allows slip, so torque thrusts due to the gustiness of the wind can be leveled a bit. An

asynchronous generator requires a, more or less, constant rotational speed.

The effect is that the maximum power coefficient is reached for only one wind speed,

called Vopt. The differences between the two control strategies are presented

graphically in figure 4.4.

Variable sp Constant sp
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.42.62.83.0

x

Fig. 4.4. The difference between the power in the rotor shaft ofa turbine with a variable

rotor speed and a turbine with a constant rotor speed.
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The data of the rotors are obtained from a Stork WPX rotor. The rotor with the

variable speed always operates at its maximum power coefficient, 0.435. The cut-in

wind speed is assumed to be 0.6, the rated wind speed is assumed to be 2.4 and the

cut~ut wind speed is assumed to be 3.2.

- NEWECS-45, variable speed: Xc-in = 0.67, Xrated = 2.36,

- MIKON-250 kW, constant speed: Xc-in = 0.67, Xopt = 1.33, Xrated = 2.75.

In this analysis, done in appendix 7, Xopt is assumed to be 1.4 and Xrated of the constant

speed turbine is assumed to be 2.83.

The power in the rotor shaft can be written as (curve-fit, Slide-Write):

Variable speed:

(4.16) P P = 7.2338·x3
ra ted

Constant speed:

(4.17) P P =-6.1625·x3+43.7375·x2-43.1830·x+ 11.8059
ra ted

(%)

(%)

The (dimensionless) annual energy is calculated by means of equation (4.6) and

equation (4.10). The scale factor of the Weibull-distribution is assumed to be 2 (Dutch

coast). The energy of the turbine with the variable speed, ey , is 13.248. The energy of

the turbine with the constant speed, ec, appeared to be 11.997. Deviation gives:

(4.18) A - ey -1 - 13.248 -1 - 0 104ue - ec - 11.997 -. (-)

The difference between the power output of an ideal turbine with a variable rotor speed

and an ideal turbine with a constant rotor speed is about 10 %, if it is sited at the

Dutch coast. Sited at places with a more smooth wind supply (e.g. at sea, k = 2.2 [56]),

the difference will become smaller. Sited at places were the wind is more gusty (e.g.

more inland, k = 1.75 [56]), the difference may become bigger.

A more detailed description of the calculation is given in appendix 7.
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3.3. The influence of the gustiness on the power output of a wind turbine.

In section 3.3.1 it was derived that the additional power, due to the gustiness of the

wind speed, could be written as (for results, see figure 3.17)

(-)

and that it was not possible to extract the total additional power from the wind by

means of a wind turbine. The reasons were: 1) non-uniform flow, 2)the dynamic

behaviour of the turbine and the load and 3) the fluctuations of the wind direction.

These influences on the performances and the energy output of a turbine will be

discussed in this section.

4.3.1 Power losses due to the non-uniformity of the wind.

Information on the uniformity of the air flow in the rotor plane can be obtained from

cross-eorrelation measurements. Cross-eorrelation functions relate the value of e.g. the

wind speed at location Xl and at time tl to that at another location X2 at time t2. The

transition from uniform to non-uniform flow can be characterized by a time Tu. We

will assume that for frequencies above Tul, the fluctuations do not contribute to the

power output.

From auto- and cross-eorrelation functions of the wind speed, the power and

cross-spectral density functions Gii(f) and Gij(f) are calculated by means of Fourier

transforms. The coherence function C5h(f) is defined as:

(4.19)

2IGij (f) I
C5h(f) =----

Gii ( f ) .Gj j ( f)
(-)

In figure 4.5 a typical example of such a function is given.
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Fig. 4-5. Coherence ofwind speed signals.

This kind of graph can be used to show the interdependence of the wind speed signals at

locations one diameter apart in the rotor plane as a function of the frequency. The

figure can also be interpreted as an indication of the flow uniformity in the rotor plane

as a function or the vortex dimensions. This uniformity decreases for smaller vortices,

Le. for fluctuations of higher frequency. Depending on the rotor dimensions, there will

be a critical frequency fe, the inverse of the time Tu, such that the fluctuations with

f> fe are non-uniformity distributed over the rotor plane. We will assume that these

fluctuations, averaged over the rotor plane, do not contribute to power output, axial

forces etc.

From measurements of the wind speed at different places near the rotor it is possible to

derive the auto-correlation function Rii, and the cross~orrelationfunction Rij:

N-l
. 1 ~

(4.20) Rii(rh)=N' ~xn,xn+l

n-l

r = 0, 1,2, ... , m

r = 0, 1,2, ... , m

N-l
. 1 ~

(4.21) Rij(rh) =N' ~Xn'Yn+l

n-l

with: N the number of data values {xn}, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , N ,h the time interval between

two samples, r the lag number and m the maximum lag number. These relations are

valid if we assume that m ~ 10· N. The auto-variance is defined as:
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A A

(4.22) Cii(rh) = Rii(rh) - V1

An example of the auto-variance function is shown in figure 4.6.

• 1C.. (..'I.')

Fig. 4.6. Auta-variance function ofwind speed. •
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It can be seen that equation (4.23) gives a rough approximation of the measured

auto-variance. The variance 0"3 is equal to the value of the auto--covariance function

for time lag zero or by means of equation 3.22. An approximation of equation 4.23 is

obtained by means of the least squares method.

To become the knowledge of the cross--i::ovariances Cij(rh) and Cij( T) respectively

Cji(rh) and Cji( T), we can use the same method.

The power spectral density is defined as:

00

(4.25) Gii(f) = 2·Sii(f) = 2·JRii(T).e-271jfT dT
-00

00

(4.26) Gij(f) = 2· Sij(f) = 2·JRij( T)·e-271jfT dT = Cij(f) - jQij(f)
-00

The derivation of equation 4.25 is made in appendix 8. The results are as follows:
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(4.27) Gii=2.V.o(f)+ 4'(7~'Tv
1 + 4· 71"2 . f2. T~

For discrete values of the wind speed Gii is derived as follows:

First a "raw" estimate is made.

m-1

(4.28) Gk(f) = 2h· [Ro + 2· L,Rr,COS(71"'~ .k) + (-1)k. Rm]

r =1

where R r is the estimate of the auto-correlation function at lag r. fc is the cut-off

frequency: fc = 1/2h an.d f = kfclm with k = 0, 1, 2, ... , m. The index k is called the

harmonic number. Let Gk denote a "smooth" estimate of Gk(f) at harmonic k. Than at

the m+1 frequencies f = kfclm we obtain:

(4.29) Go = 0.5·Go + 0.5·G 1

Gm = 0.5·Gm-1 + 0.5·G m

In the same manner we may derive estimates for cross-spectral density functions.

(4.30) Ck(f) = 2h· [AD + 2· IA,.coS(~·~·k)+ (-I)k.Am]
r = 1

m- 1

Qk(f) = 4h· L,Br,sin(71"' ~'k)

r =1

With:

(4.31) Ar =0.5·(Rij(rh) + Rji(rh))

.
Br = 0.5· (Rij{rh) - Rji(rh))

Finally, in terms of digital calculations, at the discrete frequencies f = kfclm the

coherence function is written as:
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(-)

3

The coherence function depends very much on the distance between the places where

the wind speed is measured. In [27] some measurements were done near a small wind

turbine (rotor diameter = 3.72 m) and placed on a building. The shaft height was 17

(m). One cup anemometer was placed at shaft height, in front of the rotor, one

anemometer was placed 2.7 (m) above and one 2.7 (m) below shaft height. The

measurements were done with a rotor at stand still as well as with a rotating rotor (w =

15 rad/s). The average speed during these measurements were 6 (m/s). Results of the

auto-variance function are already presented in fig. 4.6. An example of the

cross-eovariance function is presented in fig. 4.7. We may conclude that there is quite

some resemblance between the auto- and cross-eovariance functions, particularly for

large T.

1.

o 2,0 &to 80

Fig. 4.7. Cross-covariance function ofwind speeds at shaft height

and above the rotor.

In table 4.2 mean values and variances of wind speed are given.

Table 4.2. Mean values and variances ofwind speed.

locations of the 0"0 rad/s 0-15 rad/s

anellDmeter V 2 02/y2 V 2 02/vl0 0
(m/s) (m2/s2) (m/s) (m2/s2)

measuring pole 5.9 2.25 0.065 5.25 1.96 0.071

above the rotor 6.4 2.40 0.059 5.8 2.10 0.063

below the rotor 5.75 2.25 0.068 5.4 1.82 0.063

't (s)..
160
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In the figures 4.8 and 4.9 the auto- and cross-spectral density are presented. These

functions give the intensity of each frequency component in the signal. The (measured)

coherence functions are presented in fig. 4.10. In [27] it was assumed that the frequency

range from 2.10-2 to 5.10-2 (Hz) is regarded as a transients range where the uniformity

of the flow in the rotor plane decreases significantly. The power contained in the

fluctuations of the frequencies of this order and higher cannot be fully extracted by the

wind rotor at its maximum efficiency and we are interested in how much powerloss is

involved. In appendix 8 it is proved that a~ = !ooGii(f) df, Le. the variance of the signal

is equal to the area below the spectral density function. The part of the power

(...'/s)
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Fig. 4.8. Power spectral density

function ofwind speed on shaft height.

Fig. 4.9. Cross-spectral density function

ofwind speed at shaft height and above

the rotor.
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Fig. 4.10. Coherence ofwind speed signals.

which can not be extracted from the fluctuations is defined as:

(4.33)

00f Gii (f) df
a = f c-""'-----

u~

(-)

The measured values of a were 50% if fc = 0.02 and 25% if fc = 0.05. (NOTE: the values

of a, are calculated again in appendix 8 and the results are 25% and 10% !) From

equation 3.23 we know that the extra power in the wind, due to the gusts can be

written as:

The power which can not be extracted due to the non-uniformity of the wind is:

(-)



[
~P] (72(4.34) - = -3·a·---Y
F i non-uniformity Vi
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(-)

With V = 6 (m/s) and (7~ = 2.25 (m2/s2) we find ~P /Pi = 21 %. With a = 0.5 or 0.25

we find that the losses (~P /Pi)non-uniformity = -10%, respectively 5%. In reality the

power losses are indeed between 5 or 10% [27].

It must be noticed that the calculated value is only valid for one type of wind supply

(in section 3.4 it is derived that the variance of the wind speed is a function of the

height and the surfaceroughness) and for wind turbines with a small diameter

(circumstances of [27]). In case of turbines with a large diameter, lets say more than 20

meters, the range of the frequencies which do contribute to the power output will

become smaller, so the power losses due to the non-uniformity of the wind will become

bigger. It can be said that the power decrease for small wind turbines «10 m) is about

25% of the total additional power and 50% for big wind turbines.

4.3.2 Power losses due to the dynamic behaviour of the turbine.

In section 3.4 we have seen that the additional power in the wind due to the gustiness of

the wind can be estimated between 5 and 30%. Most turbines in the Netherlands are

sited at places with a surfaceroughness in between 0.001 and 0.05. From appendix 2 it

can be derived that in that case the additional power in the wind differs between 5 and

10 %. In section 4.3.1 we have seen that of these values only about 50 or 75 % is

available for power generation. About 50 or 25 % of the additional power is lost because

the wind is not uniform distributed in the rotor plane, especially wind gusts with a high

frequency.

In this section we will look closer to the dynamic behaviour of the wind turbine and the

response speed. The problem is simplified by the following assumptions [27]:

1) In steady state the wind mill is operating at its optimal tip speed ratio, so n is

proportional to V. This is the case, where the decrease in the power coefficient is the

most interesting.

2) The power coefficient-tip speed ratio curve is quadratic. For many wind rotors a

reasonable approximation near the optimal point is that Cp can be written as:
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3) The wind direction will be assumed to be constant.

4) We disregard blade angle control.

(-)

The differential equation showing the relation between the rotational speed 0 of a wind

rotor and the wind speed V is given by:

(4.37) 0 = 0 0 + L\O

V=Vo+L\V

By linearizing equation 4.36 (see appendix 9) we can write:

For the time constant TO we find:

(Nm)

(rad1. S-I)
(m1.s-1)

(s)

With:

I = total mass moment of inertia,

TI = dTI/dO,

A = 0.5·p· 7!"·R3 = T m/V2·Cq,

For the amplification factor JiO we find:

R = radius of rotor,

Cq' = dCq/dA,

Ao = Oo·R/Vo.

(4.40)

As can be seen, To and JiO are not constants, but depend on the steady state values of
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Vo and no, which shows that the system is, in reality, non-linear. It will be shown that

the rotor time constant Tn is an important factor in calculating the effects of wind

fluctuations on the power output of a wind machine.

A transfer of equation 4.38 in the Laplace domain results in :

~UtS~ JLn(4.41) s = 1 + STn

If we assume that JL = 1 and the first order auto-correlation than, together with 4.35 we

find:

(-)

Now it can be proved (done in [27]) that the relative variance of >. and of the wind

speed V is described by means of equation 4.43:

(-)

For Tu/Tn « 1, the wind speed fluctuations are much faster than the reaction time of

the rotor, so n is constant, and the relative changes in >. are equal to those in V. For

Tu/Tn » 1 the variations in the wind speed are very slow compared with the reaction

time of the rotor. This is equivalent to a steady situation. Because of assumption 1, q >.

is then zero.

Now the relation between the average decrease of the power coefficient and the

variance of >. has to be established. From equation 4.35 it can be derived that:

(4.44) C
p
~Cp = - (>. >:3>'0)2
max

(-)
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The time average over the right part of 4.44 is exactly -(JlIAO. SO now, using 4.43 we

obtain:

(4 ) [~P] - Kc; 1 (J~
.45 P- rotor inertia - Cp - = -1 + TufTn'VO

max H

rr

10

0.11

1-.0...3-----4.,-":"'--+.'1---('-=::::a::§~lo rv/r:A ....

Fig. 4.11. Relative decrease ofpower coefficient due to rotor inertia.

(-)

In figure 4.11 an illustration of equation 4.45 is given. For the Bosman generator,

investigated in [27], with (Jv/Vo = 0.25 and Tu = 20 s and Tn = 5 to 10 s, it was found

that the power decrease due to the rotor inertia was about one or two percent.

In [9] it is given that an approximation for the Cp(A) curve of the 25 m H.A.Tin Petten

(n-constant control) can be described by means of equation 4.46. The Cp-A curve of

this rotor has a much steeper top than the Stork rotor. The power in the rotor shaft as a

function of the wind speed is almost linear, if the wind speed differs between the cut-in

speed and the rated wind speed.

(-)

It can be easily shown (Appendix 10) that:
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(-)

and:

The relation is presented graphically in figure 4.12. The dotted lines are the curves

obtained from equation 4.45, the continues lines are obtained from equation 4.48. It is

very clear that the power losses are bigger for the 25 m H.A.T in Petten than for the

Bosman generator. In appendix 10 it is also derived that the time constant Tn is more

or less linear proportional to the radius of the rotor. For the Bosman generator it was

found that Tu / Tn was alx>ut 3. The radius of the 25 m H.A.T in Petten is 25/3.7 = 6.8

times bigger as the Bosman generator, so Tu/Tn becomes 3/6.8 = 0.44. From figure

4.12 we can derive that the power losses are now not 1 or 2% but about 15%.

In general it can be concluded from figure 4.12 that two quantities are of great

influence on the losses due to the dynamic behaviour of the turbine:

1) the moment of inertia of the rotor and the drive train. The bigger the moment of

inertia, the bigger the losses.

2) the steepness of the Cp->' curve. The steeper the curve, the bigger the losses. This

quantity is of much more influence than the moment of inertia.

The values in figure 4.12 are calculated for the case that under stationary conditions

the tipspeed ratio is equal to the optimal value. A turbine with a variable speed

operates at every wind speed at >'oPt. A turbine with a constant rotor speed operates at

>'opt at only one wind speed. It is obvious that the decrease of the power coefficient, Cp,

is bigger if the turbine does not operate at its optimal tipspeed ratio. In that case the

derivative of the Cp->' curve, rep, is bigger. So it might be expected that the losses of a

turbine with a constant rotational speed are bigger.

Extra losses are often caused by a fluid coupling, which is often used in case of a turbine

with a constant rotational speed.
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In fig. 4.12 it can also be seen that the relative power decrease, due to the dynamic

behaviour of the rotor, is smaller in areas with a smooth wind as compared with a gusty

wind, because the (jv/Vi decreases.

60

4.3.3 The power losses due to the fluctuations in the wind direction.

In literature only one example of the power losses due to the fluctuations in the wind

direction was found. It was also the Bosman generator with a wind vane system from

lit. [27]. In practice it is not possible to gi ve a good prediction of the power losses,

because the nowadays existing wind turbines do not have only passive control systems
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but also active systems. Most power can be extracted if the rotor of the turbine is

always placed rectangular on the wind direction. In practice this is of course never

possible because there is always a time lag between the change of the wind direction

and the change of the direction of the rotor plane.

(-).6.C 1C p p = (cos3h-l) ~ (1-~82)3-1

max

The dynamic behaviour of the passive yawing systems, like that of the Bosman

generator, can be described by means of a differential equation with a natural

frequency and a damping factor. The power decrease is estimated by means of equation

4.49.

(4.49)

with h the angle between the van~ and the wind speed. If h = 0 the power losses are

zero. The average of his O'~. So now we can write:

[
.6.P] _ 'KCp __ 3.

(4.50) P- wind direction - C p - ~ O'~
max

(-)

For the Bosman generator at the experimental side this decrease was approximately 60

to 100% of the total addi tional energy.

It has to be mentioned that the measurements took place at a site with a very gusty

wind. If the turbine is placed at a site with a smooth wind and with slower fluctuations

of the wind direction, the power losses would not be that big.

The nowadays existing electricity producing turbines do have an active control system,

and it might be assumed that these control system do not react very fast. Else, big

gyroscopic moments will occur. So the fast fluctuations around a one or two minute

average do all cause power decreases.

In literature no data was found about fluctuations in the wind direction around a one or

two minute average. But let us assume that the 0'h = 10 degrees, than

O'~ = 0.1752 (rad2) and~ becomes 5 %. If 0'h= 30 degrees than~ becomes 40%.
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In case of a vertical axis rotor these losses do not have to be considered.

4.4 Conclusions.

The total amount of energy is assumed to be:

00

(4.51) Etot = J i·p·A.Cpth ·V3. f(V)dV

o
(Nm)

The amount of energy which can not be extracted from the wind by a wind turbine can

be described as follows (assuming that the shape factor of the Weibull distribution is

2):

1) The losses which are caused by the fact that the maximum power coefficient is not

equal to the Betz value, AEpc.

C(4.52) AEpc = 1-C;--
Pth

(-)

The values of the power coefficients of the rotors which are nowadays much in use, vary

between 0.4 and 0.53. The Betz value is 16/27, so the losses vary between 11 and 33 %.

2) Of the remaining amount of energy, a certain amount can not be extracted due to

the choice of the cut-in wind speed and the rated wind speed AEc-r.

(4.53) AEc-r = 1 - EC-inE~ 0 ~rated (-)

In case of a turbine with a variable rotor speed the value differs between 4 and 7%. In

case of a turbine with a constant rotor speed, the value differs between 13 and 17%.

(assuming that both turbines are well designed)
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3) Of the remaining part, about 5 a10% of the energy consists of fast fluctuations. (see

figure 3.17.) This value depends on the surfaceroughness and the shaft height. The

energy in these fluctuations cannot be fully extracted.

3a) About 25 a 50% of this energy is lost because the wind gusts are not uniform

distributed in the rotor plane, ~Enon-uniformity.

3b) Due to the dynamic behaviour of the turbine, about 3 a15% of the energy in the

wind gusts is lost in case of a rotor which operates near its optimal efficiency, ~Erotor

inertia. In case of a rotor with a steep Cp-A curve the losses vary between 5 and 50 %.

These losses depend very much on the size of the turbine and the path of the Cp-A

curve.

3c) The losses due to the fluctuations in the wind direction, ~Ewind direction, are about

5 a60%. In case of a vertical axis rotor these losses are zero.

(4.53) ~Efluct = ~Enon-uniformity + ~Erotor inertia + ~Ewind direction

Horizontal axis, constant speed, R = 25 m:

~Efluct = 30 + 15 + 40 = 85%.

Horizontal axis, variable speed, R = 25 m:

~Efluct = 30 + 5 + 40 = 75%.

Vertical axis, variable speed, R = 25 m:

~Efluct = 30 + 5 + 0 = 35%.

(-)

If we assume that the amount of energy in the wind gusts is about 7%, than the

difference between the annual energy output of a turbine with a horizontal axis rotor

and a constant rotor speed and the output of a vertical axis rotor with a variable rotor

speed is only (0.85 - 0.35) .0.07 = 0.035 = 3.5%.

When the turbines are sited at places with a more fluctuating wind, the differences will

become bigger.
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5 DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENT LOAD TYPES

5.1 General.

Before we start to discuss the different load types, it might be helpful to look a bit

closer to the characteristics of a windturbine. From the previous chapters it is known

already that the power in the wind is proportional to the third power of the wind speed.

(see also fig. 5.1) The wind speed at which a turbine starts to produce power is called

the cut-in wind speed, Vc-in' The wind speed at which the power is equal to the

maximum power of the load is called the rated wind speed, V rated. Ahove the rated

wind speed a control system has to see that the power output will not increase anymore

to protect the load from overloading. Above the cut-{)ut wind speed, Vc-out, the

windturbine is cut off. P

v
Vc-in Vra~ Vc-ovt

Fig. 5.1. The power output ofan ideal windturbine as a function ofthe wind speed.

In chapter 4 it was shown that the annual energy output of a turbine with a constant

rotational speed, is about 10 a11% lower than that of a turbine with a variable rotor

speed. So it is worthy to investigate how it is possible to let the rotor speed vary.

If the rotor operates at its maximum efficiency, the power output is equal to the third

power of the wind speed. Because the rotational speed of the rotor is in that case linear

proportional to the wind speed, it is found that the torque in the rotor shaft is

proportional to the second power of the wind speed. And it is also found that:

(5.1) Tr=Cr'WF (Nm)
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In figure 5.2 we can see the power in the rotor shaft as a function of the rotational

speed, at different wind speeds. In figure 5.3 the torque as a function of the rotational

speed is presented, again for several wind speeds. The straight line represents a load

type with a constant rotational speed. The dotted curve represents the desired

operation line of the rotor in order to extract the maximum energy from the wind.

w
Fig. 5.2. The power in the rotor shaft as a function ofthe rotational speed, at different

wind speeds.

18

w

Fig. 5.3. The torque in the rotor shaft as a function ofthe rotational speed, at different

wind speeds.

As long as the operation line of the load meets the curves of the rotor at the site where
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~ < 0 (point 1), the turbine will operate stable. If a wind gusts forces the rotor speed

to increase a bit (from point 1 to point 2), the torque, caused by the wind and acting on

the rotor, decreases. The rotor will slow down until again point 1 is reached.

If the operation line meets the rotor curve at point 3,~ > 0, an increase of the rotor

speed will cause an increase of the torque. The increased torque forces the rotor to

accelerate instead of slowing down. The situation is instable.

In general it can be said that an operation point is stable if~ < O.
rotor

5.2 Mathematical approximation of several load types.

A manner to describe the characteristics of a load is: the torque TI as a function of the

rotational speed WI. [28]

(Nm)

Because in this stage of the analysis it is not known what kind of loads are suited to be

driven by a wind turbine, it is necessary to make a simplification of the general

equation (5.2). It will be assumed in the rest of the analysis that the right part of the

equation is dominated by only one term, so:

(5.3) TI = CI' WID (Nm)

A consequence of this assumption is of course that the examples, giyen later on ~Il this J
J'- '0\1. 'l ~. ,~~ ... t+ "£.l~ c~t "'.

section, are only a very rough approximation of the reality. Slit th~-ftfQgoad euoYgfl ~ ... 0 ..,~

to find out what kind of transmission is required to drive these loads by means of wind

energy.

In figure 5.4 relation (5.3) is presented graphically for several load types, so for several

values of n. The dotted line represents the torque of the rotor as a function of its

rotational speed. In the subsequent sections each of these load types will be analyzed

much further.
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Fig. 5.4. The torque ofthe load as a function ofits rotational speed.

5.2.1 Loads with a constant torque.

The loads with a constant torque can be approximated by equation (5.3) if n = O. (see

also fig. 5.4) Examples of these loads are: drilling, sawing, a compressor, lifting of a

weight, coulomb friction, waterpumping by means of a displacement pump.

What we can learn from figure 5.4 is that the curve of the load does not fit very well

with the curve of the rotor. If the transmission ratio is kept constant, there is only one

point at which the rotor can operate at its maximum efficiency.

In figure 5.5 some curves of the rotor are sketched in case the wind speed changes and

the rotor operates at its maximum efficiency. It can be done by means of a variable

transmission.

T , 'Va
L,

I
PaI

I
I ,
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Fig. 5.5. The torque as a function ofthe rotational speed for several wind speeds.
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The conclusion that can be drawn now is that if a wind turbine has to drive a load

which requires a constant torque, a transmission with a continuous variable

transmission ratio is necessary, in order to let the rotor operate at its maximum power

coefficient.

The above mentioned examples of the loads are of course not all loads that will be

driven by a wind turbine in reality. But the driving of some tools or a compressor are

some very realistic examples.

5.2.2 Load type with n = 1.

An example of a load type with n = 1 is viscous friction, but it is questionable if that is

a load that will be driven by a wind turbine. In fig. 5.4 it can be seen that the curve of

the load does not fit very well with the one of the rotor and also requires a transmission

with a variable ratio.

This load will not be analyzed much further because there is no example which has any

practical value.

5.2.3 Load types with n = 2.

Examples of loads with n = 2 are: a fan, pumping of water by means of a centrifugal

pump, a heat pump, etc. These examples are very realistic.

If we look again to figure 5.4 it looks as if there is a perfect fit between the loads and the

rotor. The turbine does have got more than only one optimal operation point. But as

already mentioned, the theoretical approximations are very rough. In reality the rotor

will produce an effective torque if the rotational speed is not equal to zero but bigger

than zero. And the torque required by the load, if the rotational speed of the load is

zero, is bigger than zero in order to overcome static friction.
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Fig. 5.6. A more realistic presentation of10ad types with n = 2.

Although there are big differences between the theoretical assumption and the reality,

for the further analysis the theoretical approximation is good enough.

It is already seen that there is a good fit between the rotor and the load. So in order to

keep the rotor at its maximum efficiency, a continuous variable transmission is not

necessary. That does not mean that a C.V.T. can not improve the turbine! It could for

instance reduce the cut in wind speed and reduce the structural loads, resulting from

wind gusts.

5.2.4 Loads with a constant rotational speed.

Examples of loads with n > 2 are difficult to find, except if n = 00. That could be for

instance a synchronous generator or, more or less, an a-synchronous generator.

In figure 5.4 it can be seen that there is again no good fit between the curve of the load

and the one of the rotor. That means again that a transmission with a variable ratio is

necessary.

5.3 Conclusions.

From the analysis in the previous sections it might be concluded that a windturbine,

which drives a load with n f 2, requires a transmission with a variable transmission

ratio, in order to keep the rotor at its maximum efficiency and thus to increase the
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annual energy output.

If a windturbine drives a load with n = 2, perhaps the dynamic behaviour can be

improved by means of a variable transmission, and the cut-in wind speed can be

reduced. A C.V.T. is not necessary to increase the annual energy output'. i, I~ ,. h ~ ~

~

One thing has to be remarked here. It often appears that not the annual energy output

is the main purpose of a windturbine. Sometimes the amount of time the rated power is

available is of much more importance, especially if the windturbine drives tools. To

keep the rated power as constant as possible perhaps an other control system would be

better than a C.V.T. E.g. pitch angle or yawing. [17]

An other thing which has to be remarked here is that the allowable complexity of a

windturbine is often limited by the technical knowledge of the people who are going to

use the turbine. If a turbine is sited at a place with little know-how, a limiting

condition is that the turbine has to be reliable and not too complex.
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6 ROTORS

6.1 General.

In this chapter several rotor types are going to be compared with each other. The types

are (see also figure 6.1):

1) the horizontal axis (HA),

2) the vertical axis with troposkien curved blades, the Darrieus rotor (YD),

3) the vertical axis with straight blades (YS).

BA VD VS

Fig. 6.1. Three types ofrotors.

The reasons for this comparison are the following. The rotors differ basically very much

from each other. For example, the vertical axis rotors are insensitive for variations in

the wind direction. It is shown in chapter 4 that fast fiuct uations in the wind direction

can reduce the annual energy output of a horizontal axis turbine with at least 5 or 10%.

No yawing mechanism is required, which is very cost-saving.

Another feature of the vertical axis rotor is that the power in the rotor shaft comes

available for the transmission in vertical direction. This requires of course a different

construction of the transmission.

There are many other differences between the rotors and it is interesting to see how

they infiuence the construction of the transmission, the power output and the dynamic

behaviour of the windturbine.
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The vertical axis windturbine with the troposkien curve was invented in 1925 by

Darrieus. From this type the vertical axis with the straight blades was derived, because

the part of the rotor with the biggest diameter contributes most to the power

production [39]. The development of the vertical axis turbines as an electricity

producing turbine started only in the 1970's.

Possibilities to augment the power coefficient by means of tip vanes, or other

aerodynamic measures, will not be discussed here. Rotors with such measures differ not

very much from one of the three rotors that are going to be analyzed.

There are of course several other rotor types, such as the Savonius rotor and the

american multiblade rotor. They will not be discussed here, since there maximum

power coefficient is very low as compared with the fast running rotors.

6.2 Power output.

The most important characteristic of a rotor is represented in the relation between the

power coefficient and the tip-speed ratio. The power coefficient represents the ratio of

the power in the rotorshaft and the power available in the wind. See also chapter two.

(6.1 ) C - P r
p-

0,5· P ·A· V3
(-)

The tip-speed ratio is defined as the tip-speed of the rotor, divided by the wind-speed,

a dimensionless rotor-speed.

(6.2) -\=~ (-)

Let's assume a rotor with a constant speed. At a very low wind-speed (high value of -\)

the efficiency is very low. If the wind-speed increases the efficiency increases too, until

it has reached its maximum efficiency, Cp-opt (-\ = -\opd. If the wind speed keeps

increasing, the efficiency will decrease.
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For the three types of rotors the Cp->' curves are shown graphically in figure 6.2. These

relations are obtained by measurements with stationary conditions.
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Fig- 6.2. Cp->' curve ofthree rotor types.

In figure 6.2 it can be seen that the maximum power coefficients of both the vertical

axis turbines are a bit lower than the horizontal axis. Maydew and Klimas however

showed in [40] that in field performance the efficiency of the Darrieus rotor is as good as

the efficiency of a horiwntal turbine. And under very gusty conditions the

performances are even better, because the Darrieus rotor is omni directional and

fluctuations in the wind direction do not cause a power decrease. See also figure 6.3.

So it can be concluded that the differences in Cp-opt are not very big and that the lower

efficiency of the VAWT is not a real disadvantage.

Another feature that can be derived from figure 6.2 is the rotational speed at which the

maximum power coefficient is reached. The straight bladed rotor has the lowest >'opt.

The horizontal axis turbine has the highest. The real value of >'opt depends of course

very much on the number of blades. In general it can be said that the size of the

transmission increases, with a decreasing >'opt.
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The last thing that can be seen in figure 6.2 is the fact that if the rotational speed of

both the vertical axis turbines becomes zero, they are not able to produce a torque. So

they are not self starting.
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[40].

When looking at figure 6.2, perhaps one would think that the range at which the power

coefficient of the vertical axis rotors is at their maximum, is much smaller than the one

of the horizontal axis rotor. There for it is necessary to introduce a new parameter at

the x-axis, AIAopt. The resulting curves are sketched in figure 6.4.

0·5 Cp
VS, TEMA 2, 2blades [38]
VD, SANDIA 17-m, 2 blades [39]

0·4 HA, STORK, 3 blades [13]

0·3
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0·0 0·2 0·4 0·8 0·8 1·0 1·2 1·4 1-8 1·8 2·0 2·2 2·4 2·8 2·8

Fig. 6.4. The performances ofthree wind turbines, with Cp(AIAopt).
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It can be seen from figure 6.4 that for values of )..1 )..opt > 1, the path of the curves of the

horizontal axis rotor and the straight bladed rotor is almos'~ the same. The only

difference is that the values of the straight bladed rotor are a bit lower. The Darrieus

rotor shows a sharp decrease of efficiency, if ).. increases. So if all the rotors operate with

a "w = constant" control, the Darrieus rotor will have a bad efficiency at low wind

speeds

If )..1 )..opt < 1 the VAWT's show a sharper decrease of the power coefficient. The

vertical axis rotors are more likely to stall than the horizontal axis. Especcially the

straight bladed rotors. [39], [41]

A result of this feature is that if a straight bladed rotor with a constant rotational

speed is used, above a certain wind speed power limitation occurs very rapidly. In case

of a windturbine with II).. = constant" control, this feature could be an advantage,

because above the rated wind speed the angle velocity is kept constant and power

limitation is then required. (See chapter 2, fig. 2.3, for ideal power output of a wind

turbine.) In case of a horizontal axis turbine with fixed blades, above the rated wind

speed the power output will still increase.

A disadvantage of this power limitation is a lower cut-out speed.

The fact that the power output decreases rapidly above a certain wind speed will cause

some difficulties if a turbine with "w = constant" control is used.

6.3 Blades.

The biggest difference between the three rotors is the geometry. If the aerodynamic

efficiencies of the three types are comparable, then their rotor swept areas must be

approximately the same in order to obtain the same energy capture. Table 6.1 shows

the total relative lengths of the rotor components required to sweep the same area.
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Table 6.1. Relative rotor length for the same swept area.

HA
VD
VS

Two blade

1.00
3.24
2.51

Three blade

1.50
4.85
3.76

The two-blade propeller type is used as a reference. The geometry of the curved bladed

Darrieus is approximately that of the Alcoa Low-Cost 17-meter machine, while the

straight bladed Rotor had an assumed rotor height-radius ratio 1.0 and a single

cantilevered support arm.

It is clear from the data of table 6.1 that the required length of the rotor components is

much less for the propeller type than for the other configurations. Since the rotor cost is

a substantial portion of the total machine cost, the vertical axis turbines must

overcome this cost disadvantage by other means.

Vertical axis proponents claim that propeller blades are very costly to fabricate given

their slender, highly tapered and twisted shapes. This compared to the low cost of the

untapered, untwisted extruded aluminum blades used on vertical axis machines.

When coupled with the advantages mentioned in the previous sections (no yawing

mechanism, no power-losses due to fluctuations in the wind direction) this is sufficient

to give vertical axis rotors cost parity with the horizontal axis rotors. [42].

As a result of the differences in the geometry, the structural vibrations and loads are

different too. The blades of the propeller types are liable to alternating gravitational

forces, causing fatigue loads. Of course these forces cause no damage on the vertical

axis turbines. [37]

Other forces and vibrations acting on the structure of the horiwntal axis turbines

(natural frequencies of e.g. the blades, the transmission and the tower, the forces

caused by wind gusts) are very big, because the construction is principally not very

rigid and has many moving parts, such as the blades, the rotor and the nacelle. But,

since the propeller types do have a long history and a lot of knowledge is available,

many of the loads can be reduced. [37]
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A very strong point of the Darrieus rotor is the concept of using tensioned blades to

transmit loads directly to a torque tube. It provides a very rigid construction. In order

to decrease the loads and vibrations in the tower, guy-wires can be used. The wires

usually three, are connected to the tower top and the ground. (See also figure 6.6)

The sensitivity to structural vibrations is one of the weakest points of the straight

bladed vertical axis rotor. Before this rotor can be used on large scale, many problems

have to be overcome. The British designers however, foretell this rotor type a big

future because of its simplicity.

Until now only the geometry of the blades have been compared. Another important

issue is the power limitation by means of pitch control. Pitch control is very often used

by propeller types for power limitation. It allows operation of the turbine at very high

wind speeds and it enables self starting.

Pitch control by the Darrieus rotor is only used to improve the aerodynamic

performance, because the angle of attack changes continuously during every revolution.

It is often done by means of a cam-disk and a rod which is connected to the blades. The

position of the cam depends on the wind direction. The change of the blade angle can

not be used for power limitation and self starting is not possible.

The straight bladed rotor also uses pitch control to improve the aerodynamic

performance. Pitch control by vertical axis turbines is especially required if the

solidity, (1, has a very high value. The solidity is defined as the number of blades times

the chord length, divided by the turbine diameter. The solidity is usually bigger by

straight bladed rotors as compared with Darrieus rotors. Power limitation can be

obtained by reefing of the blades. (See the dotted lines in figure 6.1). [38], [41], [42], [43]

6.4 The influence on the transmission.

It is already shown that there are several differences between the rotor types, such as

the sensitivity to stall, the optimal rotational speed and the possibility of power

limitation and self starting. Together with some constructive features, such as the

output shaft arrangement and the level at which the power in the rotor-shaft is
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available (ground level, or in the tower head), it is obvious that each rotor type

requires another transmission.

It is helpful to make two divisions in the whole group of transmissions. The first

division is based on the aerodynamic features:

1) transmissions with a fixed transmission ratio,

2) transmissions with a variable transmission ratio.

The second division is based on constructive features:

1) a mechanical transmission,

2) a hydraulic transmission.

6.4.1 Aerodynamic features.

From section 6.2 we know that the vertical axis rotors are hardly to stall, especially the

straight bladed. If the rotors, with a constant rotational speed, operate at there

optimal tip-speed ratio and the wind speed increases, the power coefficient of the

vertical axis turbines will decrease very rapidly. The horizontal axis turbines show a

more smooth decrease. In general it can be said that if the rotors operate with a

constant rotational speed, the horizontal axis rotor will have the biggest annual energy

output.

In chapter 4 it is already shown that the power output of a turbine with a horizontal

axis rotor could be increased by means of a transmission with a variable transmission

ratio if the wind speed is in between the cut-in wind speed and the rated wind speed.

The gain would of course be bigger if a vertical axis rotor would be equipped with a

variable transmission.

The power limitation of the vertical axis turbine can be helpful if the wind speed

exceeds the rated wind speed.

Another result of the fact that the vertical axis rotors are likeley to stall and do not

have a starting torque, is the following. If the rotor is rigidly connected to a load type
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with n = 2, from the analysis of the loads a perfect match between the rotor and the

load is expected. That is different for the vertical axis turbines. A representative set of

turbine torque versus RPM curves is shown in figure 6.5.

IPM

Fig. 6.5. Operating characteristics ofa vertical axis rotor, connected rigidly to a
speed-dependent load.

Load B would appear to represent an optimum, as it is very close to, but less than, the

maximum torque capability, of the turbine. However, transient effects can lead to

problems with load B. Suppose, for example, the system is operating at the stable point

corresponding to a wind speed of 10 mph. A sudden gust to 15 mph leads to a reduction

in turbine torque, hence a reduction in turbine RPM. Should the wind speed remain at

15 mph, the system will continue to slow down until it stops. In fact, if the turbine

slows enough during the transient, the wind speed could return to 10 mph and the

turbine speed would still continue to drop.

This stalling effect is difficult to generalize, as it depends on many factors, including

the gustiness of the local environment, the system inertia and the specific shape of the

load curve. It is clear, however, that the problem becomes more acute as the load

approaches the maximum torque output of the turbine. [51]

This dynamic behaviour of the vertical axis rotors could be improved by means of a

variable transmission, because the torque in the rotor shaft can be adjusted to the

torque required by a certain wind speed.
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So it is not really remarkable to notice how many examples in literature are found of

vertical axis wind turbines with a rotor with a variable sPeed. Especially straight

bladed. Much more, relatively, than horizontal axis turbines.

In [44] a Darrieus rotor of the Sandia National Laboratories is equipped with a gearbox

to speed up the rotational speed and a drive belt to adjust the transmission ratio. It has

to be mentioned however, that this turbine was used for measurements and not really

for energy production.

In [46] a 15 m Darrieus turbine of ECN in Petten and sited in Amsterdam is also

equipped with a variable transmission. The turbine drives a DC generator by means of

a two stage planetary gearbox. The rotor is allowed to operate at its optimal tip-speed

ratio. To keep the frequency of the electricity, which is fed to the grid, constant, a

DC-AC conversion system is used. Experiments showed that above the rated wind

SPeed, the power still was increasing, even up to 17 m/s. The expected power limitation

above the rated wind speed appeared at a higher wind speed than expected.

In [47] a turbine with straight blades was found (R = 2 m). The tip-speed was kept at

its optimal value by means of an eddy current converter with adjustable resistant

torque. Converter walls heated by eddy current were displaced mechanically along a

rotating permanent magnet which was driven by the wind turbine. In [49] this principle

was applied for a bigger turbine with a fixed pitch. The following drawbacks have been

noticed:

- In gust conditions the thrusts on the rotor would require a strong oversizing of the

structural parts.

- In case of a continued operation in power limitation, the braking capacity was greatly

reduced because of the eddy current brake overheating and the turbine had to be put in

parking position.

The last problem probably could be avoided if another system to adjust the

transmission ratio was chosen.

In [38] the tip SPeed ratio of the straight bladed rotor of the TEMA 2 (A = 140 m2) is

kept at its optimal value by means of an a-synchronous generator with a rotating
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stator. Above the rated wind speed the JXlwer is limited by reefing of the blades.

In order to keep the rotor speed more or less near its optimum, two generators are used

by the 17 m vertical axis turbine of [50]. The generators are connected to the rotor by

means of a mechanical transmission with two output shafts. At low wind speeds the

smallest generator is used and the rotor rotates at a low speed and at higher wind

speeds the biggest generator is connected to the rotor and the rotor rotates at a higher

speed. Above the rated wind speed the power is also limited by reefing the blades.

Also a prototype of a 25 m straight bladed turbine [48] operates with a variable speed

between the cut-in speed and the rated wind speed.

After the analysis and the literature survey of the aerodynamic features of several

turbines it can be concluded that a CVT can improve the annual energy output of all

the three types. But a straight bladed rotor requires a variable transmission. Else the

turbine can only be applied successfully in a very small range of wind speeds.

6.4.2 Constructive features.

The most characteristic constructive feature is the output shaft arrangement. The

arrangement of the shaft of a propeller type is horizontal and in the tower top. For the

production of electricity, the mechanical drive train and the generator are usually

placed in the nacelle. If a hydraulic transmission is used, one is free to choose were the

generator is placed. The pump can be placed in the top of the tower, but the motor, the

control system and the generator can be placed at ground level. The advantage is that

the weight of the nacelle can be reduced. On the other hand, the long pipelines cause

JXlwer losses and special measurements have to be taken for the yawing mechanism.

The shaft orientation of the Darrieus rotor is vertically and at ground level. The

rotational speed of the shaft is lower than the speed of a horizontal axis turbine (same

diameter). If a mechanical transmission is used, the size of the gearbox has to increase

as compared with the gearbox of a propeller type. The only advantage is that the

transmission can be placed at ground level.
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If a hydraulic transmission is used, more advantages become available. The length of

the pipelines can be reduced and no yawing mechanism is required. The whole

conductive part of the transmission can be build smaller and less complex. Only the

size of the pump has to increase.

If a mechanical transmission is used in combination with a straight bladed rotor, the

situation becomes even worse. From literature [38], [48], [49], [50] it is known that the

best arrangement of the generator is at ground level. This means that always a

torque-tube is required to transport the mechanical energy from the rotor shaft to the

generator. Together with the fact that the rotational speed of the straight bladed rotor

is very low, it might be clear that the mechanical transmission becomes more complex

than the one used by the propeller types.

The hydraulic transmission on the other hand, becomes simpler. No yawing mechanism

is required and the pipelines can become shorter. But again the size of the pump has to

increase.

It has also to be mentioned that many generators can only be used if they are placed in

a horiwntal way. In combination with a vertical axis rotor, it means that a hooked

transmission is required. This is no problem for a hydraulic transmission, but it is for a

mechanical transmission.

6.5 Conclusions.

It appeared that the horizontal axis rotors are widely in use. The biggest advantages of

the rotor are:

- IIsmooth II Cp-,x curve, no sharp decrease of efficiency if the wind speed changes,

- possibility for pitch control, self starting, power limitation at high wind speeds,

- high rotational speed, smaller transmission,

- the rotor can operate in a wide range of wind speeds with both a fixed and a variable

transmission.

Disadvantages:

- not omni directional, power decrease due to fast fluctuations in the wind direction,

- yawing mechanism required,
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- power of the rotor shaft available in the nacelle, not at ground level,

- reversing gravitational loads.

The advantages of a Darrieus rotor are:

- "smooth" Cp->' curve,

- very stable construction,

- omni directional, no power losses due to fluctuations in the wind direction,

- no yawing mechanism,

- power of the rotor shaft at ground level,

- minimal vortex and shadows from mast or tower, [51], [52],

- the rotor can operate in a wide range of wind speeds with both a fixed and a variable

transmission.

Disadvantages:

- no possibility for aerodynamic power limitation, not self starting,

- big blade length to sweep the same area,

- reversing aerodynamical loads,

- lower rotational speed.

The advantages of the straight bladed rotor are:

- simple construction,

- omni directional, no power losses due to fluctuations in the wind direction,

- no yawing mechanism,

- mi nimal vortex and shadows from mast or tower,

- possibility for power limitation and self starting.

Disadvantages:

- bad aerodynamic performance, sharp decrease of efficiency if >. < >'oPt,
- power of the rotor shaft available in the tower top,

- low rotational speed, bigger transmission required,

- structural vibrations cause a lot of problems,

- reversing aerodynamical loads,

- the rotor can only be applied in a wide range of wind speeds in combination with a

variable transmission.

After analyzing the influence of the rotors on the construction of the transmission, the

following can be concluded: if we assume the mechanical and hydraulic transmission of
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the horizontal axis turbine as a starting point, the tendency is found that the

mechanical transmissions become more complex if they were used in combination with

a vertical axis rotor. The construction of the hydraulic transmissions become more

simple.

It also might be concluded that the development of the vertical axis rotors and

especially the straight bladed rotor, depend very much one the availability of a good

variable transmission. As long as the rotors, which have in principle many advantages,

are equipped with the classical technology, like gearboxes and constant rotor speed,

they will never be able to compete with the horizontal axis turbine.

In the following pictures some examples are shown of vertical axis turbines, now in use.
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7 VARIABLE TRANSMISSIONS

7.1 General.

In the previous sections the need of a transmission with a~ variable

transmission ratio for several applications in wind turbine technology is shown. Now of

course the question arises: what kind of transmission will be used?

Before this question will be answered it might be helpful to look again to chapter 4, and

especially to section 4.2.1. In that section the annual energy losses as a function of the

choice of the cut-in wind speed and the rated wind speed are calculated. It is shown

that the choice of the optimal rated wind speed is very much influenced by the

gustiness of the wind. If the wind supply is very smooth, and the shape factor k of the

Weibull-distribution is about 2.6, it can be seen that it has no sense to make the rated

wind speed bigger than two times the average wind speed.

If the wind is very gusty (k = 1.6) then the maximum power output is reached if the

rated wind speed is about 3.5 a4 times the average wind speed. If the rated value of the

load would correspond with 3.5 times the average wind speed, than the turbine would

operate very often at partial load and causing big losses. So it is better to choose the

rated speed equal to 2.5 a3 times the average speed.

The influence of the gustiness on the choice of the cut-in wind speed is smaller. Power

losses occur if the cut-in wind speed becomes bigger than 0.5 times the average wind

speed. With an increasing cut-in wind speed we see bigger power losses if the wind

supply is very smooth. The energy losses are 3% if the cut-in wind speed of the gusty

wind is equal to 0.85· V. For the smooth wind the losses are 3% if the cut-in speed is

about 0.6· V.

As long as the turbine operates in between the cut-in wind speed and the rated wind

speed, the rotor has to operate at its maximum efficiency, so the speed of the rotor has

to be proportional to the wind speed.

Now we can introduce the control range, re:
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For the smooth wind we find: re = 2/0.6 = 3.33. For the gusty wind: re = 3/0.85 = 3.5.

So with a control range of 3.5 it is possible to choose the optimal values of the rated

wind speed and the cut-in wind speed for many types of wind.

This is presented graphically in figure 7.1, where the annual probability density

function of the power in the wind is given for three different wind types. If we assume a

wind supply with the average speed V = 6 mls and k = 2.6, then Ve-in = 0.6·6 = 3.6

m/s. Vrated = 2·6 = 12 m/s. If V = 4m/s and k = 1.6 then Ve-in = 0.85·4 = 3.4 and

Vrated = 3·4 = 12 m/s.

So, for example, a wind turbine with a cut-in wind speed of 3.5 mls and a rated wind

speed of 12 mls can be applied for many types of wind supply.
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Fig. 7.1. The p. d. j ofthe power in the wind for different wind types.

Most energy from the wind can be extracted at the place where the power density in

the wind is at highest. From table 3.1 it is derived that the power density of a wind

supply with k = 2.6 is at highestt if Vi'=: 1.402· V. If k = 1.6, Vmax = 1.852·V. In the
,'';'

example above Vmax = 1.402·6 =8.4 mis, respectively Vmax = 1.852·4 = 7.4 m/s. It is

of great importance to reduce the losses in the transmission, and especially at that wind

speed where the power density is at highest. 8.4 mls is about 0.7 times 12 m/s. 7.4 mls
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is about 0.62 times 12 m/s. So a good efficiency of the transmission is required if the

wind speed is about 0.62 a0.7 times the rated wind speed.

So two important limiting conditions for the analysis of the transmissions are:

1) a control range rc = 3.5,

2) a "good" efficiency if the turbine operates at a wind speed, equal to 0.6 a0.7 times

the rated wind speed.

Now we have only discussed the control of the wind turbine if the wind speed differs

between the cut-in speed and the rated speed. It can be done by means of a variable

transmission. Above the rated speed other priorities occur. Not the maximum

efficiency or maximum power output is most important, but the safety. The turbine

has to be protected from overloading. The high wind speeds may not cause damage.

A solution to avoid the impact of the high wind speeds is the reduction of the cut-out

wind speed. The bigger power losses are of course a disadvantage. If the cut-out speed

is chosen to low, the turbine will be cut off very often. The turbine is allowed to start

again if the wind speed is lower than the cut-out speed, during a longer period. It is

obvious that during this period much power is lost.

A manner for the power limitation is of course pitch control. The turbine is allowed to

operate at high wind speeds, so less power is lost. Of course the complexity of the

construction increases. At the end of this chapter, after several transmissions have been

analyzed, we will see if it is possible to limit the power without aerodynamic measures.

Variable transmissions are available in many designs. They can be divided in:

electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic transmissions or a combination of these.

The pneumatic transmission will not be analyzed here because its power density is not

high enough for the nowadays existing wind turbines with rated power up to 500 kW or

even one or two megawatt.

The electrical systems will only be mentioned in this chapter very briefly, because it

would go to far to give a complete analysis of all these systems. That can be better done

by an electrical engineer.
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The remaining mechanical and hydraulic transmissions can be divided further more

into two groups: the direct connected transmissions and the shunt transmissions (or

the split power transmissions).

Most of the direct connected variable mechanical transmissions are based on power

transmitting by means of friction, for instance a transmatic. The allowable power is

usually not high enough for applications in large wind turbines. It is also known that

the efficiency of such a transmissions at partial load are not very good. An example of a

transmission suited for power-rates between 125 and 370 kW is designed by British

Leyland as a transmission for trucks and motor-busses. [11] They are standard not

suited for the use in wind turbines.

Input Output

Fig. 7.2. The toroide CVT ofBritish Leyland.

In this chapter only the direct connected hydraulic transmissions and the mechanical

and hydraulic shunt transmissions will be analyzed extensively

7.2 Electrical systems. [3], [6], [7]

The electrical systems which will be discussed here are suitable for the production of

electricity and connected to the main grid.

1) The first system is a DC-generator with a DC/AC-eonversion system. It has a low

efficiency and is not much in use anymore.
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Much more applied are the the synchronous and a-synchronous generators.

2) a-synchronous generator.

Stator

u

v

Rotor (windings
short cIrcuited
and no external

terminals)

U,V,w =ttlree phase electrical terminals

(power output and reactive

power Input for em tation )

Fig 7.3. Diagram ofan a-synchronous (induction) generator.

A-synchronous generators are normally excited by extracting reactive power from the

grid. The most important features of an induction generator are:

- No sliprings, less maintenance.

- It's a cheap and very robust generator type.

- They don't need control such as excitation in the case of grid connection.

- The slip is, roughly, proportional to the power output. This characteristic is a great

advantage for grid-eonnected wind turbines, since the slip allows the reaction to

power fluctuations with speed variation. The electromechanical system is thus

able to absorb power peaks and reduce mechanical stress in the structure as well as

voltage excursions in the grid. The maximum slip is 2 a 3 %. Increasing the slip

may provide a higher absorption of power fluctuations; it should be noted,

however, that a greater slip necessitates a higher rating and involves additional

conversion losses. Recent investigations, carried out at ECN at Petten, showed

that increasing the slip to about 10 % may may decrease the mean annual output

of a wind turbine by 1 %.
- A problem which must be handled with care is the inrush current, when connecting

the generator to the grid. Since the stator extracts reactive power from the grid for
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magnetization, very high inrush currents are taken by the generator. With the

help of a thyristor practically no variation of the grid voltage can be observed.

Several systems with an a-synchronous generator are:

a) An induction generator with an oversynchronous inverter cascade.

r----------------r--o Grid

Stator

RotCI'

Fig. 7.4- Block diagram ofan induction generator

The most important features of this system are:

- The rotor windings are connected to an inverter, so variable speed above the

synchronous speed can be tolerated. The rotor's electrical output, whose frequency

and power are proportional to the difference between rated and actual rotor speed,

may be rectified and fed to the grid via a DCIAC converter (inverter) as shown in

figure'.4.
- Only a fraction of the total power has to be handled by this solid state conversion

system, because the main power from the stator winding is fed directly to the grid.

(This is actually a shunt transmission.)

b) Double-fed induction generator.

Fig. 7.5. Diagram ofthe double-fed induction generator.
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As opposed to the previous method, in this method the double-fed induction generator

may not only operate above the rated speed, but also below the rated speed.

3) A synchronous generator.

Three - Phase

Power Output (Terminals U. v. w)
U V W

OC exitatlon

Sliprings

Stator

Fig. 7.6. Diagram ofa synchronous generator.

The feat ures of a synchronous generator are:

- A DC excitated rotating magnet provides the rotating magnetic field which induces

electrical power in the windings of the fixed stator.

- The generators are standard machines and are capable of producing reactive power.

- Their efficiency is higher than that of comparable induction generators.

- The terminal voltage or reactive power can be easily controlled by variable

excitation.

- Since no slip between the grid frequency and the rated rotor speed is tolerated,

power transients are transmitted through the generator to the grid. Damping

methods are necessary to reduce this problem.

A possibility is the frequency conversion system.

a) The frequency conversion system.

One of the most promising concepts for future application is the combination of an

electro-mechanical generator with solid state frequency converters. [3],[6] The main
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feat ures are:

- The turbine rotor speed can be set freely according to the optimal conversion

efficiency, which is obtained by keeping the tip speed ratio constant.

- The generator frequency does not depend on the constant grid frequency, because

of the ACjDCjAC conversion.

Synchr.
Generator

Rectifier Filter Converter ~ilter

Fig. 7.7. Block diagram ofa power conversion chain consisting ofa synchronous

generator, DC link and DCIAC converter. The power output is controlled by excitation.

- The torque can be controlled by excitation so that constant rotor speed is

obtained, in order to limit the power fluctuations resulting from gusts. When such

fluctuations occur, constant power is fed into the grid, whereas surplus energy is

stored in the rotor system by increasing its speed. During periods of power-decrease

energy is taken from the rotor by decreasing its speed. Consequently no mechanical

stress above rated stress occurs in the rotating parts.

Some disadvantages are:

- The generation of high harmonical currents and voltages in the power network.

- The system is very expensive.

The frequency conversion system is mainly developed by the Institute for Windenergy

at the University of Technology in Delft and by the Department of Electrical

Engineering at the University of Technology in Eindhoven, in corporation with ECN in

Petten.
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7.3 Hydraulic transmissions, direct connected.

In order to keep the efficiency as high as possible, transmissions by which power is

dissipated trough controlvalves will not be mentioned here. In this section three

possibilities of hydraulic transmissions will be analyzed. (As a first attempt, the

efficiencies are assumed 100%)

7.3.1 Variable pump, constant motor.

The first transmission is a transmission with a pump with a variable swept volume and

a motor with a constant swept volume. (see figure 7.8).

Fig. 7.8. Hydraulic transmission with a variable pump.

In chapter 5 it was seen that a variable transmission was required if a load was applied

with n :f 2. With:

(Nm)

Fig. 7.9. The four pole scheme ofa direct connected hydraulic transmission.
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Let's assume a load type with n = 0, for instance a displacement pump. A more or less

constant torque is required. If the wind speed increases, the rotor speed increases linear

proportional and the rotor torque increases proportional to the second power. The

limiting condition is that the torque of the load has to remain constant. From figure 7.9

we can derive that the pressure has to remain constant too. With:

(7.2) VTp=_P. p
2 7r

(Nm)

it is obvious that with an increasing torque (and also an increasing power flow) the

swept volume of the pump has to increase too.

Now let's assume a load with n = 00, for instance a synchronous generator. Again with

an increasing wind speed we get increasing rotational speed and torque. Now the

limiting condition is that the rotational speed of the load has to remain constant. Since

the swept volume of the motor is constant, also a constant flow is required. With:

(7.3) v
q = P·w- p

2 7r

the swept volume of the pump has to decrease if the rotational speed (and thus the

power flow) increases. This is of course not a good situation, because the pump is never

able to operate at full load. A too big pump has to be installed and a bad efficiency is

obtained.

7.3.2 Constant pump, variable motor.

Fig. 7.10. Hydraulic transmission with a variable motor.
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The second transmission is a. transmission with a pump with a constant swept volume

and a motor with a variable swept volume. The previous transmission was well suited

for loads with a constant torque and not for loads with a constant rotational speed.

Now let's see how they fit with this transmission.

Again we assume a load with a constant torque. If the wind speed increases, also the

rotor speed and torque increase. Because the swept volume of the pump is constant, the

pressureincreases too. The torque has to remain constant and with:

(7.4)

we find that the swept volume of the motor has to decrease with an increasing power

flow. In this situation the motor is never able to operate at full load.

If we assume a load with a constant rotational speed, we find a better situation. If the

wind speed increases, the rotational speed of the rotor increases and thus the flow too.

The rotational speed has to remain constant and with:

(7.5) (rad·s- I )

it is obvious that with an increasing flow, and thus an increasing power flow, an

increasing swept volume is required.

7.3.3 Constant pressure system.

Fig. 7.11. Hydraulic transmission with a variable pump and motor.
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To keep the pressure in the system cOllstant, for all loads, both pump and motor

require a variable swept volume. Of course it is also possible to keep, for example, the

flow constant, but now the limiting condition is a constant pressure main. To a

constant pressure main it is possible to connect more motors and loads, under a high

pressure, and thus expecting a higher efficiency. The losses in a hydraulic system

depend very much on the pressure level.

If the pressure in the system has to remain constant, we find with equation (7.2) that

with an increasing rotor torque an increasing swept volume of the pump is required.

The adjusting of the motor depends on the load type. If the load requires a constant

torque and it is connected to a constant pressure main, the swept volume of the motor

has to remain constant. If the load requires a constant rotational speed the swept

volume of the motor increases with an increasing power flow.

7.3.4 General mathematical description of the transmissions as a function of the load.

Until now only loads have been discussed with a constant rotational speed or with a

constant torque, so if n = 0 or n = 00. It becomes more difficult if another load type is

applied, for instance if n = 3 or n is not a whole number. Therefore a general

description of all the transmissions as a function of the load types would be very

helpful. This description is derived in appendix 11 and presented in table 7.1 on the

next page.

- The transmission with a variable pump is called case P.

- The transmission with a variable motor is called case M.

- The transmission with both, a variable pump and motor is called case P1M.

It might be helpful to give some explanation to this table. If the wind speed increases

from Vt to V2 it can be written as: V2 = 0" Vt. The rotational speed of the rotor, Wl,

becomes: Wl = 0" Wi, and the torque becomes: T2 = 0'2. Tt. This is written in the first

two columns, representing the power in the pump shaft. How the other quantities

change depends on the load, represented by n (see equation 5.3), and on the limiting
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conditions (constant pump, constant motor or constant pressure).

Table 7.1. The change ofthe different quantities as a function ofthe load.

Pp Ph Pm Vi

Case Wp T p q P Wm Tm Vp Vm

(Jn~l] (Jn~l] (Jn~l] Q[n~~] [2 n]
P Q Q2 Qn+l 1

Q[n~l] Q[n~~] [2-n]
M Q Q2 Q Q2 1 Q- n+l

P/M Q Q2 oJ 1 Q[n~l] Q[n~~] Q2 Q[n~~]

If the power of Q of a certain quantity is bigger than zero, that quantity increases, with

an increasing power flow. For instance, let's again assume the load with a constant

torque, so n = 0 and a transmission with a variable motor. If n is filled in into the Q of

Vm, the power becomes negative.

[
2-n]

Vm2 = Q- n+l .Vm1 = Q-2. Vml

So the swept volume of the motor decreases if the power flow increases. That is the

same conclusion as found in section 7.3.2.

Now the question arises: what kind of loads are suited for what kind of transmissions?

The answer is simple. The power of the swept volumes has to be positive.

- Case P: ~+~ > 0 if n < 2.

-CaseM: ~+1>Oifn>2.

- Case P1M: 2 > 0 for all n; ~~1 > 0 if n < -1 and n > O.

In this section the theoretical limitations are given. In the next section it will be seen if
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there are some practical limitations and if the transmissions meet the two limiting

conditions derived in section 7.1.

7.3.5 Some remarks on the hydraulic transmissions.

- It is found that the transmission with a variable pump is well suited to drive loads

with n < 2. Some practical problems arise if we want to apply such a transmission. If

the pump is connected directly to the rotor-shaft, a pump with a low speed and a~
torque is required. l... ,.,L

CALCULATION EXAMPLE:

Prated
Prated = 100 (kW); Vrated = 12 (m/s); R2 = 05. . . C . V3 = 65.5 m2, so

. P 7r Prated

R = 8.1 (m). With>. =~ = 7, it is found that Wrated = Wmax = 100 (rpm).

On inquiry (Poclain, Mannesmann-Rexroth, Hagglunds-Denison and Diisterloh) it

appeared that these types of pumps are not standard components. These machines are

only available as motors. Only Poclain said that with some adjustments, there motor

could be used as a pump.

The information from the manufacturers dealed only with machines with a constant

swept volume. If it is possible to change the swept volume of such machines, than it can

not be done very fast and accurately.

A possibility to improve the adjustability of the pump could be a higher rotational

speed, by means of a gearbox. A disadvantage is the complexity. The gearbox also

causes extra power losses.

- The transmission with a variable motor is good to drive loads with n > 2, and thus for

the production of electricity. Most of the components of this configuration are

standard, except the pump. The adjustability of the motor will not cause many

problems.
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- The transmission with both a variable pump and motor, deals with all the problems

of the two previous transmissions. The adjustment of two components simultaneously

will cause extra control problems.

After the analysis of several hydraulic transmissions it appeared that theoretically

every load can be driven by means of a wind turbine with a hydraulic transmission. In

practice, however, the transmissions which require a variable pump, cause big

problems.

So it can be concluded that the best combination is a hydraulic transmission with a

variable motor to drive loads with n > 2. The first limiting condition (control range of

3.5) can be easily fulfilled. The second one (good efficiency if V = 0.6 a0.7· Vrated) is

not very good fulfilled, because the efficiency of the motor decreases rapidly if the

swept volume decreases. We will look closer to that in chapter 8.

7.4 Input controlled shunt transmissions.

Because of the complexity of the shunt transmissions, as a first attempt, they are only

analyzed for loads with a constant rotational speed, not for all kinds of loads like in the

previous sections. The analyses of the input controlled shunt transmissions are done in

appendices 12 (planetary gearbox) and 13 (hydraulic transmission). In this section only

the results will be discussed.

Before we start with the discussion of the results it is necessary to understand very

good the operation of a shunt transmission. See also figure 7.12 a and b.

In figure 7.12 a the sankey-diagram of an input controlled shunt transmission is

sketched. The incoming power flow, Pin, is split before the transmission into the main

power flow, PI, and the controllable power flow, P2. In the transmission, these two

power flows are added together and cause the outgoing power flow, Pout.

In figure 7.12 b the situation is sketched that the controllable power flow is negative

(blind power). Now the controllable power flow is added to the incoming power flow.
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The main power flow is in this situation bigger than the incoming power flow.

Pr

a) all power flows are positive.

Pr

(

'TllAWSl"\IISIC'W

b) the controllable power flow is negative.

Fig. 7.12. The principles ofan input controlled shunt transmission.

The transmission ratio of a shunt transmission is defined as:

(7.6) ,
; ~ I ~ /; I i-' , ,,)

,'.. :... I -
.J (_.

(-)

It represents the rotational speed of the rotor, divided by the rotational speed of the

load at the moment where the controllable power flow is zero.

In appendix 12 and 13 the power flows of an input controlled transmission are derived.

(planetary gearbox and a hydrostatic transmission). It appeared that the incoming

power flow, Pc, the main power flow, PI, and the controllable power flow, P2. can be

written as a function of:
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- the transmission ratio I, and thus determining the size of the main transmission,

- the rated power, Prated, and the rated (or maximum) rotor speed, Wr ,
rated

- the rotational speed of the load, WI,

- the rotor speed Wr and thus of the wind speed.

The incoming power flow is equal to:

(7.7) P _ -~. Prated
r - wr

~
r rated

(W)

The main power flow is equal to:

(7.8) P _ 1 wr4 Prated
l-I·WI . ~

r rated

(\V)

The controllable power flow is equal to the incoming power flow minus the main power

flow:

(7.9) P [3 1 wr4]. Prated
2 = Wr -I· WI ~

r rated

The controllable power flow is equal to zero if:

(7.10) [Wr3_} . ~4] = 0

and thus

(7.11) Wr=I·WI

(W)

(rad· S-I)

(Equation (7.11) is equal to (7.6).) At that moment all the incoming power flows

through the main branch. The main branch is expected to have a good efficiency as

compared with the controllable branch. When designing a shunt transmission it is

necessary to keep the shunt power flow as small as possible.
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A limiting condition is to keep the efficiency of the transmission as high as possible if

the rotational speed of the rotor is about 0.65 times the rated rotor speed. That can be

done by choosing P2 = 0 if Wr = 0.65· Wr • Then the transmission ratio, I, is
rated

determined (and thus the size of the main transmission) and equal to:

Wr
(7.12) 1= 0.65. rated

WI
(-)

This is only one selection-eriterion to determine the size of the transmission (and in

this scope probably the most important one). Another could be for instance the

minimal size of the transmission.

To make this more clear, the relations (7.7), (7.8) and (7.9) are presented graphically

in figure 7.13. The fourth curve represents the ratio between the controllable power

flow and the main power flow.

The required control range of about 3.5 was the first limiting condition. The

dimensionless rotational speed of the rotor may, for instance, vary in between 0.3 and

1.05 or in between 0.5 and 1.75. If relation (7.12) is fulfilled, the rotational speed varies

in between 0.44 and 1.54.

(See fig. 7.13) If the rotational speed Wr becomes smaller than 0.5· WI' I, then the

controllable power becomes bigger than the main power. This causes of course a bad
efficiency. l}; ~!.I';l'.

>,,/ '. ,;/ (.1

If the rotational speed becomes bigger than 1.0· WI •I, then the main power flow

becomes bigger than the incoming power flow, also at the moment that the incoming

power is equal to the rated power. That means that the components, through which the

main power flows, have to dimensioned at the main power which is bigger than the

rated power. This causes bigger losses at partial load. It can be best illustrated by

means of the hydraulic transmission. (See fig. 7.15) The controllable power flow is

negative, that means that pump P2 operates as motor, and drives pump Pt. Pump Pt
produces thus a bigger power flow than the transmissions of the previous section. That

also means that the size of the pump has to be bigger (at the same pressure level).
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Fig. 7.13. The power flows ofan input controlled shunt transmission,as a function ofits
rotational speed.
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After all it might be concluded that an input controlled shunt transmission is not

suited to drive a load with a constant rotational speed. A control range of 3.5 is

difficult to obtain. If the rotational speed is low, the controllable power becomes too

big. If the rotational speed becomes too high, the components through which the main

power flows have to become bigger than those through which the rated power flows.

In the next two sections the planetary gearbox and the hydrostatic transmission, used

for the derivations above, will be discussed briefly.

7.4.1 Planetary &earbox.

Fig. 7.14. Schematized drawing ofan input controlled planetary gearbox.

Figure 7.14 shows a planetary gearbox in combination with a controllable hydrostatic

transmission.

The rotor shaft is connected to the planet-carrier. The load is connected to the

sun-wheel and the controllable transmission is connected to the ring-wheel. The

incoming power flow P r = wr·Tr is split into the main power flow PI and the

controllable power flow P2. PI flows through the planet-earrier. P2 flows through the

hydrostatic transmission and the ring-wheel. PI and P2 are joined by means of the

planet-wheels, causing the output power in the sun-wheel.
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In the previous section it was said that the size of the transmission was determined by

the value of the transmission ratio 1. The transmission ratio of the planetary gearbox,

Ipl, is equal to (derived in appendix 12):

(7.13) Ipl = 1

[~+ 1]
(-)

CALCULATION EXAMPLE:

Prated = 100 kW; nl = 1500 rpm (synchronous generator); nrated = 100 rpm.

If we assume equation (7.12) to be the selection criterion, then:

Ipl = 0.65 '1~~~ = 0.0433. So the ratio between the ring-wheel and the sun-wheel

becomes: Rrw/Rs = Ipl -1 = (1/0.0433) -1 = 22.

From [29] and [30] it is known that planetary gearboxes for wind turbines with a rated

power in between 60 and 300 k\V, are only available with 3.5 < Rrw/Rs <12. That

means that in our case an extra transmission is required to increase the velocity of the

rotor shaft before it is connected to the planet-carrier.

It might be concluded that an input controlled planetary gearbox is not suited at all to

drive a load with a constant rotational speed. It was already shown that for all the

input controlled shunt transmissions, a control range of 3.5 was difficult to obtain. An

additional problem for the planetary gearbox is the required ratio between the

ring-wheel and the sun-wheel. The configuration of figure 7.14 is also a very complex

and expensive one.

7.4.2 Hydrostatic transmission.

The scheme of an input controlled shunt transmission can be seen in figure 7.15. The

rotor shaft is connected to a pump with a fixed swept volume. The incoming power flow

is split into P l and P2 by means of two gear-wheels. The main power flow flows

through pump Pl' The shunt flow flows through an hydraulic machine P2, which can be

used as a pump as well as a motor. The power flows are joined in the transmission and
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drive together motor M.

~ .. , 'ilL

~, ,I',

Fig. 7.15. Schematized drawing ofan input controlled hydraulic transmission.

In appendix 13 it is derived that the transmission ratio of the hydraulic transmission,

Ih, can be written as:

(-)

With the calculation example of the previous section we find again that the

transmission ratio is 0.0433, so Vp1 = 23· Vm.

To be sure the size of pump P2 is not too big, a high rotational speed is required. And

thus a big ratio Ip = wP/ wP1 '

It might be concluded that the hydraulic transmission is not a good possibility to. The

control range of 3.5 is also difficult to obtain. The big transmission causes less problems

here than with the planetary gearbox.

The fact that the power is split before the transmission (controllable transmission is

connected to the rotor shaft) requires extra facilities in order to keep the shunt

transmission as small as possible.
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7.5 Output controlled shunt transmission.

The output controlled transmission will be analyzed only in combination with loads

with a constant rotational speed, just like the input controlled transmission. The

derivations of the power flows of the planetary gearbox and the hydraulic transmission

are done in appendix 14 and 15.

In figure 7.16 a and b the principle of an output controlled transmission is shown. The

figure is almost the same as figure 7.12. But the incoming power is now split in the

transmission. The main power flow, P1, and the controllable power flow, P2, are joined

after the transmission.

L_

TR~)JSHISSlOlJ

a) all power flows are positive.

-E,
i

r------+~- I
I
I
I PI
I
I

TQA\"'-MI ~SIO'"

b) the controllable power flow is negative.

Fig. 7.16. The principles ofan output controlled shunt transmission.

The transmission ratio is again defined like in equation (7.6), I = [wr] •
WI P2=O
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Like in the previous section, it appeared again that the power flows, P r, Pi, P2 and PI

also can be written as a function of:

- the transmission ratio, I,

- the rated power, Prated, and the rated rotor speed, Wrated,

- the rotational speed of the load, WI,

- the rotational speed, Wr, and thus the wind speed.

The incoming power flow is equal to:

(7.15) P r = Prated . w-}
w:1 r

rrated

The main power flow is equal to:

(7.16) Pl=I·~·WI·Prated
r w:1

rrated

(W)

(W)

The controllable power flow is equal to the incoming power flow minus the main power

flow:

The controllable power flow is zero if, like the input controlled transmission:

(7.11) Wr = I·WI

(W)

(rad·s- 1)

The relations (7.15), (7.16) and (7.17 are presented graphically in figure 7.17, together

with the ratio between the controllable power flow and the main power flow. It is in

this case a straight line. As long as 0 < Wr < 2· WI' I, the controllable power flow is

smaller than the main power flow.

If Wr > WI' I, it can be seen that the main power flow is smaller than the incoming

power flow. So if the rated rotor speed is chosen bigger than WI' I, the main power will

never be as big as the rated power, so it requires smaller components.
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Fig. 7.17. The power flows ofan output controlled shunt transmission, as a function of

its rotational speed.
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Relation (7.12) was derived from the limiting condition, to keep the efficiency as high

as possible if the wind speed is about 0.6 a0.7 times the rated wind speed.

Wrrated
(7.12) 1= 0.65·-

WI
-- (-)

This situation is shown in figure 7.17. The rated rotor speed is equal to 1/0.65 =

1.54· WI' I. The cut-in speed is equal to 1.54/3.5 =0.44· WI' I.

Another limiting condition could be for instance the minimum size of the components.

This depends of course very much on the choice of the design of the transmission.

Therefore it will not be discussed in this section, but later on, if more features about

the transmission are known. Compared with the limiting condition above, relation

(7.12), the hydraulic transmission will give some surprising results (See section 7.5.2).

It might be concluded that the output controlled shunt transmission is a good

alternative for a continuous variable transmission. A control range of 3.5 is easy to

obtain, the losses can be reduced by keeping the controllable power small as compared

with the main power and the sizes of the components do not have to become too big.

7.5.1 Planetary gearbox.

Figure 7.17 shows an output controlled planetary gearbox. The incoming power is split

into PI and P2 by the planet-wheels. P2 flows through the ring-wheel and the hydraulic

transmission, where the tran~mission ratio is adjusted. PI flows through the sun-wheel.

The transmission ratio is again defined as:

1(7.13) Ipl = ---

[~+ 1]
(-)

If we assume again the 100 kW turbine and the limiting condition (7.12), than again

the ratio between the ring-wheel and the sun-wheel has to be 22. So this transmission
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also requires an extra speed increasing gearbox. This gives of course extra complexity

and a reduction of the efficiency.

t.1 :r.

i..,

Fig. 7.18. Schematized drawing ofan output controlled planetary gearbox.

It might be concluded that the planetary gearbox indeed is a possibility for a variable

transmission, but in this case a very complex and expensive one.

The fact that the controllable transmission is placed behind the transmission, is an

advantage as opposed to the input controlled shunt transmission. The motor is

connected to the high speed shaft, and thus a smaller size of the components is

required.

The variable transmission does not necessarily have to be an hydraulic one. Theyse

[29], [30] used an electric-motor to drive the ring-wheel. The electricity was obtained

from the grid.

The limiting condition to obtain the smallest components, will not be analyzed here,

because a small controllable transmission does not automatically include a small total

construction. Besides, the hydraulic transmission is not the only possibility.
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7.5.2 Hydraulic transmission.

Fig. 7.19. Schematized drawing ofan output controlled hydraulic transmission.

The incoming power is split in the transmission, and joined after the transmission by

means of two gear-wheels. The swept volumes of the pump and of motor 1 are fixed.

The motor M2 can be used as a motor as well as a pump.

The transmission ratio is again equal to:

(7.14) Ih = [~:1]

With the 100 kW turbine, again a transmission ratio of 23 is required.

(-)

If the motor M] is connected to a high speed load, the gear-wheel can be avoided and a

more simple construction is obtained.

After all it might be concluded that the output controlled hydraulic transmission is a

good possibility. A control ratio of 3.5 is easy to obtain, the losses can be reduced by

keeping the controllable power small and the sizes of the components do not have to

become too big. There is also a good possibility to reduce the complexity of the system

by avoiding the gear-wheels. Therefore this construction deserves a further analysis.
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Let's again look at figure 7.17. If the rotational speed is small, the power flow P2 is

negative and the motor M2 operates as a pump. At high rotational speeds, the motor

operates as a motor, because P2 is positive.

In appendix 15 it is derived that the adjustment of the swept volume of motor M2 is

linear proportional to the rotor speed (when the gear-wheels are avoided, than im= 1):

(7.18) Vm2 = [Vp •
wr - vm1].1WI 1m

The flow through M2 becomes:

In order to minirrlize the size of the controllable transmission, the swept volume of the

motor M2 at cut-in speed (pump) has to be equal to the swept volume at the rated

speed (motor). So:

(7.20) (Vm2) . = - (Vm2)
cut-In rated

ct•.'P,.

-
q-, P,

Fig. 7.20. Two output controlled hydraulic transmissions without gear-wheels.
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If we assume im = 1, like in figure 7.20, and Wrated = 3.5' We-in than:

(7.20) [V p , [Wr] . -Vm1] =- [V p .3.5. [Wr] • -Vm1]WI c-m WI c-m

Solution gives:

(7.21) Vp = ~5' Vm1' [WI] .
'i.Ll Wr c-m

When (7.21) is filled in into equation (7.18) it is found that:

(7.22) (Vm2) = - (Vm2) . = 0.56 . Vm1
rated c-m

The controllable power flow is zero if Vm2 = O. Because the swept volume is linear

proportional to the rotational speed of the rotor, P2 is zero if the rotor speed is exactly

in the middle between We-in and Wrated. So: P2 = 0 if Wr = (wr + Wr . )/2.
rated e-m

With (7.22) and appendix 15 it is also found that:

(7.23) [P2] = [Vm2] =0.56= Wrrated'h_1P1 rated v;;;t rated £.l.'J.

Solution gives: Wr = 1.56· WI' h. And Wr . = Wr /3.5 = 0.45.
rated c-m rated

(-)

When these values are compared with the cut-in speed and the rated speed, obtained

with the limiting condition of getting a high efficiency, we see that they are the same.

So by choosing a high efficiency if V = 0.65' Vrated (P2 = 0), we also get the smallest

components.

CALCULATION EXAMPLE:

Let's again assume a turbine with a rated power of 100 kW, sited at a place where the

average wind speed is 5.5 m/s and the shape factor k of the Weibull distribution is 2.

From section 7.1 it is known that the rated wind speed has to be about

2.3· V = 12.7 m/s. The cut in speed is then about 12.7/3.5 = 3.6 m/s. From table 3.1
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we know that the power density is at highest if the wind speed is 1.596· V = 8.8 m/s.

If the rated wind speed is 12.7 m/s and the rated power is 100kW, the radius of the

rotor becomes 7.7 m. If ). = 7 then the maximum rotational speed, Wr becomes
rated

11.5 rad/s (= 110 rpm). The torque at the rated speed is 100000/11.5 = 8696 Nm. The

pressure in the system at the rated speed is assumed to be 250 bar. The swept volume

of the pump has to be: Vp = 211"' (Trip) = 2185 cm3.

Wr

h = 0.65· WIrated = 0.65· (110/1500) = 0.0477, so V p/Vml = 21 and thus V ml = 2185/21

= 104 cm3. Vm2 = 0.56· Vml = 58 cm3.

P2 is chosen to be zero if the wind speed is 0.65 times the rated wind speed. Thus

VP2=0 = 0.65·12.7 = 8.3 m/s. The power density in the wind is at highest if

V = 8.8 m/s.

It might be concluded that the output controlled shunt transmission is a good

alternative for the direct connected hydraulic transmission with a variable motor. The

most essential differences are:

- The controllable power flow is small as compared with the incoming power flow. The

energy to change the swept volume is therefore expected to be smaller t6. ".Iso.
- At the moment where the annual power density in the wind is at highest, the swept

volume of the motor-unit is 100%, instead of 50%. A higher efficiency might be

expected and thus a higher annual energy output.

The size and the complexity of the transmission does not have to increase.

7.6 Conclusions.

Two limiting conditions were derived: 1) a control range (Vrated/Vc-in) of 3.5 and

2) a good efficiency if V = 0.65· V rated.

Three main types of transmissions were analyzed:

- direct connected hydraulic transmission,

- input controlled shunt transmission,
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- output controlled shunt transmission.

A direct connected hydraulic transmission with a variable pump appeared,

theoretically, to be suitable to drive loads with n < 2. Practically this configuration

causes several problems, because a low speed, high torque pump with a variable swept

volume is required.

An hydraulic transmission with a variable motor, appeared to be suited to drive loads

with n > 2. The variable motor causes less problems than a variable pump, because

most of the loads do have a high rotational speed. A disadvantage of this configuration

is the bad efficiency if the swept volume of the motor is not 100%.

The shunt transmissions were only analyzed for loads with a constant rotational speed.

The input controlled shunt transmission appeared to be not good enough for these

loads.

The output controlled shunt transmission showed better results, for both the planetary

gearbox and the hydraulic transmission.

But when the analysis of the planetary gearbox was made with some real values, it

appeared that the required transmission ratio had to become too big. In practice it

would become a very complex and expensive solution.

The hydraulic transmission however, gave better results. A control range of 3.5 was

easy to obtain, without an increase of the complexity and costs. The efficiency is

probably better than the direct connected transmission at partial load.

In the next chapter there will be only dealed with the direct connected transmission

with a variable motor and with the output controlled hydraulic transmission.
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8 THE INFLUENCE OF SEVERAL PARAMETERS ON THE OPERATION OF A

WIND TURBINE

8.1 General.

Until now there has only been looked at the theoretical possibilities of the energy in the

wind, the loads, the rotors and the variable transmissions.

The energy in the wind can not be extracted completely. At high wind speeds, the

turbine can not operate, because the loads become too big. A few percent ofthe energy

in the wind is lost due to the gustiness of the wind. The annual energy output of a

turbine with a variable speed, is expected to be higher than the output of a turbine

with a constant rotational speed.

Theoretically it is possible to drive every load by means of wind energy. In order to let

the rotor operate at its maximum efficiency, a transmission with a variable ratio is

required, except if the torque of the load is proportional to the second power of the

speed. Although in that case, with a variable transmission it is possible to improve the

dynamic behaviour of the turbine, especially if the rotor is a vertical axis rotor with

straight blades. In this chapter, only the case of a synchronous generator will be further

analyzed.

After the analysis of a horizontal axis rotor, a Darrieus rotor and a straight bladed

rotor, it appeared that the horizontal axis rotor had the best efficiency under

stationary conditions. A strong point of the horizontal axis rotor is the presence of a

starting torque. An advantage of the vertical rotors is the insensibility to the wind

direction. A disadvantage is the smaller range of the wind speed if the rotors operate

with constant speed.

To drive a synchronous generator, a variable transmission is required. It appeared that

transmissions, suited to drive this load are: 1) a synchronous generator in combination

with a AC-DC-AC converter, 2) a hydraulic transmission with a variable motor and 3)

an output controlled hydraulic transmission.
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In this chapter it will be seen if there are some practical restrictions to the theory

derived in the previous chapters. For example, the maximum rotational speed of the

rotor could be a limitation for the choice of the rated wind speed. If the rated wind

speed would be chosen equal to the theoretical value, the forces acting on the rotor

blades would become too big. Another restriction could be for example the static

friction of the transmission. If this friction is too high, the turbine requires a bigger

starting torque and thus the cut-in wind speed has to be increased.

The starting point for the analysis is a 100 kW turbine with a horizontal axis rotor,

sited at the dutch coast. The average wind speed is 6 m/s and the shape factor of the

Weibull-distribution is 2. The highest annual power density in the wind is reached if

the wind speed is 1.596·6 = 9.6 m/s. The theoretical values of the rated wind speed and

the cut-in wind speed are:

Vrated = 2.3·6:::: 14 m/s. V c-in = 14/3.5 = 4 m/s.

The influence of several "control strategies" will be seen. Until now only the cases of a

variable rotor speed and a constant rotor speed are analyzed. But between the cut-in

speed and the rated wind speed it is also possible to let the rotor speed vary at a small

range of wind speeds and to keep the rotor speed constant near the rated wind speed

and the cut-in wind speed. It will cause of course an annual energy decrease, but

perhaps the costs and the complexity of the turbine will decrease too.

Above the rated wind speed the power output has to be kept constant. Therefore

several methods can be used. 1) pitch control (only horizontal axis rotor and vertical

axis straight bladed rotor), 2) reduction of the rotor speed (only turbines with a

variable transmission) and 3) dissipation of energy in the transmission.

The configurations which are going to be discussed and compared with each other in

this chapter are (the horizontal axis rotor is chosen to be the starting point):

1) a turbine with a constant rotational speed, equipped with a gearbox. The influence

of several rotors will be discussed.

2) three types of turbines with a variable rotor speed.

- the turbine with a synchronous generator and an AC-DC-AC conversion system,

- the turbine with a hydraulic transmission with a variable motor,

- the turbine with an output controlled hydraulic shunt transmission.
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The influence of the several rotor types as well as the several "control strategies" will

be discussed.

The biggest differences between turbines with a constant rotational speed and turbines

with a variable rotor speed are:

- the annual energy output of a turbine with a variable rotor speed is expected to be

higher,

- the rotor and the load of a turbine with a variable speed are mechanically

disconnected. Wind gusts do not cause torque peaks in the drive train. The energy in

the wind gusts will be transformed into kinetic energy. The rotor will be accelerated.

The lifetime of the turbine can be increased and the power output will be more smooth.

The power delivered to the grid will be less fluctuating.

In the following sections it will be seen if there are more differences between rotors with

a variable and a constant rotor speed.

8.2 A turbine with a constant rotational speed.

Gearbox

Fig. 8.1. A typical scheme ofa turbine with a constant rotational speed.

The rotor of a turbine with a "w = constant" control is more or less rigidly connected to

the load. Therefore damping measurements and flexible components are necessary, to

absorb power peaks, resulting from wind gusts. These measurements mostly are:

- an a-synchronous generator (slip is roughly proportional to the power output),

- flexible coupling and a damper between rotor and gearbox, or between gearbox and

generator,
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- fast pitch angle control.

An advanced manner of absorbing power peaks without losses is described in [5]. The

rotor blades are able to hinge in a direction rectangular on the rotor plane. A wind gust

forces the blades backwards and during one revolution the blades give there absorbed

energy to the rotor shaft.

Although all these measurements are taken, it is not possible to avoid the torque peaks

entering into the gearbox and the load. Therefore the gearbox is often oversized a

factor 1.5 a3 times and thus causing a reduction of the efficiency.

If the rotor rotates with a constant velocity, it is obvious that the maximum efficiency

is reached at only one wind speed. That can be best done at the wind speed where the

annual power density is at highest. In case of the 100 kW machine, the wind speed is

equal to 9.6 mis, Cp oPt = 0.45.

(8.1 )

(8.2)

w·R
-'oPt = rr- = 7

Yo P t

\ Vopt \ 9. 6 7 4 8
Arated = V . Aopt = ...-:r' = .rated l'i

(-)

(-)

The value of the power coefficient of the rotor becomes (see fig. 6.2) 0.38. Because the

rated wind speed was calculated for turbines with a variable rotor speed and because

the efficiency of the turbine with a constant rotor speed is lower at V = 14 mis, the

rated power is reached at a higher wind speed, assuming that the area swept by the

rotor is in both cases the same.

(8.3) -'c-in = ~op~ • -'oPt =~ . 7 = 16.8
c-m Ii

(-)

Cp becomes zero. That means that the cut-in speed has to increase until -'c-in = 16

[13]. Vc-in becomes 4.5 m/s. The power coefficient becomes about 0.03.

For vertical axis rotors the situation becomes even worse.

- Darrieus:

-'oPt = 6, Cp = 0.41 ;
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>'rated = 4.1, Cp = 0.33 ;

>'c-in = 10.5, Cp = 0.05 (Vc-in = 5.5 m/s).

- Straight bladed:

>'opt = 3.5, Cp = 0.40 (if >'oPt = 3 than the turbine would become instable, because
ori5W = 0);

>'rated = 2.4, Cp = 0.2 (The rotor behaviour is at that wind speed instable) ;

>'c-in = 6, Cp = 0.05 (Vc-in = 5.6 m/s).

It can be seen that at low wind speeds, the efficiencies of the rotors become very low.

The cut-in wind speeds become higher than the theoretical value of 4 m/s. In figure 8.2

the losses of the several rotors are sketched.

Theoret ical Horizontal Darrieus Str. Blade

125 .-----------------------------------.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Windspeed (m/s)

Fig. 8.2. The rotor losses of1) a horizontal 2) a Darrieus 3) a straight bladed rotor.

At high wind speeds the differences between the real and the theoretical curves become
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bigger, especially of the vertical axis rotors. The power output of the straight bladed

rotor even decreases at high wind speeds. The maximum power output is only half of

the installed power.

The losses of the gearbox are estimated from the information from [9], [55] and

product-information of the Lohmann + Stolterfoht gearbox. The information of the

Lohmann + Stolterfoht gearbox showed a good resemblance with the gearbox

measured in [55]. The gearboxes are both planetary gearboxes, designed for

windturbines. The rated power of these gearboxes was not 100 kW but 330 kW.

Actually the values of these gearboxes may not be applied in this analysis, but since the

configuration of 100 kW gearboxes is the same and no data ~ available, it is done
after all. ~:)

Perhaps in practice the values of the efficiencies will differ a bit from those obtained

from [55] (see fig. 8.3), but they surely show some important tendencies.
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Fig. 8.3. The efficiency ofa 330 kW gearbox as a function ofits rotational speed and its
torque at 50 0 C. [55]

- The efficiency at low power levels depends very much on the rotational speed. If the
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torque is low, at low rotational speeds the efficiency is "high" and at high rotational

speeds the efficiency is "low".

- The efficiency at low power levels also depends very much on the temperature. The

efficiency increases with an increasing temperature.

These losses are caused mainly by the high zero-load losses (friction of the bearings and

the suppression of oil in the tooth~avities),which are very strongly a function of the

rotational speed and the temperature. At higher loads, power P > 0.3 a0.4 . Pmax, the

efficiency increases, because the influence of the zero-load losses is relatively small.

With this knowledge, it can be easily seen that windturbines which rotate with a

constant angular velocity, have a rather low efficiency if the load is smaller than 0.3

times the maximum load. The efficiency decreases very rapidly with a decreasing load.

It is already mentioned that, in spite of all the damping measurements, torque peaks

are inevitable. From [9] it is known that therefore the gearbox has to be oversized at

least a factor 1.5, as compared with a gearbox which is subject to a more or less

stationary load, like in turbines with a variable rotor speed. The damping

measurements, like a fluid coupling, cause an efficiency decrease of about 3%.
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o ~ ~~~
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Fig. 8.4. The efficiency ofa drive train ofa turbine with a constant rotational speed as a

function ofthe load. [9]
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In figure 8.4 the efficiency of a drive train as a function of the load is presented. The

losses due to the oversizing and the damping measurements are included. It can also be

seen that an oversizing of a factor 3 gives a big reduction of the efficiency. From [9] it is

known that the gearbox has to be oversized a factor 2 a2.5 if damping measurements

are token but if no pitch control is applied, and the same turbine live has to be

obtained.

The data about the efficiency of the generator are obtained from an interview with

M.J. Hoeijmakers from the University of Technology, department of electrical

engineering. It is allowed to assume that the efficiencies of the generators which will be

analyzed in this story, are more or less the same. That means that the efficiency of the

a-synchronous generator of this turbine is more or less equal to the efficiency of the

synchronous generators applied in the turbines with a variable speed [14].

According to Hoeijmakers the maximum efficiency of most small generators is about 92

or 93% at full load. The efficiency remains above 90% as long as the load is bigger than

20 or 25% of the maximum load. If the load becomes less than 20% of the maximum

load, the efficiency decreases vary rapidly. Bigger generators have an efficiency like

sketched in figure 8.5 [14].
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Fig. 8.5. The efficiency ofa generator as a function ofthe load [14].

In figure 8 6 the power output of a turbine with a horizontal axis rotor and a constant
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rotational speed is calculated. The curves in figure 8.6 are obtained by calculating the

theoretical power output of an ideal wind turbine with a horizontal axis rotor.

Curve 1:

(8.4) PI(V)= 0.5,p·1!"·R2·V3·C p (W)
max

With: PI = 100 kW; p = 1.25 kg/m3 ; R = 6.5 m; Vrated = 14 m/s; C p = 0.45
max max

Curve 2 includes the losses of the rotor if it rotates with a constant speed (data from

figure 6.2):

(8.5) P2(V) = 0.5·p· ir·R2. V3·C p (V) (W)

The results of this relation are filled in into the data of the gearbox of figure 8.4 for

every wind speed and so line 3 is obtained.

(8.6) P3(V) = 0.5· p' ir' R2. V3. Cp(V) '1]gearbox(P2) (W)

P1 P2 P3 P4

L
Ql

~o
Q.
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Windspeed (m/s)

Fig. 8.6. The estimated power output ofa turbine with a constant rotational speed.
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Together with the data of the generator, figure 8.5, the overall losses are obtained.

(8.7) P 4(V) = 0.5' p' 'Jr. R2. V3. Cp(V)· 77gearbox(P2)' 77generator(P3) (W)

After the analysis, several conclusions can be drawn:

- There is a big difference between the performances of the rotors, when applied

in a turbine with a constant rotational speed. The straight bladed vertical axis rotor

is actually not suited for wind turbines with a constant rotational speed. The rotor

becomes instable if the wind speed becomes higher than 10 or 11 m/s.

- The power output of the Darrieus rotor is lower than the power output of the

horizontal axis rotors, especially at high wind speeds. This difference will be

smaller in practice if the fluctuations in the wind direction are considered.

- Pitch control is almost necessary for a turbine with constant rotational speed in

order to avoid the torque peaks in the drive train and to keep the power output

constant if the wind exceeds the rated wind speed. Still, many turbines with

"w = constant" control do not have pitch control. They are stall regulated. This

contents that >'opt is reached at a lower wind speed, in order to limit the power at the

rated power. The cut-in wind speed will become lower and the rated wind speed will

become higher. An example of such a turbine is the Danish Mikon, 250 kW:

Vc-in = 4 mis, Vopt = 7.5 mls and Vrated = 16.5 m/s.

- The gearbox causes many losses at low wind speeds, because it operates with a low

torque and a relative high angular velocity.

8.3 Turbines with a variable rotor speed.

As already mentioned in section 8.1, a big difference between a turbine with a constant

rotor speed and a variable rotor speed is the disconnection of the rotor and the load. A

wind gust causes an acceleration of the rotor. The torque in the transmission can be

adjusted. By reducing the torque in the rotor shaft, for example by changing the

transmission ratio, the torque in the rotor shaft will become smaller and the rotor is

able to accelerate much faster.
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As long as the wind speed differs between the cut-in wind speed and the rated wind

speed, the damage causing impact of many sudden wind gusts can be avoided. The

energy in these wind gusts can be transformed into kinetic energy. Consequences are:

- pitch control is not necessary if the turbine operates in between the cut-in wind

speed and the rated wind speed, in order to increase the life of the transmission.

- The "oversizing" of the transmission can become smaller than that of the "constant

speed" turbine.

- If a good and fast enough control system is chosen, the energy dissipating damping

measurements, like the fluid coupling, can be avoided.

8.3.1 Synchronous generator with rectifier.

Gearbox ~--t AC/DC/AC

Fig. 8.7. A typical scheme ofa turbine with a variable rotor speed. (Synchronous

generator with an ACIDCIAC conversion system.)

The most important characteristic of a turbine with a variable rotor speed is the fact

that the rotor operates at its maximum efficiency, as long as the wind speed varies

between the cut-in speed and the rated wind speed. So the curves 1 and 2 in figure 8.6,

the theoretical power in the rotor shaft and the real power in the rotor shaft, overlap

each other in this case. (the curves of the vertical axis turbines will be a bit lower)

The efficiency of the gearbox can be estimated from figure 8.3. Because the rotational

speed of the driving shaft is low if the torque is low, it can be seen that the efficiency of

the gearbox is higher than that of the constant speed gearbox at low wind speeds.
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At full load the Lohmann + Stolterfoht gearbox and the gearbox measured in [55] are

expected to have an efficiency of about 96 it 98%.

The efficiency of the generator is the same as sketched in figure 8.5.

The efficiency of the ACjDCjAC conversion system is obtained again from

Hoeijmakers. According to him the efficiency is about 98% and it does not depend on

the amount of power flowing through the system. Except for very small loads, 5 it 10%,

the efficiency decreases. Hoeijmakers also said that the system is manufactured by

Holec and is very expensive. At this moment the system only operates succesfully if the

value of the rated power is bigger than 100 it 200 kW.

The results of the analysis are presented in figure 8.8. The curves 1 to 4 have the same

meaning as those in figure 8.6. Curve 5 represents the power output after the

conversion system:

(8.8) Ps = P 4 , TJACjDCjAC (W)

P1. P2 P3 P4 P5

25
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Fig. 8.8. The estimated power output ofa turbine with a variable rotor speed.
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After the analysis several conclusions can be drawn:

- The estimated power output of the turbine with variable rotor speed is much higher

than that of the turbine with a constant speed because: 1) there are (almost) no rotor

losses, 2) the efficiency of the gearbox at low wind speeds is expected to be higher,

because the rotational speed is lower, 3) the efficiency of the gearbox at high wind

speeds is also expected to be higher because the gearbox does not has to be

oversized, 4) the cut-in wind speed is lower and 5) the rated power is reached at a

lower wind speed.

- The choice of the rotor type does not influence the performances if the wind speed

varies between the cut-in speed and the rated speed.

- Pitch control is not really necessary to avoid power peaks if the wind speed varies

between the cut-in speed and the rated speed.

- Above the rated wind speed the power output has to be kept constant. Three

possibilities are available:

1) Slowing down the rotor speed. The rotor operates at Aopt if the wind speed is 14

mis, the power in the rotor shaft is 100 kW and the rotational speed is 144 rpm.

From the previous section we know that at 15 mls wind speed the power in the rotor

shaft is 100 kW if the rotational speed is 100 rpm. That means that above the rated

wind speed the rotational speed has to change very fast and very often. It is

questionable if such a control system is possible in practice.

2) Dissipating energy. This solution would cause much heat.

3) Pitch control. In practice this solution is often applied and the performances are

very good. It is a big disadvantage that the construction is not reliable and has a

short lifetime.

8.3.2 Hydraulic transmission with a variable motor.

In this case the curves of the theoretical power and the real power in the rotor shaft are

also the same.
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Fig. 8.9. A simplified model ofa turbine with a hydrostatic variable transmission.

The derivation of the efficiency of the hydraulic transmission is described in detail in

appendix 16. In this section, only a brief description will be given.

The theoretical quantities of the system are:

- V pump = 1665 (cm3)

- V motor = 160 (cm3)
rated

- Wr . = 4.3 (rad/s) = 41.2 (rpm)
c-w

- Wr = 15.1 (rad/s) = 144 (rpm)
rated

- Wm = 157.1 (rad/s) = 1500 (rpm)

- Pmax = Prated = 250 (bar)

First the theoretical torque-tlpeed curve of the rotor shaft is calculated (figure 8.10).

The operation points, obtained by this curve, are filled in into the efficiency curves of

the pumps.

The results of the pump with the highest efficiency are used to determine the real

pressure in the system, just behind the pump. These values are used to determine the

losses in the pipes and the losses caused by the valves and the filter. These results

(pressure decrease) are presented graphically in figure 8.12.

The results of figure 8.12, together with the required swept volume are used to

determine the losses of the motors.
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It has to be mentioned that the results from the manufacturers are reliable if the

pressure is higher than 50 bar. 50 bar corresponds with a wind speed of 6.2 m/s. The

efficiencies below 6 mls wind speed are estimated from [14].

8.3.2.1 Efficiencies of several pumps.

Before the efficiencies are going to be determined, a few things have to be remarked

here. A pump with a low rotational speed and a high torque is not a standard

component. These machines are only available as a motor. On inquiry by several

manufacturers it appeared that most motors can be used as a pump, as long as a boost

pump is applied. According to them the efficiencies will not differ significantly, if the

machines are used as a pump, but they do not have experiences with it.

Three pumps have been analyzed:

- RlVA CALZONl MR 1800; Vi = 1809 (cm3), delivered by Mannesmann-Rexroth

and Sperry-Vickers.

- SAl M5, L5; Vi = 1634 and 1816 (cm3), delivered by Hycom b.v.

- Diisterloh RM 2000; Vi = 2009 (cm3).

8000,----------------,

7000
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41 62 82 103 123 144 /}1 (RPM)

Fig. 8.10. The torque in the rotor shaft as a function ofthe rotational speed.
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The theoretical torque-speed curve can be described as follows (see fig. 8.10):

(8.9) Tth = T max. n2 = 6623 .n2

n~ax 144 2
(Nm)

The theoretical swept volume of the pump has to be 1665 cm3. But since most of the

pumps have a bigger swept volume, the torque speed curve has to be adjusted. The

maximum pressure is still 250 bar. With a swept volume of, lets say, 2009 cm3, the

theoretical maximum torque has to become 7958 Nm. With:

(W)

it is found that R = 6.85 m, Wr = 14.3 rad/s = 136.6 rpm and Prated = 113 k'N.
rated

The rated power is assumed to be 100 %. The efficiencies, found for each wind speed,

are used for the further analysis. If this adjustment was not made, not enough data

would be available for the analysis. It is justifiable, because from the data of the

manufacturers, it appears that the size of the pump is not of great influence on the

efficiency. The results of the analysis are presented in figure 8.11.
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Fig. 8.11. The efficiencies ofseveral pumps as a junction ofthe wind speed.
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It appears that the Diisterloh motor has the best efficiency, although the differences

between the several machines are very small. The biggest difference between the

Diisterloh pump and the RIVA CALZONI pump is about 4 percent.

Pumps of other manufacturers, like Hagluns-Denison and Poclain, are not analyzed

because not enough data was available. But the few data that were available showed a

good resemblance with the results of the Diisterloh pump. Therefore the results of the

Diisterloh pump are used for the further analysis.

8.3.2.2 The efficiency of the conductive part.

(See also appendix 16) To determine the losses in the pipes, the valves etc. it is

important to have the knowledge of the pressure and the flow in the pipes. Therefore in

figure 8.12 the theoretical values of the pressures are multiplied with the

hydromechanical efficiencies of the Diisterloh pump. (The hydromechanical efficiencies

are obtained by dividing the overall efficiencies of figure 8.11 by the volumetric

efficiencies, also presented in figure 8.11.)

The length of the pipes is 15 m each. The diameter is 50 mm. The flow is than always

laminar because Rerated = 1732 < 2300. The pressure in the low pressure pipe is

assumed to be 15 bar. The flow in both pipes is assumed to be equal and proportional to

the wind speed.

The equation which is assumed to determine the losses in the valves are:

(8.11 )
Plos

Plos = max. q2
q~ax

(bar)

where Plos is the pressure decrease. Plos is the maximum pressure decrease if the
max

flow is equal to its maximum value and assumed to be 10 bar.

The power losses in the pipes appeared to be negligible.
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The overall efficiency is about 96 %. This pressure decrease is also considered in figure

8.12. The resulting curve is used to estimate the efficiencies of several motors.
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Fig. 8.12. The pressure as a function ofthe flow.

8.3.2.3 The efficiency of several motors.

The theoretical value of the swept volume has to be 160 cm3. The ratio between the

maximum and minimum swept volume has to be 3.5. The analyzed motors are:

- VOLVO Vll-160j Vi = 162 cm3, bent-axis, Vi max/Vi min = 4.6

- Hydromatik A6Vj Vi = 160 cm3, bent axis, Vi max/Vi min = 3.47,

- Commercial hydraulics HD2-2200; Vi = 166 cm3, swash plate.

The values of the swept volumes correspond very good with the required value. The

adjustment of the swept volume is linear proportional with the wind speed. The swept

volume at the cut-in speed is about 0.3 times the maximum swept volume. With this
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knowledge and the pressure as a function of the flow (and thus the wind speed) the

efficiencies of the motors can be determined. It is done in appendix 16. The results are

presented in figure 8.13.
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Fig. 8.13. The efficiencies ofseveral motors.

It can be seen that the VOLVO motor has the best and the Commercial motor the

worst efficiency. The VOLVO motor reaches the highest efficiency if the swept volume

is about 57 % of the maximum swept volume. It corresponds with 9 mls wind speed.

The Commercial motor has its maximum efficiency if the swept volume is at its

maximum.

It would be self evident to choose the VOLVO motor, but experiences from BORES

with this motor showed that the time, needed to adjust the swept volume, was to long

for a good controlability. The reasons are: 1) the moment of inertia of a cylinder block

is bigger than that of a swash plate and 2) the maximum angle between the shaft and

the cylinder block is 40 degrees. A big adjustment (many degrees, long stroke) is

necessary to change the swept volume only a few percent.

Therefore only a motor with an adjustable swash plate can be used.
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In figure 8.14 it can also be seen that the efficiency ofthe Commercial motor is very low

if the wind speed is very low. From the analysis in appendix 16 it appeared that the big

losses are mainly caused by:

- low pressure at low wind speeds,

- high rotational speed at low wind speeds,

- swept volume is not 100%.

8.3.2.4 Overall efficiency.

The overall efficiency is determined by:

(8.12) 1]tot = 1]pump'1]conductive part °1]motor (-)
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Fig. 8.14. The overall efficiencies ofseveral hydraulic transmissions.

The efficiencies of three configurations are determined:
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The results of combination 2 are used to estimate the power output of the wind turbine

(figure 8.16). The losses due to the transmission are represented by curve Pa. The

generator losses are represented by curve P 4.

P1, P2 P3 P4

125 .--------------------------.,
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....
OJ
3
o 50

Q.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 "7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Windspeed {m/s}
Fig. 8.15. The estimated power output ofa turbine with an hydraulic transmission.

Now several conclusions can be drawn.

- There are big losses at low wind speeds. They can be explained by the low pressure

level and by the small swept volume and the high rotational speed of the motor. At

wind speeds between 6 and 12 mls the losses are mainly caused by the small swept

volume of the motor. At high wind speeds, V > 12 mls the volumetric losses become

bigger, due to the high pressure. The hydromechanicallosses of the pump increase

too.
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- Pitch control is not required if the wind speed varies between the cut in speed and

the rated speed. Above the rated wind speed the same problems occur as

explained in section 8.3.1.

- The choice of the rotor does not influence the power output as long as the wind varies

between the cut-in speed and the rated speed.

- At low wind speeds (until 7 m/s) the power output of the turbine with the hydraulic

transmission is comparable with the power output of the turbine with a -)

synchronous generator and the AC/DCIAC conversion system.

Compared with the "constant speed" turbine it can be said that the turbine with a

hydraulic transmission has a better efficiency and a lower cut-in speed. SJ

- At high wind speeds, the efficiency of the turbine with the electrical conversion

system has the best efficiency.

Between 9 and 13 mls the power output of the turbine with a constant rotational

speed is as good or even better as the turbine with the hydraulic transmission. Above

13 mls the turbine with the hydraulic transmission is expected to have a better \

power output. If the power is equal to the rated power, the hydraulic transmission
)

has the worst efficiency.

- The limiting condition: "high efficiency if the wind speed is 9.6 m/s" is not fulfilled. '\

It has to be noticed that the efficiency of the conversion of mechanical into electrical

energy is only one parameter to select a transmission and of course not an unimportant

one. But there are many other parameters like: safety, lifetime, costs etc. The power

output of the turbine with the hydraulic transmission is not very good. It is not much

better than the output of a turbine with a constant rotational speed, and a lot worse

than the turbine with the electrical system. But if the lifetime is bigger, the costs of the

manufacturing and maintenance are lower, than the lower power output is justifiable.

Some very important differences between a hydraulic transmission and a gearbox

applied in a wind turbine are:

1) Freedom to choose where the generator, the hydraulic motor, the tank etc. should be
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placed. It can be done at ground level. It allows easier maintenance, and a reduction of

the mass of the nacelle. A smaller tower is then required. The long pipes do not

necessarily have to cause big power losses.

2) The "forces" acting on the components are measured continuously by measuring the

pressure. If the pressure becomes too high, the transmission can easily be protected

against overloading (safety valve).

3) All the components are standard, only the pump requires some adjustments. If one

component of the transmission is damaged, not the whole transmission has to be

replaced.

4) If another rotor is used and the rated power is kept the same, only the size of the

pump has to be adjusted. The rest of the hardware can remain the same.

5) The standard components allow more flexibility during the design.

6) In many wind turbines with a gearbox, hydraulics are used for yawing and/or pitch

control. Integration of several functions might save costs.

7) Extra damping measurements, like a fluid coupling or hinging blades, are not

required if the control system functions well. The stiffness of the transmission can be

chosen free by changing the size of the accumulator. The damping is influenced by the

stiffness of the transmission. This is very important if the wind speed exceeds the rated

wind speed.

Later on in this chapter it will be seen if the hydraulic transmission can be improved.

8.3.3 Hydraulic output controlled shunt transmission.

The most important difference between the hydraulic transmission with a variable

motor and the hydraulic shunt transmission is the motor configuration. The efficiencies

of the pump and the conductive part are assumed to be the same in both cases. The

efficiencies of the motor part of the shunt transmission are derived in appendix 17.
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Fig. 8.16. A model ofa turbine with an output controlled hydraulic transmission.

The analyzed motors are:

- Hydromatik A2V-NG 55 (pump/motor), variable swept volume, Vi = 54.8 cm3,
max

- Hydromatik A2V-NG 107 (motor), fixed swept volume, Vi = 107 cm3.

Both machines are bent axis types, the maximum swash angle is 25 degrees. It might

be expected that the adjustment of the variable motor is now fast enough, because the

maximum power which flows through it is only 35 %of the maximum power flow. And

the maximum swash angle is 25 degrees instead of 40.

The results of the analyses are presented in figure 8.17.
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The efficiencies are determined by calculating the theoretical part of the power flow

through the main and the controllable branch. The efficiencies of both machines can be

determined by the data obtained from the manufacturer. The sum of the power losses

in both branches determine the overall losses (and thus the overall efficiency) of the

motor part.

If the wind speed is 9 m/s the swept volume of the variable motor is expected to be

zero. The zero-load losses are assumed to be 0.5 kW. From the data of the

manufacturer it is derived that if the swept volume of the pump is only 4 percent of the

maximum swept volume, the efficiency is about 30 %. The power which flows through

the pump if the swept volume is 4 % is 0.5 kW. It is assumed that all the energy is

dissipated. So the zero-load losses will even be smaller in practice.

The shunt transmission is expected to have a higher efficiency above 6 m/s wind speed.

At 9 m/s wind speed the difference is even 0.88/0.79 = 1.11. The reasons are the

following:

- A higher efficiency of the motor with a fixed swept volume, through which the main

power flows. The efficiency of the variable pump/motor is not very good, but if the

swept volume is small, the power flow is small either and thus the losses too.

- The motors operate at a relative lower speed (n/nmax).

8.4 Recommendations and conclusions.

- The turbine with the constant rotational speed appeared to have the lowest annual

energy output, especially if stall regulation is applied. A rotor with a "smooth"

Cp->' curve is required. A big advantage is the lack of many moving parts and the

simple control system.

An example of a well designed turbine with a constant rotational speed and stall

regulated is the Danish Mikon, 250 kW. The cut-in wind speed is 4 m/s. the rated wind

speed is 16.5 m/s and the cut-out speed is 28 m/s. The lifetime is guaranteed to be 20

years. (According to the dutch society NEWIN is the lifetime of the dutch rotor blades

with pitch control at this moment only 8 years.) The maximum overall efficiency
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(Pel/P in) of the Mikon is 0.481. (The maximum efficiency of the Stork rotor,

Pshaft!Pin is even lower, 0.45) Mikon has sold world wide more than 20.000 wind mills.

In the Netherlands, due to the IPW arrangement, the first one will be installed very

soon.

- The turbine with a synchronous generator and the AC/DCIAC conversion system is

expected to have the highest annual energy output. But power limitation above the

rated wind speed will cause problems if a rotor is used with a "smooth" Cp-'x curve,

like the horizontal axis rotor. Pitch control is almost inevitable. The combination of

a variable transmission and pitch control gives a very complex and a expensive

construction. It is questionable if the extra costs are worth the extra energy output.

It will become a hard struggle in the future to compete with the more settled marks,

like Mikon, at the world market.

- It has appeared that the efficiency of the hydraulic transmission with the variable

motor is not very good. The expected annual energy output can be compared with

that of the constant speed turbine. But the hydraulic transmission has several

advantages like reduction of the weight of the nacelle and thus a smaller tower,

better protection against overloading, easier maintenance. The low efficiencies are

mainly caused by the swept volume of the motor, which is mostly not 100%. The

efficiency would become better if two motors would be used. One small with a fixed

swept volume and one bigger motor with a variable swept volume.

If rotors are used with a "smooth" Cp-'x curve, pitch control is almost inevitable if a

high rated wind speed is chosen. If the rotor speed is kept constant above 7 a9 mis,
then two bad qualities are combined: a bad rotor efficiency and a bad efficiency of

the transmission. The only advantage is a lower cut-in speed.

- The output controlled hydraulic shunt transmission is expected to have a better

efficiency at higher wind speeds than the transmission with a variable motor. At

lower wind speeds the efficiency is probably worse. But since the all the data about

the performances, beneath p = 50 bar, are not very reliable, this does not have to be

true.

- If a turbine is going to be developed with a variable speed and pitch control has to be

avoided, it might be interesting to develop not only the transmission, but also the
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rotor. It is very important that the efficiency of the rotor decreases rapidly if the

wind speed exceeds the rated wind speed without becoming instable. A good turbine

is not only a combination of a good rotor with a good transmission. They have to be

adjyst.ed to each other.
_.-'_.~

/ ~(L."Jr ,.'
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9 CONCLUSIONS

The annual wind supply at one site and at one height can be described by means of the

Weibull distribution. Two parameters determine the Weibull distribution: the annual

average wind speed and the shape factor. When these two quantities are known the

annual energy in the wind is determined too.

The wind consists of long term fluctuations and short term fluctuations, the gusts. The

gustiness of the wind appeared to be a function of the surface roughness and the

measuring height. At low heights and at sites with a smooth surface, the gustiness is

low. As long as the gusts are normally divided around an average wind speed, the

amount of energy in these gusts can be described by means of equation (3.29):

2 [1]2(3.29) b.ei = 3· (Jv = 100·3·
Vi In(h/zo)

(%)

At places were wind mills are usually sited: 0.005 < Zo < 0.1 and 5 < h < 40 meters,

the amount of energy due to the wind gusts varies between 3 and 14 %.

Not all the power in the wind can be transformed fully into useful power. The total

amount of energy is assumed to be:

00

(4.51) Etot = J ~,p'A'CPth·V3'f(V)dV
o

(Nm)

The amount of energy which can not be extracted from the wind by a wind turbine can

be described as follows (assuming that the shape factor of the Weibull distribution is

2):

1) The losses which are caused by the fact that the maximum power coefficient is not

equal to the Betz value, b.Epc.

C(4.52) b.Epc = 1-C:-
Pth

(-)
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The values of the power coefficients of the rotors which are nowadays much in use, vary

between 0.4 and 0.53. The Betz value is 16/27, so the losses vary between 11 and 33 %.

2) Of the remaining amount of energy, a certain amount can not be extracted due to

the choice of the cut-in wind speed and the rated wind speed and due to the efficiency

of the rotor as a function of the tipspeed ratio, ~Ec-r.

(4.53) ~Ec-r = 1 - EC-inE~ 0 ~rated (-)

In case of a turbine with a variable rotor speed the value differs between 4 and 7%. In

case of a turbine with a constant rotor speed, the value differs between 13 and 17%.

(assuming that both turbines are well designed) The difference between these two

turbines is among 10%.

3) Of the remaining part, about 3 a14% of the energy consists of fast fluctuations. The

energy in these fluctuations cannot be fully extracted.

3a) About 25 a 50% of this energy is lost because the wind gusts are not uniform

distributed in the rotor plane, ~Enon-uniformity.

3b) Due to the dynamic behaviour of the turbine, about 3 a15% of the energy in the

wind gusts is lost in case of a rotor which operates near its optimal efficiency,

~Erotor inertia. In case of a rotor with a steep Cp->' curve the losses vary between 5 and

50 %. These losses depend very much on the size of the turbine and the path of the

Cp->' curve.

3c) The losses due to the fluctuations in the wind direction, ~Ewind direction, vary

between 5 and 60%. In case of a vertical axis rotor these losses are zero.

(4.53) ~Ef1uct = ~Enon-uniformity + ~Erotor inertia + ~Ewind direction

Horizontal axis, constant speed, R = 25 m:

~Ef1uct = 30 + 15 + 40 = 85%.

(-)
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Horiwntal axis, variable speed, R = 25 m:

~Efluct = 30 + 5 + 40 = 75%.

Vertical axis, variable speed, R = 25 m:

~Efluct = 30 + 5 + 0 = 35%.

If we assume that the amount of energy in the wind gusts is about 7%, than the

difference between the annual energy output of a turbine with a horizontal axis rotor

with a constant rotor speed and the output of a vertical axis rotor with a variable rotor

speed is only (0.85 - 0.35)·0.07 = 0.035 = 3.5%.

When the turbines are sited at places with a more fluctuating wind, the differences will

become bigger.

So the maximum difference of the annual energy output between a turbine with a

variable rotor speed and a constant rotor speed is 13 a14 %. There is really not more.

But since the nowadays existing turbines with a constant rotor speed are so very well

developed, the differences are in practice smaller. A big advantage of these turbines is

the simple construction and control mechanism.

After the analysis of several loads it might be concluded that a windturbine, which

drives a load of which the torque is not proportional to the second power of the

rotational speed of the rotor (n f 2), requires a transmission with a variable

transmission ratio, in order to keep the rotor at its maximum efficiency and thus to

increase the annual energy output.

If a windturbine drives a load with n = 2, perhaps the dynamic behaviour can be

improved by means of a variable transmission, and the cut-in wind speed can be

reduced. A C.V.T. is not necessary to increase the annual energy output.

In general it can be said that a turbine operates in a stable situation if the operation

line of the load meets the curve of the rotor at a point where~ < O.
rotor
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After the analysis of the horizontal axis rotor, the Danieus rotor and the vertical axis

straight bladed rotor, it appeared that the horizontal axis rotors are widely in use. The

biggest advantages of the rotor are:

- "smooth" Cp-A curve, no sharp decrease of efficiency if the wind speed changes,

- possibility for pi tch control, self starting, power limitation at high wind speeds,

- high rotational speed, smaller transmission,

- the rotor can operate in a wide range of wind speeds with both a fixed and a variable

transmission.

Disadvantages:

- not omni directional, power decrease due to fast fluctuations in the wind direction,

- yawing mechanism required,

- power of the rotor shaft available in the nacelle, not at ground level,

- reversing gravitational loads.

The advantages of a Danieus rotor are:

- "smooth" Cp-A curve,

- very stable construction,

- omni directional, no power losses due to fluctuations in the wind direction,

- no yawing mechanism,

- power of the rotor shaft at ground level,

- minimal vortex and shadows from mast or tower, [51], [52],

- the rotor can operate in a wide range of wind speeds with both a fixed and a variable

transmission.

Disadvantages:

- no possibility for aerodynamic power limitation, not self starting,

- big blade length to sweep the same area,

- reversing aerodynamic loads,

- lower rotational speed.

The advantages of the straight bladed rotor are:

- simple construction,

- omni directional, no power losses due to fl uctuations in the wind direction,

- no yawing mechanism,

- minimal vortex and shadows from mast or tower,

- possibility for power limitation and self starting.
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Disadvantages:

- bad aerodynamic performance, sharp decrease of efficiency if >. < >'oPt,

- power of the rotor shaft available in the tower top,

-low rotational speed, bigger transmission required,

- structural vibrations cause a lot of problems,

- reversing aerodynamic loads,

- the rotor can only be applied in a wide range of wind speeds in combination with a

variable transmission.

After analyzing the influence of the rotors on the construction of the transmission, the

following can be concluded: if we assume the mechanical and hydraulic transmission of

the horizontal axis turbine as a starting point, the tendency is found that the

mechanical transmissions become more complex if they are used in combination with a

vertical axis rotor. The construction of the hydraulic transmissions become more

simple.

It also might be concluded that the development of the vertical axis rotors and

especially the straight bladed rotor, depend very much one the availability of a good

variable transmission. As long as the rotors, which have in principle many advantages,

are equipped with the classical technology, like gearboxes and constant rotor speed,

they will never be able to compete with the horizontal axis turbine.

After the necessity of a variable transmission was shown, several variable

transmissions were analyzed. First two limiting conditions were derived: 1) a control

range (Vrated/Vc-in) of 3.5 and 2) a good efficiency if V = 0.65· Vrated.

Three main types of transmissions were analyzed:

- direct connected hydraulic transmission,

- input controlled shunt transmission,

- output controlled shunt transmission.

A direct connected hydraulic transmission with a variable pump appeared,

theoretically, to be suitable to drive loads with n < 2. Practically this configuration

causes several problems, because a low speed, high torque pump with a variable swept

volume is required.
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An hydraulic transmission with a variable motor, appeared to be suited to drive loads

with n > 2. A variable motor causes less problems than a variable pump, because most

of the loads do have a high rotational speed. A disadvantage of this configuration is the

bad efficiency if the swept volume of the motor is not 100%.

The shunt transmissions are only analyzed for loads with a constant rotational speed.

The input controlled shunt transmission has appeared to be not good enough for these

loads.

The output controlled shunt transmission showed better results, for both the planetary

gearbox and the hydraulic transmission.

But when the analysis of the planetary gearbox was made with some real values, it

appeared that the required transmission ratio had to become too big. A two--tltage

gearbox was required. A planetary gearbox with a turning ring wheel is very expensive.

In practice it would become a very complex and expensive solution.

The hydraulic transmission however, gave better results. A control range of 3.5 was

easy to obtain, without an increase of the complexity and costs. The efficiency is

probably better than the direct connected transmission at partial load.

After the analysis of the efficiencies of 1) a turbine with a constant rotational speed and

2) turbines with a variable rotor speed (AC/DC/AC conversion system, hydraulic

transmission with a variable motor and output controlled hydraulic transmission) it

appeared that:

- The turbine with a constant rotational speed only operates over a large range of wind

speeds if a rotor is used with a smooth Cp-). curve, like a horizontal axis turbine. At

low wind speeds, the efficiency of the gearbox is low, due to the high rotational

speed, causing high zero-load losses. An extra efficiency decrease is caused by the

fact that the gearbox has to be over dimensioned and by the power absorbing

damping measurements.

- The turbine with the variable rotor speed and the electrical conversion system is

expected to have the highest annual energy output. When a rotor with a smooth

Cp-). curve is applied, power limitation above the rated wind speed will become very
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difficult. Pitch control appeared to be the only possible solution. It is questionable

if the extra energy output of 7 a10 % is worthy all the extra costs and complexity.

- The annual energy output of a turbine with a variable rotor speed and a hydraulic

transmission is comparable with that of the constant speed turbine. The power

output is higher at low wind speeds and lower at high wind speeds. Most losses are

caused at the motor side. The efficiency can be improved by using two motors or by

using the output controlled shunt transmission. Again power limitation above the

rated wind speed is a problem. The losses in the pipes are negligible.

There are more differences between turbines with a constant rotational speed and

turbines a variable speed than only the power output. As long as the wind speed differs

between the cut-in speed and the rated speed, the damage causing impact of many

sudden wind gusts can be avoided. The energy in the wind gusts can be transformed

into kinetic energy. Consequences are:

- Pitch control is not necessary if the turbine operates in between the cut-in wind

speed and the rated wind speed, in order to increase the life of the transmission.

- The "oversizing" of the transmission caLl become smaller than that of the constant

speed turbine.

- If a good and fast enough control system is chosen, the energy dissipating damping

measurements, like a fluid coupling, can be avoided.

There are also several differences between a hydraulic transmission and a gearbox,

when applied in a wind turbine:

- Freedom to choose where the generator, the hydraulic motor, the tank etc. should be

placed. It can be done at ground level. It allows easier maintenance, and a reduction

of the mass of the nacelle. A smaller tower is then required. The long pipes do not

necessarily have to cause big power losses.

- The "forces" acting on the components are measured continuously by measuring the

pressure. If the pressure becomes too high, the transmission can easily be protected

against overloading (safety valve).
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- All the components are standard, only the pump requires some adjustments. If one

component of the transmission is damaged, not the whole transmission has to be

replaced.

- If another rotor is used and the rated power is kept the same, only the size of the

pump has to be adjusted. The rest of the hardware can remain the same.

- The standard components allow more flexibility during the design.

- In many wind turbines with a gearbox, hydraulics are used for yawing and/or pitch

control. Integration of several functions might save costs.

- Extra damping measurements, like a fluid coupling or hinging blades, are not

required if the control system functions well. The stiffness of the transmission can be

chosen freely by changing the size of the accumulator. The damping is influenced by

the stiffness of the transmission. This is very important if the wind speed exceeds the

rated wind speed.

1) At places with a very smooth wind, k > 2, the advantages of a wind turbine with a

variable rotor speed are very small.

2) A turbine with" w = constant" control in combination with a hydraulic transmission

gives a bad efficiency.

3) It is important to design the rotor and the transmission together. They have to

function as a unit. A good wind turbine is not only a combination of a good rotor and a

good transmission.

It has appeared that power limitation above the rated wind speed is very difficult for

wind turbines with a variable rotor speed, assuming that pitch control has to be

avoided. Until now most rotors are developed for turbines with"w = constant" control.

The Cp-'\ curve has to be as smooth as possible. But rotors with a variable speed use

only a small part of the Cp-'\ curve (see figure 9.1). Between the cut-in wind speed and

the rated wind speed, the rotor operates near '\opt. Above the rated wind speed a small
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part left from Aopt is used. It would be helpful if the efficiency of the rotor had such a

path that multiplication of the power in the wind and the efficiency would give a, more

or less, constant value. In figure 9.1 an example of such a curve is given. Left from Aopt

we see a sharp decrease of the efficiency. The desired curve looks like, but gives a less

sharp decrease than the vertical axis straight bladed rotor. It probably has to be a

vertical axis rotor. In that case a hydraulic transmission could be a good alternative for

a variable transmission. A disadvantage is the instable situation in which the turbine

operates (~ > 0). Compared with a rotor with pitch control it can be said that the last

one is longer able to operate in a stable situation, but requires more moving parts.

D-,S

,Cp

o
o '2.

I( vs£o PA1lr )
Of" c.,r Ji. GV2I1E

Fig. 9.1. An example ofa Cp-A curve ofwhich Cp times the power in the wind gives a

more or less constant value.

4) The optimal rotational speed of the rotor, corresponding with Cp ,does not
max

always correspond with the rotational speed, necessary to obtain the maximum overall

efficiency. (see figure 9.2) Thetrore it is necessary to find out what the optimal

rotational speed is at every wind speed, in order to operate at the maximum overall

efficiency.
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Fig. 9.2. The influence ofthe transmission on Aopt.
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APPENDIX 1: Additional energy due to the gustiness of the wind.
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APPENDIX 2: Extra energy output due to method 1.
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APPENDIX 3: Extra energy output due to method 2.
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APPENDIX 4: Comparison between method 1 and 2.
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APPENDIX 5: Energy losses as a function of the choice of the rated wind speed and the

shape factor of the Weibull distribution.

V : = 0 •• 80
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16 1
y : =

27 3
Vav

-4
Y = 5.926' 10

Lj q
With the equations 3.5 and ~.6 we find:

U := 40

ec(i,cu,ra) := y f
vr
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3
V . f ( i ,V) dV

er(i,ra) : = y [JVOU t f ( i ,V)
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3

ra

etot(i,cu,ra) := ec(i,cu,ra) + er(i,ra)
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k ::; 1.6

Vc ::; 10

k ::; 2.0
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APPENDIX 6: Energy losses as a function of the choice of the cut-in wind speed and

the shape factor of the Wei bull distribution.

CALCULATIONS
Vr = 40

k =1.6 k =2.0 k = 2.6
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CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX 7: Comparison between a rotor with a variable and a constant rotational

speed.

Assumptions:

Shape factor k = 2,

Average wind speed V = 6 mls (x = 1),

Cut-in wind speed Vc-in = 3.6 mls (Xc-in = 0.6),

Rated wind speed Vrated = 14.4 mls (Xrated = 2.4),

Cut-out wind speed Vc-out = 19.2 mls (xc-out = 3.2),

Stork rotor, (} = 4, >'opt = 7 (see figure A6.1),

The rotor with the constant rotational speed operates at its optimum >. if

V = 8.4 mls (x = 1.4).

Cp-A grafiek "WPX"

Fig. A6.1. The Cp->' curve ofthe Stork rotor.

The rotor with the variable rotational speed is assumed to operate at its maximum Cp

value as long as the wind speed varies between the cut-in speed and the rated speed.

The efficiency of the rotor with the constant rotational speed is a function of >. and thus

of the dimensionless wind speed x. These values are derived in table A6.1.
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Table A6.1. The derivation ofthe power in the rotor shaft.

x ,\ Cp Pv Pc
1 2 3 4 5

0.2 49 0.06
0.4 24.5 0.46
0.6 16.3 0.0 1.56 0
0.8 12.3 0.290 3.70 2.47
1.0 9.8 0.390 7.23 6.48
1.2 8.17 0.425 12.50 12.21
1.4 7.0 0.435 19.85 19.85
1.6 6.13 0.431 29.63 29.28
1.8 5.44 0.410 42.19 39.76
2.0 4.90 0.384 57.87 51.22
2.2 4.45 0.355 77.03 62.86
2.4 4.08 0.326 100 74.94
2.6 3.77 0.298 127 87.00
2.8 3.50 0.270 158 98.07
3.0 3.27 0.210 195 109.5

0.50

0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2..6 2.8 3.0

x

Fig. A6.2. The efficiency ofthe rotor with a constant rotational speed, as a function of

the dimensionless wind speed.

The power in the rotor shaft as a function of the wind speed of both rotors are

presented graphically in figure A6.3. The power output of the rotor with the variable

speed can be written as:

(A6.1) P v = 7.2338 . x3 (kW)
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Fig. A6.3. Power in the rotor shaft as a function ofthe wind speed.

The power output of the rotor with the constant rotational speed can be written as

follows (Curve-fitting by means of Slide-Write, the correlation coefficient was 0.9999)

(A6.2) Pc = -{).1625· x3 + 43.7375' x2 - 43.1830·x + 11.8059 (k\V)

By means of mathcad it was found that:

)( : =

of ( x )

o .. 5

: = 1.57' x'

Pv ( x) : = 7. 2338' x . x . x

Pv(2.4) = 100

Pc (x) : = (-6. 1625' x' x' x) + (43. 7375' x' x) - (43. 183' x) + (11.8059)

Pc(2.83) = 100.213

With equation 4.5:
in both cases the

(The time T is not relevant now, T is
same)
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Ev ,= [t"4 Pv ( x ) , f ( x ) dK] + [r o2
100 ~ (K) dK]

0.6 2.4

Ev = 13.248

Ec := [r oS3
Pc (x ) , f ( x ) dK] + [r o2

100 ~ (K) dX]
0.6 2.83

Ec = 11.997

The extra energy is 11%. Augmentation of the cut-out wind
speed gives in both cases a very small extra power output,
but the difference still remains 10%.

Ev
= 1.104

Ec
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APPENDIX 8: The amount of energy in the fast fluctuations which can not be

extracted. (non uniformity)
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APPENDIX 9: Derivation of equa.tion 4.41

fLX",t-~-:X:) - J('Xv) ::; L,I-"I fj fCx.,) ::.
Ll X. hx-'.>o /:) ~

>- -::x[ V, n.") -=- -.rrQ, ">"0::: .Qo· Q
V J V

o

>v LVU +-AV ) -R.,) ~ 6 Vo . (- S2 K ) + (9... Q ):: ..Q. R (1- bV )
V"L VC V0 V..;

>- (Jo4-~ V) i4-+b!)..') =. (Jk+.6.SL), R. (, - I:d )
Vu Vu

f-'\ 'S S v 11 PT10 v .
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APPENDIX 10: The losses due to the dynamic behaviour of a constant speed turbine.
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APPENDIX 11: The derivation of table 7.1

Wind speed:

(All.l) V2=a,V1

Pump side:

(All.2)

(All.3)

(All.3)

Wp2 = a· Wpl

Tp2 = a2 ·TpI

P p 2 = oJ,P pl

(rad 'S-I)

(Nm)

(W)

Motor side:

(AILS)

(All.6)

(All.7)

(All.8)

Tm= wmn

Wm2 = aa. Wml

Tm2 = ab ·Tm1

Pm2 = oJ· Pm1

(Nm)

(rad·s- 1)

(Nm)

(W)

(All.9) a+b=3

With (Al1.S), (All.6) and (All. 7):

Tml = Wml n; Tm2 = Wm2 n ; ... ab •Tml = aan. Wml n = a b . Wml n so:

(Al1.l0) b = a·n

With (All.9) and (All.lO): a = n~l and b = ~~l' (All.6) and (Al1.7) become:

[n~l](AI I.11 ) Wm2 = a . Wml (rad 'S-I)

[n~~](All.12) Tm2 = a .Tml (Nm)

Transmission with a variable pump:

21l'(All.13) Wm = _.q
V m

21l' 21l' [n~l]
Wml = -'ql; Wm2 = -'q2 = a . Wml so:

Vm Vm
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[nl1]
(A11.14) q2 = a .ql

(A11.15) P = 1.!. T m

Vm

PI = 2 71" . T ml ; P2 = 2 71". T m2 = 2 71". a [n1~] .T rnl so:
V rn V m V rn

(A11.16) P2 = a[nl~] 'PI (N ·m-2)

Now the power flows are known, the change of the swept volume of the pump can be

calculated.

(A11.17) T pI = V PI ' PI (Nm)
271"

[ 3n]
(AlLIS) T p2= Vp2·P2= V p2. a n+1 'PI= a2·TpI (Nm)

271" 271"

Together with (11.17): a2 • V pl. PI = V p2. a[nl~] .PI

271" 271"

Solution gives:
[2-n]

(A11.19) V p2 = a n+1 . V pI (m3)

In an analog way the transmissions with a fixed pump and a constant pressure can be

derived. Except the limiting conditions are different.
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APPENDIX 12. The power flow of a planetaIy gearbox (input controlled).

~,P

Fig. 12.1. Schematized drawing ofan input controlled planetary gearbox.

The kinematics of a planetary gearbox are already defined by Willis.

(A12.1) Ws + [~~w] 'Wrw- [1 + ~~w] 'Wpl = 0 (rad·s-1)

The quantities which are given are:

a) the angle velocity of the generator, WI = Ws

b) the rated power, Prated

C) the cut-in wind-speed, Vc-in and the rated wind-speed, Vrated

d) the efficiency of the rotor, Cp

e) the tipspeed ratio, A.

With a, b, c, d and e the size of the rotor and the angle velocity of the rotor can be

calculated.

(A12.2) (m)

Wrw = [[1 +~] 'WPI-WS]' [~]

(A12.3)

(A12.4)

(A12.5)

W - A· Vc-in .
rc- in - R '

Wr = Wp1; WI = Ws

W - A· V rated
rrated R (rad· S-1)

(rad· S-1)

(rad· S-1)
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In figure 12.1 it can be seen that:

(A12.6) 2F = !£ll{.pl (N)

(A12.10) Ts = F . Rs =-Tpl . ----

[~+ 1]

(A12.7)

(A12.8)

(A12.9)

R - Rrw + Rspl- 2
F- -Tpl

- Rrw + Rs

kLTrw = F . Rrw = - TpI . R';-

[~+ 1]
1

(m)

(N)

(Nm)

(Nm)

With (A12.9) and (A12.10):

(A12.11) Tpl = - [~:w + 1] . Ts

(A12.12) Trw = [~:w] . Ts

(Nm)

(Nm)

(Nm·s-3)

The power through the hydrostatic transmission, P2 is equal to the power through the

ring-wheel.

(A12.13) P2 = wrw' Trw = [[1 + ~:w] . WpI - ws] .Ts (W)

We know that Pr = c . t4, so:
(A12.14) c = rJated

rrated

(A12.15) Ps = P r = ~§ated . t4
rrated

Because Ps = Ts • Ws we find that:

(A12.16) Ts = Ps = TI =.L. ~ated . t4
Ws WI rrated

Together with (A12.13) and (A12.16):

(A12.l7) P2= [[1 + ~:w] 'wr-WI] .~. ~ated . t4
rrated

(W)

(Nm)

(W)
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(A12.18) P 1 = WpI • T pI = Wr • - [~:w + 1] . ~. ~ated . ~
r rated

With (12.15), (12.17) and (12.18) it can be proved that:

(W)

(A12.19) P s + P 1 + P2 = 0 (W)

If we define the power flows P 1 and P 2 positive if they flow to the transmission instead

of from the transmission than we have to multiply P 1 and P2 with -1. Now (A12.15),

(A12.17) and (A12.18) can be written as:

Incoming power flow P r = outgoing power flow PI:

(A12.20) P r = ~ated . ~
r rated

(A12.21) P 1 = [~:w + 1] . ~3ated . ~4
r rated

(A12.22) P2 = [wr3 - [1 + ~w] .~4] .~3ated
rrated

In section 7.4, equation (7.6)' it was defined that:

(7.6) 1- [Wr]
WI P2=0

With equation (A12.1) we find that if P2 = 0, Wrw = 0 and thus:

(W)

(W)

(W)

(-)

(A12.23)

So:

(A12.24)

(A12.25)

IpI=-~l_-

[~+ 1]
P1 = 1 . Prated . wr4

T;l W1 WI
rated

(-)

(W)

(W)
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APPENDIX 13. The power flow of in input controlled hydrostatic transmission.
~, • 'Po.

'I, ,P,

Fig A13.1. Schematized drawing ofan input controlled hydrostatic transmission.

Vpi and Vmare constant; Wr = Wpl = wp2/Ip.

(A13.1 )

(A13.2)

(A13.3)

(A13.4)

(A13.5)

Pm = Pi = P2

ql + q2 = qm

ql = ~ ~1. Wr

q2 = ~~2. Wp2 = ~ ~1 • I p' Wr

271" [YEl I ~]Wm= V;. qm = V m + p' V m . Wr

(N 'm-2)

(m3 . S-l)

(m3 . S-l)

(A13.5) can be written as:

(A13.6) Vp2=h'[~'Vm-Vpl]

(Al3A) and (A13.6) give (A13.7):

(A13.7) q2 = [WI'¥i- Wr' ~r]

It is known from appendix 12 that:

(A12.15) PI = Pr = Prated . '0
~

r rated

(m3)

(W)
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_ T 2 7r _ Pm 2 7r _ 1 2 7r P ra ted ..'l
Pm - m' v;;;- - Wm' v;;;- - WI' v;;;-. w:} • wr

r rated

With (A13.3) and (A13.8) the main power flow is determined:

(A13.9) Pl=ql·Pm=..!...·~PI.Prated.w1
WI m w:} r

rrated

With (A13.7) and (A13.8) the controllable power flow is obtained:

(A13.10) P2=q2'Pm= [uA_w1.~PI].Prated
rWI m w3

r rated

If we again assume equation 7.6:

(7.6) I = [~J P2=O

Than we find that I = h:
(A13.11) h =~

v pI

So:

(W)

(W)

(-)

(-)

(A13.9)

(A13.10)

P _ 1 Prated w1
1 - Th' w:} • WI

r rated

(W)

(W)
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APPENDIX 14. The power flow of a planetary gearbox (outDut controlled).

Fig. 14.1. Schematized dra wing ofan output controlled planetary gearbox.

The derivation of the equations of the gearbox it self are the same as done in appendix

12. So until equation (A12.12) the derivations are the same.

(A12.1) Ws + [~:w] .Wrw - [1 + ~:w] .wpl = 0 (rad· S-1)

The quantities which are given are:

a) the angle velocity of the generator, WI = Ws

b) the rated power, Prated

C) the cut-in wind,e:;peed, V c-in and the rated wind,e:;peed, V rated

d) the efficiency of the rotor, Cp

e) the ti pspeed ratio, )..

With a, b, c, d and e the size of the rotor and the angle velocity of the rotor can be

calculated.

(A12.2) (m)

(A12.3)

(A12.4)

(A12.5)

_ ).. V c-in .
Wr • - R 'c-m

Wr = Wpl; WI = Ws

W - ).. V rated
rrated R (rad· S-I)

(rad· S-I)

(rad·s-1)
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In figure 12.1 it can be seen that:

(A12.6) 2F = !£l
Kpl

(N)

(A12.1O) T s = F· Rs =-Tpl' ----

[~+ 1]

(A12.7)

(A12.8)

(A12.9)

R - Rrw + Rs
pl- 2

F - -Tpl
- Rrw + Rs

~Trw = F . Rrw = - T pl' R;-

[~+ 1]
1

(m)

(N)

(Nm)

(Nm)

With (A12.9) and (A12.10):

(A12.11) T pI = - [~:w + 1] . Ts

(A12.12) Trw = [~:w] . T s

(Nm)

(Nm)

Due to the different connection of the shunt transmission, the power flows differ from

those in appendix 12.

(A14.1) Tpl = T r ; Wpl = Wr

(A12.15)

(A14.2)

(A14.3)

P r = Prated . iJfi..
~ r

r rated

P 1
PI = ws·Ts = WI . - rated . w; .----

~ [Rrw 1]rrated ~ +

(W)

(Nm)

(W)
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P2 = Wrw' Trw = (A12.5)· (A12.9) = [ 1 . WI'~ -~] . Prated (W)

[fuw + 1] ~ rated

With (A12.13) we find that the power flows become:

(A12.23)

(A14.5)

(A14.6)

1Ipl=----

[~+ 1]

PI = -Ipl . ufl.. ' WI . Prated
r ~

rrated

P2 = (Ipl . WI' ufl.. - uA). Prated
r r ~

rrated

(-)

(W)

(W)

Addition gives:

(A14.7) P r + PI + P2 = 0 (W)

If the incoming power flow flows to the transmission and PI and P2 away from the

transmission, than it is easier to write: P r = PI + P2. In that case PI and P2 have to be

multiplied with-1.

(A14.5)

(A14.6)

PI = Ipl . ufl.. • WI . Prated
r ~

r rated

(W)

(W)
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APPENDIX 15. The power flow of an output controlled hydrostatic transmission.

p

1

Fig. A15.1. Schematized drawing ofan output controlled shunt transmission.

vp and Vm1 are constant.

(A15.1 )

(A15.2)

(A15.3)

(A15.4)

(A15.5)

Pp = P1 = P2
qp = q1 + q2

Vq1 = 2;1. Wi = constant

Vm2 .
q2 = 2'"1r' 1m• Wi

With these equations it can be derived that:

(A15.6)

(A12.15)

Vm2 = [Vp • Wr - VID1] .L
Wi 1m

P r = Prated . w}
~ r

rrated

(m3)

(W)



(A15.7)
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_ P r _ Prated . L~ 27r 1 _ Prated ..? 2 7r
Pp - qr - ~ . wr ' V;' Wr - W3 'Wi ' V;

rrated rrated

(N'm-2)

The power flows become:

(A15.8)

(A15.9)

v P dPt=Pt'qt= mt,v.R.W]" ratev;- r ~
r rated

(W)

(W)

With Ih = ~;t it can be derived that:

(A15.1O) (W)

(\V)
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APPENDIX 16. Determination of the efficiency of the hydraulic transmission.

(bar)

(Nm)

The efficiency is determined for wind speeds between 4 and 14 m/s. First the

theoretical torque-speed curve of the pump shaft is calculated (figure AI6.1), in order

to determine the efficiency of the several pumps. After the best pump was chosen (see

figure A16.3 - AI6.5),the hydromechanicallosses were subtracted from the theoretical

pressure-flow curve. The pressure decrease in the high pressure pipe appeared to be

negligible. The pressure decrease of the conductive (valves, filter etc.) part are assumed

as follows: the pressure decrease is proportional to the second power of the flow. The

maximum pressure decrease is assumed to be 10 bar if the flow is at its maximum, 4 lis.

This pressure decrease is considered too (see figure AI6.2). The resulting pressure-flow

curve is used to determine the efficiency of several adjustable motors. The numeric

values of the calculations are presented in table AI6.1.
(AI6.1) T=Tmax.n2

n~ax

n~~~ 250(AI6.2) Pth = .t:..!!l1lli.q2 = _.q2
q~ax 42

TheoretIC Conti par

250 ,..----------------,---,
,,

//./

I~,/

,'/
,'/

, I

,t.~/, ,
• !

, I
'/

//
,'1
'/

"'/
",,~/,,,'

1/
, ~ ...

,~/,..-
I •• ••

' ...I,'"

-.''.'n·
,:/

y"...
..O?

,/
.,"

~'

50

150

100

200

\000 ,..-------------------,

'000

>000

,000

?OOO

1000

1000

oL..-'--....Io--~---''--"'''''-..........-'-'''O'''------''-~

41 62 82 103 123 144

Fig. A16.1. The torque as a function

ofthe rotational speed.

1.14 1.72 228 2.86 3.42

Fig. A16.2. The pressure as a function of

the flow.
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PUMPS

The theoretical swept volume has to be 1665 cm3. The analyzed pumps are:

- RlVA CALZONl MR 1800,

- SAl M5, L5, swept volume: 1600 and 1800 cm3,

- Diisterloh RM 2000.

The efficiency curves are presented in the figures A16.3 - A16.5.

MR 1800

70
o

100 bar 150bar-

- 200 bar- 250 bar-

100
'#.
.!: 95
"0
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~ 90

g 85
::J
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~ 80
s:;
u 75
Ql
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5 10
Drehzahl in min- 1

70 L..-.L..-...J..---J----7
,5

.
15 0 5 10
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300 20 60 100 200
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300
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l' 200 bar

,

100

'#. 95
.!:
-g90
~
Ol 85
c:
::J
-t 80
~

75g

I
~~ -. '""""'" 200 bar

~~:50bar150 bar
100 bar

100
'#.
.!: 95
"0
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~ 90

g 85
::J
-t
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-5 75
Ql

:E 70
20 60 100 200

Drehzahl in min- 1

Fig. A16.3. The efficiency afthe RIVA GALZONI MR 1800.
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." /' ./
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&""'I..~,~,t"'~'='J 0 - ~7]'"
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Fig. A16.{ The efficiency ofthe

Diister/oh RA12000.

Fig. A16.5. The efficiency ofthe

Sai M5 and L5, Vth = 1600 and 1800.

The results of the analyses, the efficiencies as a function of the wind speed, are

presented in figure AI6.10. The Diisterloh motor showed to have the best efficiency.

The further analyses are done with these results.

VALVES AND PIPES

The losses of the valves and the filter are assumed to be proportional to the second

power of the flow. The maximum pressure decrease is 10 bar if the flow is at its

maximum, q = 4 lis.

(AI6.3)
Plo6 10

Plo6' = max. q2 = _. q2

q~ax 42
(bar)

After calculations, the efficiency of these components is about 96 %.
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The diameter of the pipes is assumed to be 50 mm. The flow is always laminar.

(AI6.4)

(AI6.5)

Re = p·v·d =!:..£..:..g
JJ ~

(-)

With: p = 850 (kg/m3), qmax = 4.10-3 (m3/s), JJ = 50.10-3 (Ns/m2) and d = 50 (mm) it

is found that Re = 1732 < 2300.

The length L of one pipe is about 15 m. The efficiency of the high pressure pipe is:

(AI6.6)

(AI6.2)

7] = 1 - LJ.P= 1 _ _32_·.......J1_·L_·_v
pipe P p.d2

P
_ pmax q2 _ 250.105 q2th - . - .

q~ax (4.10- 3)2

(-)

(AI6.7) 7]pipe= 1-6.52.1O-12 .Jl..:.1..-= 1-7.9.10-7 .1 (-)
q·d4 q

The efficiency is at lowest if the flow is at lowest. If the wind speed is 4 mis, the flow is

at lowest:

(AI6.8) q=~O'Vp'7]voIou pump

So: 7]"01 = 99 %; q4 = 1.13 lis ; 7]pipe = 99.91 %pump 4

7]vol = 97 %; q14 = 3.851/s; 7]pipe = 99.98 %
pump 14

These losses are negligible, as compared with the other losses.

The efficiency of the low pressure pipe is:
(AI6.6) 7]. =1_~=1_32·J1.L.V

pIpe P p.d 2

(AI6.5) v=~
7r·d2

With p = 15 (bar), q4 = 1.13 (lis) and q14 = 3.85 (lIs) we find:

mos = 1- PI 06 = 1- (1-7JPiPe~'Ppipe = 1- 0.0037 ·1.695 = 99.50 %
pipe 4 ppump 7]pump' inO.550·2.3

0.0125·5.775
7]106 . = 1- 0 969.100 = 99.93 %pIpe 14 .

(-)
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These losses are negligible too. The overall efficiency is thus 96 %. The losses are

considered in figure A16.2, together with the hydro-mechanical losses of the pump,

The resulting curve of figure A16.2 is used to determine the losses of several motors.

MOTORS

The theoretical swept volume has to be 160 cm3. The analyzed motors are:

- VOLVO Vll-160 (bent axis),

- HYDROMATIK A6V/160 (bent-axis),

- COMMERCIAL HYDRAULICS, HD2/2200, swept volume is 166 cm3 (swash
plate).

OVERALL EFFICIENCY

l;'J'SS~~~PEiID-(JU'M)' SWASH ANGLE

OP (ban 250 500 loaD 1500 .. 2000' 2500 3000 lSOO DISPLACEMEN'

50 0.955 0.952 0.885 0.779 0.636 O.~Sl 0.229 0.05 a • 40°
100 0.959 0.959 0.933 0.8Bl 0.801 0.712 0.595 0.50B

• 164 =)/.....0.959 0.939 0.907 . 0.B5~ 0.791 0.719 0.6042'· D150 0.9049
250 0.922 0.9046 0.9046 0.921 0;895 0.85 0.809 0.762
)50 0.905 0.916 0.9304 0.91~ 0.898 0.B7~ O.B~ 0.808

50 0.926 0.939 0.92B 0.87 \ 0.815 0.7304 0.6704 0.558 a • 25°
100 0.904 0.9045 0.9043 o.917 .0•B82 0.853 0.81B 0.7604 D • 107,) em

J
/150 0.929 0.9047 0.95 o.93~ 10.91 0.891 0.86 0.827 rev

250 0.9 0.933 0.9046 0.9304 /0.926 0.91 0.893 0.68)50
0.89 0.917 0.93~ 0.932'0.91B 0.91 0.898 0.881

50 0.797 0.691 O.B77 0.833 0.7B2 0.722 0.665 0.625 a • 15°
100 0.7B 0.91 0.90B 0.B82 0.663 0.632 0.81 0.761

D • 65,3 em) fr~
150 0.779 0.915 0.9104 0.905 O.BBS 0.871 0.B~9 0.63
250 0.733 0.893 0.908 0.909 0.901 0.866 0.66 0.861
)50 0.727 0.804~ 0.667 0.695 0.BB6 0.685 0.675 0.665

50 0.755 0:B1S 0.B23 0.799 0.7~9 0.663 0.62~ 0.536 a • 10°
100 0.7B5 0.B7 0.869 0.853 0.631 0.602 0.773 0.704

D • 4),5 em)/...
150 0.769 0.666 0.B76 0.672 O.BS~ 0.63~ 0.615 0.766
250 0.704~ 0.B31 0.B63 0.671 0.661 0.653 0.6~2 0.833
)50 0.656 0.752 0.B16 0.B~9 0.653 0.8~ 0.839 0.83

0.722 0.761 -0.757 0.727 0.6:>9 0.SB9 O.SS~ 1l.~3 a • eO50 0.766 0.832 0.B3 O.Bl~ 0.7B7 0.759 0.73~ 0.703
• )2.4 em

J
jtT100 0

150 '0.7048 0.817 O.B04S 0.633 0.B12 0.782 0.766 0.7~7

250 0.652 0.757 0.839 0.6045 0.8304 0.823 0.808 0.785
)50 0.63~ 0.721 0.797 0.82 0.82 0.818 0.8104 0.805

Fig. A16.6. The efficiency ofthe VOL VO motor.
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Fig. A16.8. The efficiency ofthe COMMERCIAL HYDRULICS motor.
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The motor rotates with only one rotational speed, n = 1500 (rpm). For several swept

volumes, Vi/Vi , and for n = 1500 (rpm) the efficiencies of the motors are presented
max

as a function of the pressure.

The results are presented in figure A16.9.

In figure A16.10 the overall efficiency of several configurations are given. The

combinations are:

- Diisterloh pump I VOLVO motor (highest efficiency),

- Diisterloh pump I COMMERCIAL motor (pump with highest and motor wit lowest

efficiency),

- RIVA CALZONI pump I COMMERCIAL motor (lowest efficiency).

The overall efficiencies are calculated as follows:

(A16.9) 1}tot = 1}pump'1}cp'1}motor (-)

Table A16.1. Determination ofthe efficiency ofthe transmission.

(DUsterlohl Commercia~

Vw Pin 6Pth 1]\'01 1]hm 1}tot 6pp 1}cp 6pcp Vi 1]m 1]totp v;--
max

m/s kW bar bar bar
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

4 2.3 20.4 0.990 0.555 0.550 11.3 0.96 11 0.29 0.18 0.10
5 4.6 31.9 0.988 0.850 0.840 27.1 0.96 26 0.36 0.42 0.34
6 7.9 45.9 0.986 0.933 0.920 42.8 0.96 41 0.43 0.62 0.55
7 12.5 62.5 0.984 0.945 0.930 59.1 0.96 57 0.50 0.70 0.62
8 18.7 81.6 0.982 0.958 0.941 78.2 0.96 75 0.57 0.75 0.68
9 26.6 103.3 0.980 0.962 0.943 99.4 0.96 95 0.64 0.79 0.72
10 36.4 127.6 0.978 0.965 0.944 123.1 0.96 118 0.71 0.83 0.75
11 48.5 154.4 0.976 0.968 0.945 149.4 0.96 143 0.78 0.85 0.77
12 63.0 183.7 0.974 0.968 0.943 181.1 0.96 174 0.86 0.87 0.79
13 80.1 215.6 0.972 0.969 0.942 208.9 0.96 201 0.93 0.89 0.80
14 100.0 250.0 0.970 0.969 0.940 242.3 0.96 233 1.00 0.90 0.81

The bold printed values are not obtained from the data of the manufacturers, but

estimated by extrapolating and from the data of [14].
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Fig. A16.9. The efficiencies ofthe motors as a function ofthe swept volume and the

pressure and the efficiencies as a function ofthe wind speed.
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APPENDIX 17. Determination of the efficiency of the shunt transmission.

The efficiencies of the pump and the conductive part are assumed to be the same as

those determined in appendix 16. The motors which are used are:

- Hydromatik A2V-NG 107, fixed swept volume, bent axis,

- Hydromatik A2V-NG 55 (pump/motor), variable swept volume, bent axis.

The efficiencies of the motors are presented in the figures A17.1 - A17.3. In the figures

A17.4 a, band c, the efficiencies of the machines are presented graphically as a function

of the pressure and the swept volume. The rotational speed is constant (1500 rpm).

The derivation is made in table A17.1. The data of column 2 are obtained from

appendix 16 (column 9). The columns 4,5 and 6 represent the data of the main power

flow. The columns 7, 8, 9, and 10 represent the data of the controllable power flow. The

sum of the losses, column 11, is obtained by adding the losses of the main power flow

(column 6) and the losses of the controllable power flow (column 10). The overall

efficiency of the motor part is obtained by dividing the sum of the losses by the

incoming power flow.

The results are presented graphically in figure A17.4 d.

Table A17.1. Determination ofthe efficiency ofthe shunt transmission.

Vw ~pcp Pin P1 1]1 P1 P2 ~ 1]2 P2 U>106 1]totlos Vi loS
max

m/s bar kW kW kW kW kW kW
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

4 11 2.3 5.2 0.4 2.08 -2.9 -1 0.50 1.45 2.53 -0.1
5 26 4.6 8.2 0.75 2.46 -3.6 -0.8 0.70 1.08 3.54 0.23
6 41 7.9 11.7 0.82 2.12 -3.9 -0.6 0.83 0.66 2.78 0.65
7 57 12.5 16.0 0.85 2.40 -3.5 -0.4 0.81 0.67 3.07 0.75
8 75 18.7 20.9 0.88 2.51 -2.2 -0.2 0.69 0.68 3.19 0.83
9 95 26.6 26.6 0.90 2.65 0.0 0.0 0.50 3.17 0.88
10 118 36.4 32.7 0.91 2.80 3.7 0.2 0.65 1.30 4.10 0.89
11 143 48.5 39.5 0.92 3.16 9.0 0.4 0.83 1.53 4.69 0.91
12 174 63.0 47.0 0.93 3.29 16.0 0.6 0.89 1.76 5.05 0.92
13 201 80.1 55.2 0.93 3.86 24.9 0.8 0.92 1.99 5.85 0.93
14 233 100.0 64.0 0.93 4.48 36.0 1.0 0.93 2.52 7.00 0.93
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nur rechnerische Werle
fur lntcrpol<ltion.

NG 107 (107cm3/U)
.ennwerte

Motor •

Konstant- und Verstell motoren . System ,':-~

Schw,,"hi"lr:.l Q 1° 5° 10° 15° 20° 25°
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'I, 'I.
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m" '1\ 'I.
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Fig. 17.1. The efficiencies ofthe motor with the fixed swept volume.
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I,terle

umpe . NG 55 (54,8 cm3/U)
HVDJRDl"SATIK @

nur rechnensche Werle
lur Inlerpolation.

Konslanl- und Verslellpumpen, SySlem A2
'--

Sd,..,t"~",il"ll.:~l Q 1° 5° 10° 15° 20° 25°

Wi r~v1'l9~9 red ". """" "I ". """" "I ". """,, "I ". """,, "I ". """,, "I ". """,, "I
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'05 I'" 950 813 n2
c 100 - - - - - . 7~0 756 559 832 827 688 875 855 748 900 868 781
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~• 100 755 359 271 915 660 603 951 no 732 970 810 1785 977 810 I 791

~
...... 150 619 oLIO 272 872 72~ 632 924 885 nl 953 860 818 970 876 849 978 860~

~
200 495 510 252 822 ns 637 908 875 794 942 890 846 960 907 871 967 879

~
250 - - - - - - 882 896 790 931 915 1851 9~8 922 87~ l% 926

~320 - - - .: - - 845 907 766 9,. 922 a43 933 932 869 933

lallienwerle sind mit 10-' zu mulliplizieren. Durchgestrichene
Zahlenangaben sind

Fig- A17.2. The efficiencies ofthe machine with a variable swept volume (used as a

pump).
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Jrlnwerte

Motor . NG 55 (54,8 cm3/U)

Konstant- und Verstellmotoren, System A2 ..
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866
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792
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796 677 5J9
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Zah1enwerle sind mil 10" zu mulliolizieren. Durchgeslric:hene
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nur rechnerische Werle
lur Interpolalion.

Fig. A17.3. The efficiencies ofthe machine with a variable swept volume (used as a
motor).
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